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H. STOCKBRIDGE.

The dull, cold torpor of Winter
Puts not the whole world asleep;
For the slumberof earth is restless,
Though its breathing is long and deep.
And the changeless ‘sleep of winter

Is yer so full of change, That the thoughts of men are quickened,

And flow to a wider

range.

How the beautiful fancies glitter
On the sparkling face of the snow,
When the eyes of the night
Are blazing with light,

And the eloquent breezes blow !—
The breezes that set us sighing,
The breezes that make us glow!
How the quick thoughts leap at their coming!
How the long thoughts ebb as they go!
Till the old man

"heat that

robs

one “of needed

and, worse than that,

tion and pluck, which
to lose.

strength,

of courage,

ambi-

we can ill afford

So I am taking leave for

a

few

weeks to breath the cool, strong air of
the mountains. Not to Darjeeling this
time, though'that is near and easy of ac-.

in this country

is

cheap, that is, if one does not happen

to

passes, a

ion of Liberal Baptists--Seneca and Hu-

Ministers and

Off to the mountains once more, after and truly missionary.

| three. years of the heat of the plains—

be possessed

CORRESPONDENCE: — The
Canvass — Our
Greatest Denominational Work— UnQ. M., Ohio—A

thréeeénana teachers.

dreams at the fireside,

And the maiden bearitlg the ‘bells
Of the merry parties that come and go,
Straight all her bosom swells
With a timid thought of the future,
' Of the blessed, glad May-time,
Of the kindly voice of the parson,
And the church bells ringinga chime.

of

a troublesome

dignity.

The first class takes those who have

EDITORIAL *—The Morning Star for 1883—Our
Sunday-school Publications—Union of
Liberal Baptists—Notes..
.
.
.

she also employs

few

with

whom

free

money

is no

object, and some, the condition of whose
dignity requires a first class ticket, which
cpsta abant five cents a mile. The second class takes a good many respectable
Europeans and Eurasians, and the brandy

bottle is sometimes conspicuous.
This
ticket is half the price of the- first. The
intermediate and third classes take na-

tives mostly,—the

respectability of the

country usually, - The

idfermediate
is one

half the priceof the second, and

the

third class pne half of the intermediate.
This brings the latter to a fraction of a
cent per mile. So, as economy suits my
pocket, and I can have respectable company, and am not troubled with dignity,
I take the third class.
Spreading out my bedding (bedding
always goes with an Indian traveler) on

one of the capacious seats, [can
recline as I prefer.

My

sit gr

little kerosene

stove is alsd my companion,

and

with a

box of biscuit and the wherewithal for a
cap of tea, I can take a lunch at any

time of day or night.
Leaving Calcutta at 11 P. M., we roll
out into the darkness. For a few miles
we

have company,

half

the seats, per-

haps, beifg occupied, butaiter we have
passed a few stations, there remains only

here and there a haad seen above the high
backs of the seats.
One feature of my (raveling experience

Barcily.

Here

nore of this work on my return from

Dr. ;

that our American'society is natural.
ly,if not irtdsistibly, developing towards
more liberal divorce. Whpever opposes
this movement will find it no weak tide

IS DIVORCE AN EVIL?

several of them preach in the bazar, and
could not but feel that in them our Meth §

BY THE REV.

C.

D. DUDLEY.

That it is, is assumed without debate
prospect in much of the recent discussion of the

for their future work. I learned from subject. But good society does not agree
Dr. Scott that they had had great success with so severe an opinion.
"
‘| in the country around, having gathered

number

of village

constantly

receiving

churches,

a

¢ the number of divorcesin New EngMiss “land has probably more than doubled in

evident it is that the great agitation of
the day in behalf

fruit of this same
which

of woman

is

also

the

principle of develop-

is exalting

the individual

above all institutions.
It is not easy to see how the restriction
of divorce to the one cause of adultery conld

Sparks is in charge of a girls’ orphanage twenty years.” But what if it has? Isit
of ‘nearly three hundred pupils. The ‘not, therefore, to be presumed that the now avoid the recalling of woman to much
school buildings and grounds are spa- ‘people of New England are purer and of the severity of a yoke from which she has
cious and well enclosed.
The zenana happier than they could have been, if ‘but just been released. Indeed, the increase
plan is strictly carried out, I should judge, most or all of these unhappy marriages of divorce has unquestionably been in

the lambs being carefully proteeted from had been maintained ? We are hardly at woman's behalf, and is more intimately
the outside wolves.
Vig
liberty to think that divorce is nourished consiected with the whole question of ¢¢ the
elevation of woman” than would at first
One fact has impressed itself on my by. the children of the Puritans and by sight appear.
The Rev. Washington Gladthem introduced throughout our fair land
mind at the several missions of the Meth-

odists I. have -visited;

and

that is

that

they have not been stinted in their funds.

"8 a disreputable and corrupting institution.

The

rapidly

developing

laws

of

In speaking of this to one’of*flje thission- the six New England states and of these
aries, he said, * Yes that is {rue; when ‘mewer states that possess considerable
Dr. Butler first came to India, the secre- New England blood, joined with the statary wrote him, ¢ Lay your foundations distics that show the rapidly increasing
broad and deep, and whatever faads you fteauency of divorce in these communirequire shall be sent you.’” Chgitch edi- dies, are unmistakable evidences that the
fices, school buildings, and * residences best moral sentiment of our land regards
all illustrate the workings of this princi- divorce as a blessing. It is doubtless
generally
recognized
that - there are
ple.
Seventy-five miles north of Barcily,
the

sanitarium of the

Northwest,

is/| abuses in

Neini

connection

with

divorce

that

should be correctedas soon as experience

Tal. - For sixty-five miles there is a good. can show the remedy, but divorce, easily
level road. Passengers are taken in cov- #ad quietly secured, for any cause that
ered carriages drawn by ‘wo, ‘and, a part would seem to make the matrimonial

of the way, by three ponies, at a charge Apion quite disagreeable; is extensively
o' $7.50. I had u carriage all the way to ‘regarded as a beneficent institution of
We venture the
wyself.
There were thirteen changes, Christian civilization.
opinion
that
the
Protestant
churches in
and ‘thirty ponies were used.
The ear
America
to-day
practically
subscribe
to
riage road ends at the foot of the mountains, where the ascent begins.
For the ‘such a view. Quite recently large reten miles up, the traveler may take a ‘ligious associations have passed resolupony for a dollar, or

a chair crrried

eight men, four at a

time, for

and a half.

It was

a

by

dollar

raining, and being

tions to a different effect, and have there-

by become conspicuous. . The only

insti-

tution that can be said to stand squarely

against divorce in this country is the Cath-

tg"

a,
OPINIONS AND 0 OMMENTS. 8. ;

. How very easily some of the readers of
religious papers are disturbed appears

from the following: ,
:
One of our readérs is exercised because

the President’s Thanksgiving Proclamation has appeared in our columns. To
his mind, that looks too much like* politics”; and when he reads a religious pato stem. Such opposition involves a set per he wants to be free from all” disturbvere restriction upon those principles th . ing causes. The quicker that man drops
have given us our Protestant religion and The Sunday School Times, the better it
‘will be for his quiet of mind. If there is
our democratic government. And how. qne thing in this world that we
are deter-

i “We are told in accents of alarm that ment

and were

additions.

dissolution

i mean

o>

+

ey

a

|

the family dependency, and the ‘growth
findividual obligation in its place,"it must

the

mountains.
:
Naini Tel, September 30, 1882.

of some twenty-five students. I saw these |
young men in their classes, and heard
a cheering

‘

distinguished by the gradual

Leaving Alshabad

Fe

L

ah’| pected authority says that « the moveis | ment of the progressive societies has been

1 hope to visit other stations and to sep

Scott has a flourishing theological school |

odist brethren have

this

There can be no

we enter the field of the American
Methodists, and passing Cawnpore, and
Lucknow, we reach

:
6, ; : 1882.
:

aking

two: or

doubt that this kind of work is profitable

cal mission work as it is now being pros-

MISSIONS:

ron

imparted, and

BY THE REV. O. R. BACHELER.
eo
+

.

ecuted.
Railway traveling

rate in Rhyme, A (poetry). ‘ Sel 3

A Sermon

Christian instruction, as far as possible, is ‘other missionary Work

for I wish to see more of the country,
.| aad more of the mission work of other
societies, and particularly more of medi-

.

Washington Letter. .
.
wile
Eiglgi,
« Himself He can not save.” (poetry).
The
Rev. Geo. S.
Mave
Indian Hill. Ida Hazelton".
,
.
A Call to the
istry. II. The Rev. D.
Church Welcome. Géo. FE
Regrets. Ni
a
THE SUNDAY SCHOOL.

”

cess, ‘but farther up the range to the west,

-

George H. Stockbridge.

"Is Divorce an Evil?
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.

den in speaking of this point, in his

that tend

to disintegrate She family contain the germs
of moral. pestilence.” ‘The agitation in

behalf

of woman

suffrage and

less radical movements
«of

women

make

ments which

have

for

the

elevation

use

of

argu-

tendency.”

Must

continual

this

even

the

it not be true, then, that opposition to’ divorce meang, opposition
also to
much
that is incliided in the * woman question”?
Again we ask, Is divorce an evil? We
hear cries of alarm and learn

that

a

great

Divorce Reform is being organized.
Some
body believes that divorce is an evil and is
acting accordingly. - We must confess our
sympathy with this movement, but we ae
knowledge thatas yet it is hardly se much

as known to exist by ‘society generally.
An increasing number of divines, statesmen, and philanthropists are entering into
a strong practical protest against divorce
as it now exist among us and the situation
as we see it is this: Either these men and
their sympathizers

are fanatics, or else-the'|

highly civilized people of America have

stirred

up. We fairly delight in a reader who
can be aroused to o position: by an invitation to thank the Por.
He's a model
reader, as we look at it.

The Lilustrated Christian Weekly has
some timely reflections:
. Thadksgiving Day has passed, but that
18 po reason why our praises should be
hushed till the occurrence of the next anniversary. Rather,if we have observed the

day aright, will we be ready io goon

way

our

under a continual sense of obligation

to God for Lis benefits. Every dayof our
lives ought to be a day of thanksgiv-

ing.

;

paper

on divorce in the Century Magazine,says :

“ Social theories or sentiments

mined on, it is to keep our readers

The recently elected governor of California is reported to have expressed him-

self in tHe following suggestive manner,

during the campaign :
‘‘ As to the Sunday

law, I am in

favor

of the greatest personal liberty to every
individual consistent with the good order
of society. I am in favor of everybody

doing as he pleases, and if he won't with

out, make him do as he pleases.”

He al-

80 expressed his disappuintment that the
expulsion of the Chinese from the mines,
years ago, did nol settle that question, adding, ** But it didn’t, for there came after
that the infamous doctrine of the father-

hood of God snd the bro herhood of man,
and that abomination of abominations, the:

Burlingame treaty.”

As to the temperance situation in Iows,
the Standard speaks the right word :
We have confidence in, the sterling integrity

of. Iowa's

better”sélf,

and

we

are

satisfled to wait till the intelligence ands
industry of the state confesses itself mise
taken, ere we join in commiserating it for
80-called constitutional blunders.

.. The

following is the

recent concession of’
beemxand are chargeable with a fearfal misvery sleepy, I took the latter. Our course
the eminent Unitarian, Dr. Geo. E. Ellis:
‘ogic
church.
It
considers
divorce
as
an
take in matters moral and social. Which
lay up by a mountain torrent black with
Fifty years of study, thought, and readwitigated nuishnce and shows it no is it?
ing, given largely to the Biole and to the
x yf
powdered slate, the path dipping into
PY
S-o-b
+ + * re
{1 refer to with pleasure, The Hindus ‘deep ravines and along startling preci’ | eration. But this is hardly a happy
literature which peculiarly relates to it,
have brought me to this conclusion: that
are Inquisitive. My companions wish to pices, among forest trees and over naked example with which to illustrate to
WASHINGTON LETTER
the Book, taken with the especial Divine
know where I am going, where I came cliffs. After five hours toiling and punt merican society thie blessings of no di* WASHINGTON, D. C., Nov. 29.
quality and character clatmed for it and soAnd the poet sighs at his table,
odestly, want to
-from, and then, very
Washington is once again the capital of extensively assigned to it, 48 inspired and
And pauses with lifted pen i—
ing, we reached an opening, and Naini porce. Their principles have had an exknow what I am. When I tell them I Tal, in all its picturesque beauty, lay at tensive test in France, but the society of the nation.
“0 that [ might go,
President, his Calpial, infallible, as a whole and in all its contents
—is an orthodox book. It yields what is
While these warm thoughts glow,
am a missionary,
their counténances
‘that
country
is
not
proverbial
for
purity
the Supreme Court, and a quorum,at feast, called
our feet. A lovely quiet lake, a mile
the orthodox creed.
Down into the haunts of men!
The vast
ynd ideal home life.
of Congress are in the
city.
A much
lighten, and they begin to ask if I know
majority of its readers, following its letter,
My wisdom should cleave their troubles;
long by one-fourth of a mile wide, lay
:
such and such of their acquaintances who
In our own land, in the lowest and larger namber of visitors than is usual for its obvious sense, itg natural meaning; and
Their pain should pass as a breath;
embosomed in the mountains, lofty peaks
1 would clutch the serpents that sting them
are missivnaries. Directly, I hear them rising on three sides, two thousand feet seemingly most degraded classes of socie- thigitime of year is also here, attracted by yielding to the-iffipression which some of"
its emphatic texts make
Till they hissed in the pangs of death.
talking among themselves, but so loud high, while the end of the valley, by ty, where drunkenness and rioting and the Garfleld Memorial Fair. The fair will it orthodoxy. Oaly thatuponkindthem, find in
But no! I will drop these fancies,
of ingenclose
with
the
beginning
of
the
congresthat
I can hear. * The sahib is a genious,
discriminate, and—in candor ,
As pure as they come to me,
which we entered, was level with the debauchery, ignorance and superstition sional session on Monday, the 4th of De- I mustspecial,
add—forced treatment, which it
tleman, he is a good man, he is a learned
Where he that walks with a downcast eye
lake, through which we could lovk out abound, divorce finds little encourage- ceinber.
receives from us Liberals, can make the
:
wea
And he that is proud may see.
al
Book teach anything but orthodoxy.
far-above the view of the plains below: | ment in faith or practice, while in those.
east & gem in the sparkling snow,
Ywill
1T say T refer to this with pleasure, Between the mountains and the lake there communities that are the most noted of “Those who are familiar with -WashingI will haog a charm on the tree;
ton will not fail to be impressed with some
not only because it is pleasant to be flat- |
I will throw a new light
Allpding to the Thanksgiving discoursesis just room enough for a good road which all for joielligence and for high moral very marked improvements that have been
Through the pathless night
tered, but because it shows in what esticharacter,
divorce
laws
are
the
most
libof
Boston clergymen, the Advertiser says:extends quite around.
This is the promemad€& during the summer in repaving the
To the star that sinks o'er the lea;
mation missionaries are’ held by the
If streets, improving the sidewalks, paintOnce more the is3ues in our politics are
And thus will I give to common things
nade of the station. Tucked in, in all eral and divorces are most numerous.
becoming those in, which
heathen.
They are regarded as the
hearts and
What they have given to me,
sorts of nooks and corners, on the moun- these are factg, (and who disputes them ?) ing and renovating public bifildings,to say consciences of men may be the
interested, and
‘But the gem shall lie in the pathway;
friends of the people.
we
must
either
suspend
very
common
|
nothing
of
the
vast
aggregate
of
improveonce more the pulpit shows itself the
tain sileg, wherever a place could be
The charm shall hang at the eye;
We rollon at the rate of twenty-five. | found omude, are some two hundred methods of reasoning or conclude that di- ment due to private enterprise. The many strong ally of what is true and. honest and;
The light shall shine like a comet
of good report.
miles an hour, and are passing through
:
And brighten the breadths of sky ;
spacious residences, several hotels, gov- vorce is not an evil. And then, when we who will see their country’s capital for the
the rice fields of Bengal, as the moon
leave
the
simple
facts
and
look
at
the
causfirst
time
this
winter
can
not
fail
to
be
Men shall see at a glance what I found in time,
ernment buildings, &. Two years ‘ago,
a
et
now and than shows. The whistle is
And run with joy where 1 needs must climb.’
The Observer reminds us that we at the
a terrible land-slip occurred here, which es of the the increase of divorce, there is pleased with the firmness and cleanliness
silent, for there are no road crossings.
North live in glass houses :
So the poet’s heart grows warmer,
has somewhat injured the reputation of" no better chance for sudden condemnation. of its streets and with its many ‘architectnIt is common to see in the papers stingIt is simply on and on through the night's
ral
‘beauties.
It
is
conceded
to
'be
the
Can
it
be
doubted
that
so
many
wise
legSo the maiden’s eyes grow bright,
the place. The rain had been excessive,
ing reproaches of the South, because hom80 the old man dreams of a fadeless youth,
solitude, with one uninterrupted elat'er.
handsomest
city
in
this
hemgjsphere,
and
and a b'uff on the mountain side became islators and magistrates, as have encouricide is not punished as it ought to be.
In the cold of a Winter’s night.
By daylight we are leaving the rice tields undermined by the water from above, and aged by the laws enacted, the maltjplica- some traveled Americans, too patriotic for There is ground for this reproach
.
A failbehind, and instead are in the midst of
tion of divorces, have done so with an ‘accuracy, insist that it is the most beauti- ure vo protect. humaau life, and to punish
But the desolate days of Winter
all
at
once
slid
out,
leaving
a
glen
where
ful city in the world.
It has always been man-slayers, is one of fhe highest crimes.
maize everywhere, not Indian corn, but a
When, within her palace of cloud,
the bluff had been. Several of the largest intelligent hope of furthering the interests
/But we see the same propensi
in our
Melancholy is queen
kindred species seeding much like broom buildings of the station, nearly fifty| of virtue and the family ? It is not the custom to give the White House a gens Northern courts when human ties
life is sacri4<nd our hopes, I ween,
eral
overhauling
and
renovating
during
ficed by the criminal conduct of railroad
or sorghum,
The stalk is valuable for Europeans, and a hundred natives, were bard
for practical men to understand
fears are loud.
Ae dead, and our
This managers.
The law makes such conduct
fodder, and the seed for food for man and almost instantly buried in the ruins, or that to compel companions to stay to- the President's summer vacation.
Shéxcils there, sol¥mn and stately ;
year, advantage has been taken of the ex- manslaughter. But it ‘is next to impossiBhe lasts her credentials fair;
beast. This is the crop of the Northswept into the lake. The destruction was gether in the face of great danger or suf- tended absence to accomplish something ble to get a man tried for such a crime,and
Daugler is she to Night and Gloom,
when
west at this season. I have come through
his acquittal is almost a
And siser to grim Despair.
so complete and the bodies buried so fering, or even against persistent choice, more than the customary housecleaning, certaintbey. is tried
In the case of the Spuyten
eight hundred miles of this, and the
is
to
bring
them
into
great
temptation
to
But the 8;n-god hates the gray-eyed quee),
and a number of improvements have been Duyvil disaster, Judge Davis plainly indeep that very few of them have been disHe loves tig world below ;
people say it extends as much farther.
that conjugal infidelity which
blasts made, which, though not very extensive in structed the jury that Melius, the braketurbed.
He beats hex house till it falls to earth,
Ina few weeks it will give place to
everything, under
which
temptation themselves, serve to give the old bmilding man, did not do his duty, and, if he had
In a hurrying storm of snow.
Here those who can escape from the
it, the awful disaster would have
wheat, barley, oats and other grains.
many-are sure to fall. And if they be a much more presentable appearance, and done
been averted.
heat
of
the
plains
come
to
spend
the
hot
This was manslaughter.
Oh, who will mt praise
Seventeen hours from Calcutta we have
separated in their homes only, and being to make it much more habitable. The old Bat the jury acquitted him.. So it goes.
months.
The temperature is very uniThe wintry dayd)
reached Benares, four hundred and fifteen
yet married stand in each other's way dirt roadway, which was always muddy
And the fall of they déwless eves,
form, the thermomter varying hut little.
miles, the most sacred city of the Hindus.
towards’ other unions, the temptation, if and disagreeable to visitors during rainy |
Full of temperate sainess for them that joy,
Mary Clemmer says some good things in
Full of gladness for kim that grieves!
Here I stop with an old friend for a coup- During this month of September it has changed at all, is only made greater. weather, has been torn up, anda smoot},
her last letter to the
ranged only from 68° to 90° in the house,
Independent, and
Ah, who will pot sigh),
,
sre
~
le of days. He takes me to see some of
ty
asphaltum pavement substituted, making a
outside being cooler. I make the aliitude And when we think of the innocent chil- great improvement to the approaches from among others, this:
When a sultry sky
the
schools,
one
under
his
charge
having
dren that sufter tore than the loss of a
It is the curse of our politics, the. curse
Bends over meadow andiglen,
six hundred pupils. I met several mis- by boiling the thermometer 6,500 feet home whenever love is turned into ha- the avenue. The whole exterior of the that keeps so many of our best and ablest
For the kind, strong breeze of winter,
\
sea level,
.. And the magical hours aghix
forever outside of them, the certain
sionaries.
The Church, London "and above
tred, elther open or half-concealed, there building, including the conservatory, has men
misrepresentation that is sure to fall at
“When a whole lifetime is lived in-a day
This was an important place of refuge
received a fresh coat of white paint, which
Baptist societies have long had missions
18
unquestionably
strong
inducement
to
some time even on the honorable, through
And
a man 18 a hundred men!
gives it quite a bright appearance,
The
during the mutiny in 1857, while for six
here, but their success has been "very
unfortunate association or through jover..
oo
concluded that such a caricature of a
ceiling
of
the
north
portico
has
been
remonths, for hundreds of miles of the home better be abandoned when it can
worse ‘still,
or,
circumstance
ruling
moderate,
:
placed by a new one as white as snow.
through some unguarded or unrestrained
RELIGIOUS INTELLIGENOE.
A hundred miles farther on, we reach plains below, the mutineers had it all not bespeedily mended.
It is not unreaThe whole interior of the house has been ambition, that in itself is enough to cast. a
The Rey. Dr. Behrends, of Providynce, R. Alahabad, where. I spend three or four theit own way; those who were able gonable to think that strangers, or the thoroughly renovated, and is ready for oc- doubt over whole years of honorable life
to escape founda safe retreat among public, can better care for such children
and of stainless character.
I, made a telling point at the meeting of the days with our old fellow laborer, Bro.
cupancy by the President, who, however,
American Board of Commissioners: for For- Hallam.
He is pastor of a live church, these mountains. Among these was Dr. than can their quarrelling parents. - Add
eign Missions when he showed by incomro- English, and he and his people are ac- Butler, the first Methodist missionary in we are told that in'many respects the prefers to remain at the Soldier’s Home cot«
The Christian Advocate declares the ML.
tage, where he is less disturbed in the
vertible evidence that it was only the orthodvx
tively engaged im every! good work. India. He took gis advantage to secure family is a very sacred institution, con- preparation of his message to Congress.
E, Church to be no place for a. female:
and evangelical Churches which produced any
preacher, and it seems to be speaking
In the Sabbath-school, social meetings a desirable location, and founded a mis- serving all the best interests, both of the
*
maintained foreign missionaries.
;
from the heart when it says:
and various kinds of Christian work, his sion which ever since has géne on spread- individual and of society in gengralf; and
The Cincinnati Catholic Telegraph recentfigurishing. The Methodists here accepting this as true, how very importniethods are decidedly American. The ing and
There is no power in the Methodist
In
all
Christian
work
there
is
need
of
Cath.
the
upon
ly contained an editoriul urging
have
an
English
church,
a
good
European
constantly remembering the source of all Episcopal Churcn by which a woman can
church
is
a
missionary
society
in
itself,
ant it is tat complete ‘provision be | real efficiency.aof®success. The discour- be licensed a local preacher.
¢ olic Church the pressing importance of disposCertain
congregation, an English boarding school |
wade to Loo the family from degenerat- agements we encounter, tOgEIbEr with a Quarterly Conferences undertook to, li-ing of the debts of Archbishop Purcell, This employing one native preacher .at-least,
ia the first outspoken utterance on the subject and ‘several zetuna teachers to labor for girls and ond for boys,& small native ing into a bedlam of “discordant influ- consciousness of eur weakness, are well cense them without law, but
appeals were:
that has co
from this organ of the ¢hureh.
among the heathen.
I was greatly re- church, and a good day school for native ences. And is not divorce one of the most calculated to depress the most zealous in made to the General Conferences from the:
Dr. Humphrey, pastor of the Eng: | efficient of these provisions? So it is ge- their efforts to 'do good. But whén our Taliugs of certain bishops on .the * subject
RN
the famous leader of the Free freshed und encditraged bythis visit with . boys.
strength is as
and our foes are
at
the rulings were sustained.
lish church, has the, superinteridence of garded. The laws of our states ‘and the | many and mighty,nothing
Some
Brahmins of India,is both a popular orator and old and tied frichds: In ’‘medicalsmission
we have only to rememthe whole.
He was tormérly located here gustoms of our people are Woutided*-on "ber that the divine help is pledged to our Quarterly Conferences, in direct violation
a profound scholar. In personal bearing he is work here, 1 have met Miss Dr. Seward,
or disregard of these decisions ofthe Gencommanding and shows the culture of travel
a niece of our former Secretary of State. as medieal missionary, baving a charita- this belief. Those whin'de hot think so security . and success. Christ sent forth eral Conference, have licensed them, and
he
the
first
company
of
‘preachers
with
this.
fortune
princely
in many lands. Out of his
She has, during some dozen years
or. ‘ble dispensary, and a medical class for must carry the burden of proof, and will inspiring assurance, ‘“ Ally pbwer is given some preeiding elders have put the mo* Sustains at his own expense a large church in
some years. I find three of his medical find it no child's. play to establish their unto mein heaven and in. earth,” and he tion, but the whole is invalid, and the Conmore,
been
connected
with
two
different.
Caleutts, and edits and publishes a paper,
societies, but for some time has been self- graduates here, one mun and two women, cfuse with the best.people of our commu- pledged them his presence and support to ferences and elders deserving of censure.
called The New Duspensation.
.
TRIE
SHOP ||| SPIO
ROO
the end of the world.
With such divine
supporting.
In addition to her private while others are doing good service else- nities as a jury. No society in the world girdings
it does not become vs to yield to
Of the ten Baptist Tneoiogical schools in
Dr. Humphrey intormed me that is swept along more rapidly. in, the cur- discouragement, and in the greatest emerIf you should hear ill of another, repractice, which is considerable and from. fai
Great Britain, only four are of the strict commember that your informant may be mise
gencies,
we
have
only
to
lift
our
eyes
to
while
he
was
engaged
“in
this
medfonl
which
she
derives
her
support,
che
‘has
a
—
rent of modern ‘progressive movements
nion type, three in Wales and one at Man:
whence cometh our help.

man, altogether a wonderful man, &.”

“chester, England.
§

is

charitable dispensary in the bara, where

work he was alse doing his full quotaof than our own, and so*whep a highly re-

the hills from

Bap.

Weekly,

AYER

TE

X

taken
OL

or deceived: he may
0

ro

Le

misin-

:

led to believe that God designs them for
that work, then they should prayerfully
chiurch. ~As 1 had previously had an inegnsider the nature of the work and seek
troduction to the pastor at a chance meet|
plates of Napoleon Bonaparte, Washiog- such preparation as its greatness de- ing,it was but natural that he should take
preach
ton, Lincoln, &e. ; and from thence into mands. If God has called them to
notice'of me. He gave an introduction
make
to
them
called
has
he
word,
his
rooms.
Continental
the foreroom of the
to some of the people and requested them
To what extent
These rooms represent the forerpofn | proparation for it.
«pass him along.”
And.they did

Bunker Hill, a chair and staircase from
the house of Pres. Madison, vases and

pepitent besought

"His mercy, found what be did crave,—

hope: “Himself He can not save.”

drear,

- “The heavens tor shame grow dark and
And

’

3

And pitying look of love He gave
And to John:
Te her that bore Him.
“Thy care!” “Himself He can not save.”

“a jm'gis

finished!”

©f pain’s deep portion—soTTOw’s cup—

privilege, we hastened up to the attic,
which is an attic of rare old treasures indeed. Here we found the ancient pulpit

For us: ** Himself He can not save.”

with its sounding-board, the first pulpit
‘ever preached from in Haverhill, and twoof

Of dark despair—death and the grave,—
He, Jdying, drank the bitter up

and

Por me His life He freely gave;
And shall not I be crucified
With Him ? “Himselt He can not save.”

relies;sand
with

grace,

@Qive me such love as Thou didst have ;—
Then, when 1 stand before Thy face,

views

of

hillside farms, fields, and forests that ean
. nowhere be surpassed. It seems as

——
ONES
A
at

since,

i
A

condition.

The

retains,

building,

its

or

until

present

pile

of

buildings, is built of store, and so quaint

is the architecture that the beholder

is

transported at.once he knows not whither.
As

we entered the spacious grounds,

our

eyes were at -once attracted to the summer-house upon the lawn in front ‘of the
‘mansion.

There, inthe door-way, stood a

very big Indian in full regalia of war-paint
and feathers, as though he would still keep
watch

Hy

:

over the

land

of

his

of

Burnside,

fathers

Chestnut Walk,

to

get

and

its

our carriage;

and

so ended

THE

REV.

D.

and

“warn us away from all infrusion upon
‘his favorite hunting grounds. But when
we turned to view the ancestral mansion,
what could we do but wonder and admire?
Indeed, the effeet of the low tow-

had ordained them-elders in every church,

fasting, they .com-

mended them to the Lord, on whon® they
believed.”
It does not say that these

the faults where they exist,

brightnesses

put

into office and assigned their work by the
concurrent action of the apostles and
the church, or at least by the decision of
the apostles Paul and Barnabas, and in the
same manner that they had been recognized as called of God to preach the gospelto gentile sinners. See Acts 13: 2.
In a similar manner, Matthias was called
to be an apostle in place of Judas. Paul.
wroteto Timothy,
“If man desire the office

of a bishop,he desireth a good thing.” This
desire might have been kindled in his heart
by the Holy Spirit, or it might have arisen
trom a false view of the nature of the
work, and the responsibilities to which he

shades.

professions, nor was it left

to

the

rooms,

individual to be guided by deep emotions,
or strong impulses, but they should be

- gbout with wishful eyes waiting for a
caress, helped the delusion.
The present owner of Indian Hill has
built
an addition to the building which

led to the service of God under the guidance of the Holy Spirit, and called to the
special work qualified, by thé concurrent

action of the church and ministry.

contains rare cutiosities and is called the

views already

«» Continental Rooms.”

follows that the church should

tral

clock,

portraits, ancient

and walls trimmed

with

ances-

old chests,

implements

of

war and hunting, we followed our guide

into the museum of
There is probably no

Indian antiquities.
more valuable col-

of Indian relics in our country
lection
than i Fi found in this little room.
Here are, rarest of all, as the owner told
us, two Indian deities, more rudely con-

of the’
structed, to be Bure, than th
Eastern heathen, but nevertheless they

were objects of just as devout worship, and

human

If the

correct,

it

encourage

each and every man to imfirove the gift
that is in him for the advancement of the
cause of Christ, and that they should
look out among them sultable persons,
possessing the natural qualifications to
lead the devotions of God’s people, and
preach the gospel, and encourage them
to seek not only the spiritual qualifica-

tiohs, but also the literary, and at a suitable time

call or separate

them

to the

work to which the Lord is calling them.
They should pray the Lord of the_har-

duty in this respect?

d

done

our.

It follows also that

members of the church should

faithfully improve

the

gifts

we

we

could

wish

undone or done differently in all the days
that drift away. The flowers I ought to

lp

pen,

PREACHING THE GOSPEL—PREACH-

ING ABOUT THE GOSPEL.

Brother Vindex is a man of ‘ability and

of learning.
way

He does not do much in the

of preaching

preaches

aboul

the

gospel,

the gospel

but

with a

he

great

deal of zeal, and it must be confessed with
a great deal of power. He knows all
about the circumstances of its ¢rigin; he

If have been repelled, he knows all about its
defences and bulwarks;

name, where I lived, and if I was a Chris-

cellence ; he can show how all its philoso-

tian. He invited me in to tea; said hé
was going to hold a prayer-meeting that
evening ina school-house near where I
was staying, and would be pleased to
have me stay. and accompany him. I

he can tell of its

beauty, and of its sublimity, and ofits exphy is permeated with the spirit of poetry, and how its poetry is not

mere

poe-

try, but philosophy as well; and all that
he says is entertaining and instructive,
and commands the respect

and

attention

was staying another time for the winter

of everybody.
Brother Fidelius is a very different kind
near quite 4- large village. Although
there was adie: Baptist church, my sistery of ‘man. He has less ability and less
who was a

Methodist,

desired me to af-

tend at her church with her.
eloquent

The preach-

and. fascinating.

My

was

gver; but I remained in my

seat

to watch the progress of the Sundayschool. A class sat
a few seats in front
of me, of whom the pastor, in the absence

of the teacher, took charge. Isat through
the whole of the-lesson, and no notice

was taken of me.

And that, too, in a

Methodist church,so

proverbial

diality and hearty welcome.
but fair
teacher
noticed
to join

of -ocor-

to add that the next Sabbath the
of that class was present, who
and gave mea cordial invitation
them. This incident illustrated

the fact that eloquence

alone could

not

y

Another time I went to reside in a certain eity. Two F. Baptist churches were

there. Ihad heard
a flattering report of
the eloquence of one of the pastors. I
went into his church for the first timo at
an evening prayer-meeting. During the
course of the meeting I delivered a testimony, remarking that I was a stranger
After the close of the meet-

ing, 1 lingered.

me a

My

slight nod,

hear me.

left the house.

heart,

burdened

The pastof did not

Sad and

Now,

learning ; and while he has but little to
say about

was glowing with affection for his repent.
ant son P— Sejected.

captivates the-heart: =
If an angel from the upper ‘heaven
were to visit the earth, would it be need-

ey

the gospel,

he

puts

forth~all

Make Christ the theme of : the prayer.
that he was an angel, or to show reason
_meeting.
There is no other magnet tha
why the celestial visitor should be admired? Would it be well to attempt to can draw the people, and he always

by

such efforts as these?
Show him the angel! His

glorious ~
presence authenticates
itself,
his majesty Vindicates itself, his loveliness makes it own conquest of hearts.
The gospel is virtually the Angel of the
Covenant. Show the Angel!
:

It is well to go away and talk about what
we have seen; and the efforts of brother
Viondex are not in vain;
verls of sinners,
and

but to make
to develop

graces of saints, the labors

of

conthe

Fidelius

are worth” 'a thousand times
more.
Among men, brother Vindex may have
great reputation while brother Fidelius
may be scarcely known, but in the last

day it will be found ‘that fghile he who

with zeal.

He extends

with clearness and

its

invitations

force,

and

while

he

to speak of its terrors ; in short,

he

does

little else than reproduce, in his own way,
the teachings of the New Testament.
Now, which of these two brethren is

most useful? Each renders good service
in his place, but the plane in which brother Fidelius movesis immeasurably higher than that occupied by brother Vindex.
The preaching of the gospel is the most
useful as. it is also the most glorious work

in which 8 man can engage. God's gospel is himself expressed. He who takes
‘up and continues thi# expression
has

culture

of

the

age,

no increase in the wealth of the Church
and its. liberality and organized benevolences and charities can compensate for

the loss of converting power.

The Word

of God tells us that ‘* he that winneth
souls is wise,” that * they who turn many
to righteousness shall shine as the stars
forever.” Jesus, when he looked over the
neglected, ‘unconverted, aad
unsaved

masses of the people, had compassion
laborers.”

Not to educate

fear. In every such circle there are be-

lievers.who are following afar off, whe
have lost the glow of the birth-hour, and

it is vain to try to win them back, and
warm their hearts by scolding and wars-

ing. But let every moment of the hour
be fragrant with the love of a living

Jesus; let burning lips tell of his faithfulness and power; let the prayers be
love whispers into his ear; let the songbe of cleansing blood and the promise,
and every heart will be moved and warmed, and the plabe will seem Jike the very
‘+ Gate of Heaven.” Such a prayer meet-

ing will never be affected by the seasons,
for it will become a necessity to each

them

and advance them in tHe arts and sciences

and general culture of a Christian civilization ; but that they might put in the
sickle of divine truth and gather them as
a harvest into the garner of the Lord;

be.

liever's life, as the daily meal is necessity
to the physical; and in summer as in
winter the place will be thronged, the
powerof the Holy Ghost will be felt, and

every department of the church

be sustained®and

impelled

with Christ,

and

life will

forward te

grand results, by this weekly
this reunion

fellowship
of hearts

in the Beloved.— Observer.
PEEP

GaP

. WORSE THAN MOOKERY::
The excess of charity often

at fanerals is deplorable.

displayed

To speak the

plain truth with reference to the dead
would net,in many cases, be tolerated’; but
to represent that men who have lived disreputable lives have come to a happy end
and entered into rest is worse than bad
taste, it is giving encouragement to the
idea that a good character, to say nothing

of a Christian faith, has no relation to the
soul's destiny.

on ‘occurrence

them, and bade his discip'es to pray * for

more

draws. In every’ such gathering there
are burdened Hearts, and only as they
find Jesus in his fellowship will the bar- dens grow light, and peace drive away ~

Ipstances are of frequent

where this grave error ‘is

committed, and we endorse the rebuke of
the Christian Advocate provoked by a late

flagrant case of this sort. * The funeral
servicesof a well-known sporting man
were

conducted

in one

of the

largest

Episcopal churches in the city one day
last week. The concourse contained the
and that means convert them to God with. most extraordinary men ever got togeththe word of truth and by the power of the er in a Protestant church in this city—
Holy Ghost. ‘¢He that winneth souls is sporting men of every sort. The full serwise.” I believe that soul-winning is vice was read, and the hymns sung were
heard a voice
the great business of the Church. There « Asleep in Jesus,’ ‘1
is no fear, if the power to win souls is re-

from heaven,’

stored in plenitude to us, that the culture
and ‘growth of ‘men in the knowledge of

Thee."

‘Nearer,

The entire

my

God,

to

teaching of the Chris-

tion Church is often contradicted by the

Christ and eternal things will lag behind;

performances at funerals.

but, if we lack the presence go power of

essary for ministers to pronounce judg-.
ment; but to bury men who made
ne

the Holy Spirit, all our efforts in the direction of soul-culture will go for nanglit.

I bélieve thoroughly in soul-culture; but
we must be soul-winners before we can be
soul-culturers. The harvest must be gathered before It can be threshed and sent to
the mill ; and does not this very poverty

of harvest show that we have failed in the
proper education and training of the
Church? Can a church of a thousand
members. be in any -kind of spiritual
health and year after year report less
than fifty souls won to Christ?
If the
minister has lost apostolic power, have

not the disciples lost power too ? for, in
the days of the Spirit's power, they also
went everywhere preaching the Word.
Again I say that soul-winning is the chief
business of the Church,and in our success
in this work God is to’'have his highest
glory.—Dr. Pentecost. [|
i

A

It is mot

pretense of piety at all, nor even of
morality in any strict sense of the word,
“in hope of a joyful resurrection,” and
sing over their remains,

in the presence

of those who had participated with them
in all kinds of irreligious .conduct,
¢ Asleep in Jesus,’ ‘Blessed
are the
dead

who die in the Lord,’ ete., is to call

evil good, and
Baplist Weekly.

put sweet for bitter."—
-

It is this thought, of the universal presence of God, that gives the true dignity
and sanctity to huwan life, not only, bat

it is this that connects each one of us wik
all that

wings the air, and swims the 48,

and pierces the soil, little -and great.
These wait on God. No feeds them. He
cares for them.

Not

# sparrow falls te

the gropnd without his notice.

*‘ Ye are

of more{value than many sparyows.”

ee

nee-

His

FORGIVE; FORGIVING, FORGIVEN.
Some people are always repenting and
re-penting ; and never can look upon any
portion of their réligious experience as a

providence guards us. Ou’ lives are
dearerto him than they are to us. The
things hich we count «8 catastrophes

settled and accomplished fabt.
A writer representsa minister,

tions, thwartings—aull tiese are but such
elements as the farmer knows who goes
a-field, and turns ths sod, and disturbs:
myriads of insects, Judgment has come
to the insects; bi, nevertheless, out of
the soil come hayvests which could never

to

are in ME view blessings

Wars, revolu:

have sprung cat from it but for (hese
overturnings, In the individual, in the
| nation, in che age, all these physical
giveness.
Did you forgive him P”
~ “Of course, I did.”
changes—what do they matter? We are
“** What did you forgive him for?”
| not ourselves physical ; in that which
| ‘Because I could not help it when 1 best inus we are spiritual ; and when we
saw how sorry he was.”
look beyond
the form, and judge
‘““ And does he still ask for forgive- of things by the spirit, when we ' look
ness P”’
ri
.
upon oursélves as citizens in the
*No—no!
Nothing is said about it.
It is all settled forever.”
* Now, do you believe that you can be

great

invisible

republic,

and

estimate

things according to their invisible
:
worth, and by the measure of eternity,

better to your son than God is to you? then we grow wise. Then we go Ui
He pardons like a God.”
harmed in the widst ot
destructive m®. It is easy for the father to forgive his siles: Then we learn that
** though 0%

erring son.

And sin once forgiven is set-

tled forever between them. And if the
wanderer should come every day asking
forgiveness for what was already forgiven, and pleading for mercy

when

mercy

outward man perish, yet the inward man

is renewed day by day.” The man Who

does not care for life is the man Who
lives purely. The man who does not fret

| about death is the man on whom death

reached he limit of all possibilities. No had already been shown, would not the pe no power. The man who spriog®
comparispn can “be instituted between father feel both injured snd insulted P-flom God himself can say, ** If God b¢
this and anything else. The man who When the prodigal son had worn the best for me, who can be against me?” Ho *
talks about the ‘gospel is merely describ- raiment, and eatenof the fatted calf, and the only independent man: he is the

ing it, and no description can come

the thing itself,

disappointed, I lin

was this attitude

sciences, no general

whom a deacon told over his tale of perHe is a man of no genius and of but mod- petual trouble, as saying:
‘ Deacon, I remember your son stoutly
erate intellectual gifts, but he is honest
and earnest: he is in love with the gos- rebelled against your authority some time
pel and he perfectly understands its lead- ago, but afterwards felt sorry and repenting principles, and he promulgates them ed of his sin, and humbly asked your forwith a warm heart ; he explains its promises distinctly ; he expounds its doctrines

EPO
+0

MAKE OHRIST THE THEME,

to prove

his energy in preaching the gospel itself.

It would be loves to speak of its rewards, is not afraid

make a pastor fully pleasing.

with which ,come

has endofved them‘ and if they are
Then we passed through the ** Military God
led
to look upon the work of the ministry
of, religs. of the

The heart had hungered.”

contemporaneous history;~hé can
correct account of the various asthat have been made upon it, and
manner in which those assaults

with a worldly care,yearned for Christian
recognition and welcome. One man gave

we

Do what

will, there is something

He saw me, descended

prayer answered.

ooh,

er mistakes and failures?

bas much to say about its history, and

among them.

Have

If a strang-

read the

vest to raise up laborers in his vineyard,
and then look and labor to see their

"were veritable gods although their faces, young
of stone are even imperfectly

expressed. are

and

all seemed so easy, so informal. After
service he came to me again, inquired my

vice

time-worn

I will

a seat, then went back to his pulpit.

was not left for men to assume that sacred office, as a matter of preference to

rions little balconies,

as the

calling men to the gospel ministry?’ It sister was obliged to go as 800m 88 serother

for strangers,

The cloud that hides the future is never
lifted, and we are not sorry, for we know
who stands within its.shadow; but why
can we not approach so near that one
perfect type of character as to make few-

about
the pulpit and came to mie, grasping my give a
hand cordially. ‘I see you are a strang- .saults
er,” he remarked.
Ile conducted me to {of the

not but be reminded of a similar room in
the old southern manskn on Arlington
Heights,and the retinue of negro servants

erally freely opened to the public,a kindness which must be experienced to be
appreciated. From the hall, with its cu-

the

this idea in view,

‘morning lesson.

er was

These are gen-

give

their place as well

With

entry just as the pastor arose to

that the church has somethingto do in

and the two rare dogs who followed us’

but

proceed to give some of my own experience. I was once making astay of a
few months in a country place where the
only church was a Methodist. I went to
church when the Sabbath came. I was
alone, and chanced to be late. The pulpit faced the door. I stepped into the

‘take in all the curiosities with which the
quaint old hall was crowded.
I could

the

non-

have taken to a sick friend withered on
their stems, and now that friend is gone
view, I really expected to find the pleas- beyond the reach of anything my hands
ing picture marred, if not destroyed, fin would do. Such a neglect can. be called
the climax; by some rebutting fadjt “a trifle”, but it dees pot seem so as I
which would be lugged in at the proffer think of it now. I would gladly make
placé in order to * point the mo
any sacrifice for the lost privilege of
Bat, strange to say, I came to the end of bringing a ray of pleasure to that patient
the article without meeting any such
re- face. I sometimes wonder if the mistakes
buttal.
2
i
we make can be explained away, and the
Now, wouldit not bea good idea fi
forgivness for which we grieve be granwriters, when such an experience co
ted us *‘ over there.”
across their path, to give it to the public? * We crown the unconscious brow with wreaths of
I believe there are many such churches as
bays,
We press in pulseless hands the sweetest flowers,
the one referred to. Wouldn't it be as
When all unneeded any grace of ours,
likely to stimulate to geod works to. tell.
We find a voice for all the loving praise,
of such exemplary conduct as to narrate
For Whieh, perhaps, through weary, unblessed
ays.
Gay
faults? It might not be wise to ignore

ers, latticed windows, ivied arches and
quaint projectures was indescribable, aspired. Paul- then told Timothy what
though picturesque in the extreme.
I are the qualifications required for that ofwould net before have believed that there fice” so that he or the church might be
existed in the American ideal such a abletodecideto what work God was calling
dream of architecture.
I could only ac- him.
Here, then, the bishop is called of
count for it when I knew that it had been God as was Aaron, by the influence of
evolved out of several centuries, and that the Holy Spirit, and through the people
Europé had been ransacked to enrich it. of God.
Paul instructed Titus ‘to set
After gazing and-admiring at our leisure, in order things that are wanting, and or‘ we were kindly admitted, and while we dain elders in every church,” and then
were seated to wait for our guide there describes the qualifications required in a
was barely time forour roving eyes to bishop. Do not these examples teach us

whom we encountered about

EB. PLACE.

oepted, heaven knows, and there are always people enough to pick them up.
There are also virtues, as well as faults,
and such should be noticed, but by some
strange idiosyncrasy of mind, people
seem much more ready to dilate upon
faults than virtues.
With this fact in

to which the individual is adapted. Now
let us see what Paul's practice and instruction were. Paul and Barnabas were
sent out on a missionary tour among
the churches. What.did they do in this
respect? Act 14: 23: ¢“ And when they

were

m—
Giver,

much interested me. There! are faults
epongh in the world, the church not ex-

:as pleasant

they

All enriching as you go;
Leave them. Trust the Harvest

Some time ago 1 read a selecied article
in the Star with the above eaption, which

WATERMAN.

preachers, but

i

— CHURCH WELOOME.

ing the call of God te the particular work

men were

-

He will make each seed to grow;
So, until its happy end,
Your life shallnever lack a friend.

work of the Holy Spirit, calling the
Christian to the service of God generally,
especially in the improvement of his gift,
and the voice of the church in recogniz-

and had prayed with

;

Scatter thus your seeds of kindness,

in which his father said: “This my ‘son

was dead and is alive again; he was Jog

and is found.” Would it have been fitting in him to bave ‘refused a place at the

er lingers, the presumption is that he
talked about the gospel did well, he
feels a desire for recognition.
What if
who continually. prksented the gospel ityour people flock around you when you
self did vastly better.
descend from the pulpit. Say to them,—
We should be sorry to lose either of
+ please excuse me, for I see a stranger
these two brethren from the ministry,
over there, and I desire to speak to him.”
for each is valuable in his way; but if
Ei Iu is not always easy-to do this in a city
the necessity were upon us, we would
church where there are: so many ephemjoyfully give up ten thousand such men
eral worshipers, but in a country church
as Vindex, rather than part with one
it is different, and the pastor or people
who shows the Angel.— Christian Index.
who heedlessly ignore the stranger are
bo RG
SRE
spe
-| derelict in Christian duty.
WINNING SOULS.
od
Perham, Me.
But, in the face of an open Bible,I think
REGRETS.
it is to be affirmed that no.advance in civilization, no progress in the arts and
BY NORWOOD.

Falter for a word of cheerf

an afiernoon as I have enjoyed this manya-day.
Haverhill, Nov. 7.

for your

vice, to seek and greet them.

fThere’s health and goodness in the mirth

GEO.

maybe adventitious causes

There

make it a point, if they linger after ser-

Share it. ’Tis the Wise man’s saying—
For both grief and joy a place,

BY

no

Better attend two

keep a sharp lookout

1

Should a brother workman dear,

who

find

recognition which you are not able to perAnd the pastor should always
ceive.

Say so. Speak out brave and truly,
Ere the darkness vail the land.

to show that a call to the ministry is the

now a little son and heir of the ninth generation is daily rocked to sleep within the
ancient walls.
The first building was
erected on the hill in 1650, and there has
been much changing and many additions
until about twenty years ago the building
now

life

-|

By a friendly belping hand,

In the preceding article I endeavored:

better known, perhaps, as “Perley,” the
veteran Washington newspaper corre, spondent. The land was purchased directly from the Indians by one of the ancestors and has been kept by regular line

and

his

BY

tainly one of the most interesting, is the
ancestral homestead of Ben Perley Pqore,

assumed,

of

brother’s eyes,

If your work is made more easy

well

A OALL TO THE MINISTRY.

though yoy caughta glimpse of a good
portion of the surface of our whole earth.
Indian Hill, one of the best countryseats in New England probably, and cer-

of descent in the family ever

sofas,

I could

pastor and his people.

In which an honest laugh has birth.

surrounding scenery before we sought

you

as

afforded

are

and

a bird’s eye view of the mansion

to

Hill, you

tables, chairs,

mediately named

follow up the winding road that rises
Indian

"

innumerable.

well.
;
: pe
We did not forget to ascend to the very
top of the bill under the shadows of a
row of ancient chestnnts, which we im-

One of the prettiest drives in the country is along the Merrimac river from the
city ot Haverhill, across Rock’s Bridge,
‘I must not stop to
through Newbury.
in detail, but

things

knows?) and bowed usa gracious fare-

HAZELTON.

tell of the scenery

its

proofs

aa

INDIAN HILL.
IDA

ancient

;

indeed,

or three times before condemning.

Through the sunshine on his face,

.

rather it needs no defence; arguments
in favor of it convince but few ; the thing

This

Don't be too hasty in your judgment of a

'

Share them. And, by sharing, |
Own your kinship with the skieh:.
Why should any one be glad

grandmothers

glanced up from his papers, (perhaps the

Thou’! say : ¢* Himself he could not save.”

BY

our

tumbled and strewn with books and papers, with its hints of literature unlimited
through doors of glass opening still beyond, we encountered again the cordial
eyes
of ¢ the correspondent,”
who

The only portion that I have—
Unworthy though the offering be
Thy love :—* Himself He can not save.”

:

whereon

ice
fellow @hristians who happen to be
-strangers at their church!
a
~ Some time after, I again attended ser-

There is a lesson to be learned here on
-this point by both the party and pastor.

Ifa silvery laugh is rippling

| As we passed out through the big library,

‘Dear Lord I give myself to thee—

Worwieh, N. Y.

looms

:

LL

When a brother’s heart is sad ?

"| and great-grandmothers wove their homespun clothes and spun the flax, more Indian

Thank God! for my lost soul he died,

Yet, pour apon me Thy sweet

If you see the hoe dears falling

|.

well, but when stated it defends itself, or

served and self-énwrappedas not to no-. ful to arfay strong arguments

fault this titge as to cordiality of welcoms.

The strength of ** two or three ” in prayer!
From a sorrowing

not even a nod of

The idea of Christians so re-

‘of his. people;

Why should not your brothr share

the old-fashioned square pews on each
side. Here, too, were spinning-wheels

©thers He saved :” ah me! my sin,
That held me fast—a helpless slave,—
Deepened the anguish centred in
His soul: ** Himself IIe can not save.”

«

oe

additional

accepting this

gladly

and,

Defeated, lo! the Monster lies
In chains: * Himself He can not save.”

who

cordially, and introduced me to a number

your hears,

Ifyou hear a prayer that moves you
By its humble, pleading tone,
Join it. ‘Do not let the seeker
Bow before his God alone.

liked,”

*‘ we

course

Of

like.”

would

Thus the sutferer cries

should one who thrills

made for thus
marring the joyousness of that festal hor

its doctrines; the thing itself is: its own
best argument; to defend it may be very

‘win a mao
time the pastor came to me, greeted me No, no!

Lack the joy you may impart?

pretty mulatto guide to take us up stairs
and show us the pulpit and leoms, *‘if we

And breaks the bonds that. made man slave;

+

Why

a year and a

vice at the first mentioned church.

' Praise it. Beh let the singer’
. Wditdesefved praises long.

fied was he with our appreciation of his
treasures, that he smilingly directed our

can not save.”

recognition.

If you hear a song that thrills you,
Sung by any ghild of song,

¢¢ Perley ” himself, and so evidently satis-

Lo! mortal dread etswathe¢ His soul,
As sin its venomous death-thrust gave:
« Forsaken”—lost! Above Him roll
: The floods : ** Himself He

all

luck of

In passing, out, as best

nearly

‘took no notice of me,

That you love him, e’er life's evéning
Tinge his brow with sunset sows id
Why should good words tie’er be paid
Of a friend til) be is dead ?
4

would have it, we encountered the owner,

there of

balf, there were several members

If you have a friend worth loving,
‘Love him. Yes, and let him know

to linger as witli among these ‘dead
and gone” articles of domestic use.

ory
Deep from his soul breaks forth that
Of sorrow, anguish avd the grave,—
“Elov! lama sabachthani!”
Great God : * Himself He can not save.”

tendance

A SERMON IN REYME.

your patience, but it is arare treat indeed

rending rock and openinggrave

¥ill stoutest heart with awful fear
And dread: ** Himself He can not save.”

=

or pursue their studies elsewhere, circuma
stances can alone decide.
Tu

in the time of the Revolution,
a1} occasion for one of the most
sfudies in continental history.
begin the list of antiquities
ih these rooms lest I weary

furdished
and afford
“interesting
I must not
contained

=

Woman—thy Son, —

©, tender heart!

sight of it; no discourse on its excel- ‘he doubted his father's sincerity
and djs.
lence is so impressive as the exhibitionof | believed his words
of loving welcome ?
that! gk oéllence in the mere statement of What excuse could he have

itself convinces many; its converts are feast
because he was unworthy, or tp
“pass” me slong. 1 felt that was the made by its mere presentation; it em- ‘have hidden away insome corner in
church for me. And yet, during an at: bodies in itself a logic which overpowers shame and tears, while his father's heart
the mind, S08 SSrossiveness which

seek the aid of the schdls,

they shoul]

kitchen, pantry and bed-room of § house

And peice that did transcend his thought

oY

Le! from the cross, God’s only Son
His maddened murderers torgave,
‘What though they smote and spat upon
His face: * Himself He can not save.”

And

afterwards to believe that it was not.
The next Sabbath I went to the other

to

on

company

Newbury

which led the

BY THE REV. GEORGE §. RICKBR.

The thief, that

Iam gladto say that I had reason

as their life ol or if their brethren are ple?

them the drnm

Revolation, and among

the record

The gospel as

excites

more

near

set forth

admiration

than anything that canbe said about it;

characteristic of that pastor and his Poo: no eulogy of its beauty is equal to the

received - such

tokens

of

his

father’s

ly man who can afford to walk 8lon®i

pitying and accepting love, would it have “for he who walks alone for God's sake
been fitting for him to plead with tears “walks in the midst of unnumbered a0g¢!®
for forgiveness and acceptance? Would that watch and guard the heira of 817%
not every petition have been a proof that tion.— Beecher.
El
i

a;

“ HIMSELF HE AN NOT SAVE.” _ |

6, 1882.
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READINGS.

work

committed to the first apostles could notbe finished by them ; it must be taken up
TT.
and carried forward by their successors,
generation after generation.
Plainly
F.
enough, it was the purpose of God to call
8.
8.
.ihto his service, age after age, men who.
gry
should engage in the work of preaching
GOLPEN TEXT.—And he said unto them, his Gospel as did the fixst apostles, and
Go ye into all the world, and preaeh the this we believe he has done, and is doing,
Gospel to every creature.~v. 15.
and will continue to do until ‘‘ the whole
{~~

After his resurrection, Mark 16: 9-29,
Appearanceto Mary. ‘John 2011-18:
Appearance to disciples.: John 20: 19—25.
Unbelieving Thomas. Johu 20: 26—31.
Apostles sent forth. Matt. 28: 16-20.
Pelerquestioned. John 21: 15-19.
9
Waiting for the Holy Spirit. Luke. 24: 40-88.

it)

Eh

MARK

Yow,

a
,

16: 9-20,"

(Revised

salvation though Christ.
The occasion
for *signs and wonders” af the. lands of

Version.)

Now when he was risen early on _the first
"daz of the week, he appeared first to Muty

Magdaleue,

10

seven

from

devils.

whom

"She

11 and

wept.

that he

And

was alive,

he bad

went

that had been with him,

and

cast out

told

them

as théy "mourned

they,

when

and

had

they heard

been seen of

her, disbelieved.
12
And after these things he was manifested
"in &pother form unto two of them, as they
13 walked, on their way into the country. And
they went away and told it unto the rest:
neither believed they them.

14

And

afterward he was manifested unto the

eleven themselves as they’ satat meat; and
he upbraided them with their unbelief and
bardness of heart because they believed not
them which had seen him after he was ris
16 en. And he said unto them, Go ye into all
the world and preach the gospel to the
16 whole creation.
He that believeth and is
baptized shall be saved; but he that dis17 believeth shall be condemned.
And these
signs shall follow them that believe: in my

name shall they cast out devils;

they shall

speak with new tongues; they shall take up.
18 serpents,
and if they drink any deadly
thing it shall in no wise hurt them; } they
shall lay hands on the sick, und they shall

recover.

19

So then.the Lord Jesus, after he had
spoken unto them, was received up into
heaven, and sat down at the right hand of
20 God.
And they went forth and preached
everywhere, the Lord
working
with
, them, and confirming the word by the sizus
i that followed: Amen.

Tori1cs—The appearings of Jesus.
His instructions to his disciples.

His sscension,

:

Notes and Hints.
Connecting Link.— The events here describ
ed followed
less n.

very soon after those
:

of the

last
i

.Piballel
accounts, Matt. 28:9~20; Luke
24:12-53; John
20:8—31,21: 1—25; Acts 1:
$8;

1 Cor. 15: 4=8.

L. Ihe appearings of Jesus. Our Saviour
remained on earth forty days after his resyrrection during which time he appeared on ten occasions to one or more of
lene,

hid

The first was 10 Miry Magda-

_ disciples.
as

told

here

in vs.

9-11, and

in

John 20: 14-18. It was a high privilege
granted to one whose great forgiveness
had drawn forth a great love and to
whom . his death had brought an overwhelming sorrow.
She was made the
messenger
of the glad tidings to his
“Our Lord has still the power
. brethren.
to reveal himself by word to those who
love him, and thus lift them from the
depth of sorrow into the joy of communion with himself.”,
Soon after his first appearance he
showed himself to the other women who
had been to his tomb, and sect them

also with

a message

to his

brethren

(Matt. 28:9, 10).
His third appearance was to Peter (Luke
24:34; 1 Cor. 15: 5). We have no account

of the circumstances.

It was

meeting after the memorable

their

first

moment

in

the court of Pilate’s palace when Jesus
". » looked upon Peter and ‘‘ he went out and
wept bitterly” for his grievous sin.
The fourth appearance wus one of the
most interesting of all and is fully described (Luke 24: 13—385), and is here
+ alluded to in vs. 12, 13.

creation” shall have heard the tidings of

It was Wish he

walked with two as they journeyed to
Emmaus.
On the fifth occasion (Luke 24: 36—49;
John 20:19—23), he appeared. to the
disciples on a Sabbath evening, when
Thomas was not with them.
On the. next Sabbath he showed bimself for the sixth time. This was also to
the eleven apostles, Thomas being present and having all his doubts removed.
The seventh occasion (John 21:1—22),
was in Galilee. Several of the disciples
had been fishing in the lake, as of old,
and had caught nothing. Jesus appear

"7" od, spoke to them,” directed them

as to

preachers

does

not

it ever ariso again,

mow

exist;

the

power

should

to work

them will, doubtless, be given to those
who can use it to God's glory.
IIL. His ascension. The accounts of),
this sublime event are brief and simple

Luke in his Gospel tells us (24:50, 51)
that Jesus led his disciples out as far as
to Bethany, * and he
lifted wup his
hands blessed them. And it came to
pass while he blessed them that he was
parted from them and carried up into
heaven.” In Acts (1:9—11) the same
writer says that * he was taken

up;

and

a cloud received him out of their sight.
And while they looked steadfastly toward: heaven’ as he went up, behold, two
men stood by them in white apparel;
which also said, Ye men of Galilee, why
stand ye gazing up into heaven? this
same Jesus, which is taken up from you
into heaven, shall so come

in

like

man--

ner as ye-have seen him go into heaven.”
This is the whole story. What
changes, if any, tookeplace in the physical
constitution of our Saviour’s body, we do
not know. He went'from earth to heav-’
en where he was afterward seen by
Stephen, ‘ standing at the right hand of
God.” The ascension was a necessary
supplement
to the resurrection, and the
fitting termination of our Saviour’s mission to this world.
THOUGHTS AND

I.

APPLICATIONS.

The human heart is slow te reeeive

the evidences of the gospel.
|. Il. Itis Christ's will that thé gospel
should be preached to all men.
:
TOPICS FOR

FURTHER

STUDY.

I. The appearings of Jesus after his
resurrection.
i
II. The place and importance of baptism in the Christian system.

{

His hints"and suggestions, if heeded, will
remove some serious hinderanceg in the
way of progress.
He assumes it as a principle, that the
‘supporters

art, or know nothing save Chriss and him

crucified, but go it must, and preach it
must,or it is not Christ’s church. You little
children who love, Jesus must tell others]
of his love, You rich men must work
you wise

men

by

your wisdom ; you poor uncultured souls
through your prayers. Unless you’ do
your utmost to spread the kingdom, you
disobey the first law of the kingdom ; unless your love reaches out to all men,
you have not the spirit of Christ whe died
for all... A positive belief anda missionary spirit have long ago been proved the
indispensable characteristics of a living
church.— Monday Club Sermons.
>

o-e

LONELINESS

AND COMPANY.

Almob\, all people at times feel a lonelinessin their work. Ii is a great help,
when

one

is

in

this

mood,

to

of the sacred “work

of mis-

boards

them feel how

many

are

on

get

a

their side.

Itis a great

benefit to get out of the liitle cirele in
which we ourselves work, and, by association with others, to realize

hew

many

are interested like us in the good cause.
Here appears one of the benefits of Sunday-school

conventions

and

net,

when

they

drew

in

uc

' No cheap

to fmpose on credulous hm-
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substantial

work

for
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in
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of

forming
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The temperance cause is now * boomsng,”
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what we are interested

Prann

heart case.

something
themselves to do.
Their
knowledge of the work, teo, had greatly
increased, and

OLD

Pianos. | ean not be’ excelied. ‘This statement. however,

Ventriclee. Dr. Graves’ Heart Regulator has good record.
PERICARDITIS, or inflammation of the

boards. But he had entirely changed his
mind. He had seen that the womenof
the churches were
women interested in
the great work

z

Of course Foster leads the van, and his

| (cenTS Wantéd 2 pammeimorisee

potent tonio

And think the Kidneys
or Liver are at Fault,
| §
HYPERTROPHY, or enlargement ofthe
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Rev. E. Strong, was present at the lat
meeting of the Vermont Branch of
of’ the Congregational Woman's Societ
and made an address. He said that he
would confess to a lack of belief at first,
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gathering.into Christian churches larger
nambers of comverts, with an equal ex:
penrditure of men and means, we shall be
thankful to have our attention called to
it.
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ual salary of every cfficer, agent and
worker, is the usage to be appreved and
adopted by jevery missionary orgasiax:
tion.”
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A LETTER FROM GERMANY."
Very esteemed airs:

should be willing the pastors and churches should know just how much they use
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Betition for Sixteen Years ; no o

Try it and be convinced.
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Worlds

like
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MUSICAL

are cartainly best.bavingh een
80 decreed al ev
Great
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BEWARE OF IMITATIONS.
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* How do you

should so itemize the reports of their exThe praise your Liver Pills have called forth
penditures as to make ian easy mat- here is wondgrful. A After taking one and a half
ter. He commends the form of the Bap- boxes of your genuine DR. 0. McLANE'S
LIVER PILLS, I have entirely.
vered from
ptist Missionary (Tnion which places each my four years’ suffering. All who know me
man’s and each woman's ‘salary by itself, wonder how I, who, for so many years, had
and by its side the amount entrusted to no appetite and oould not sleep for backache,
stitch in my side, and general stomach com
each for schools and mission work. In Pisnts, could have recovered.
striking contrast, he refers to the reports of An old lady in our city, who has suffered
some other large organizations that con- for many years from kidney disease, and the
doctors had given her up, took two of your
tain forty orfifty pages of receipts, and two Pills,
and got more relief than she has from
of expenditures in 1
aggregates, thus all the doctors.
Yours truly,
J. VON DER BERG.
concealing the expense\ of travel, voyages, and support of
wdrkers, and keeping their patrons, pastors and churches
The
genuine are never sugar-coated.
quite innocent of knowledge and responEvery box has a red wax seal on the lid,
°
ie
pene
JLiver Pill.
sibility on these points. The editor goes he
nuine
MoLANTE'
PILLS bear
on to say: * This usage of our Baptist the ignatare off C. McLane and Fleming Bros.
brethren in entering in account every inslat np n iy aving
the
genuine DR. O. Mepou he PILLS,
3 Sparen by© KIFleming
dividual salary, or grant, at home or LANE'S
Bros,, of Pittsburgh.
it
abroad, is the only legitimate means for full of imitationso. grname ed spell
holding these items of expenditure in’ ei
SC aor Lo tho gon
8
3)

INDIA. —At Peshawar, Northern India,
‘The isolated worker who has borne his
great quantity of fish, and afterward sat own burden of discouragement in way- there is a church of ninety members, all
of whom with their minister are convertdown to eat together on the shore of the ward ohildren, small- classes, irregular ed Mohammedans.——Bengali churches
lake.
:
attendance, indifference of parents, and are not satisfied with their relations to
The next (or eighth) manifestation was 80 on, forgets these troubles, or at least the Church of England, and have held
on a mountain in Galilee where he was feelsof how small importance they are, meetings and resolved,|‘‘ That the time
has come for Bengali Chfistians to make
seen by the apostles and more than five when brought into association with others 4-an
|
emphatic declaration hgainst ritnalism
hundred brethren (vs. 15—18; Mutt. 28: who are doing the same work.
The and sacerdotalism, and| to take active
16—30; 1 Cor. 15: 6).
Sunday-school worker who does not im- steps for maintaining and strengthening
Thés pint (1 Cor. 16:7) is alluded to prove these opportunities for getting wis- the unity which now [obtains among
them.”——The open-air preaching by the
+ but once.
dom and encouragement misses very missionaries in the streets of Calcutta nas
The tenth (v. 19; Luke 24:50—53; much, although he or she may nos be aroused the Hindus to the same kind of
efforts in their opposition to Christnity.
Acts 1:9—11) was at the time of his as- sohsciops of it.—8. S. World.
In particular, there is one lecturer who
.
crucifixion
the
cension, forty days after
admits that Christiani ly is true, but
In these appearings he had given the
To the" ‘spring of the present. year a claims that it is taught/in the Vedas or
most positive and convincing evidence of missionary of the American
;
Sunday- Hindu Scriptures.
his identity ; this evidence had been offer- School Union organized a Sunday-school
ed in a great variety of circumstances in a destitute neighborhoo@in Lonisiana.
At the late meeting of|. the Baptist Unand to a great number of witnesses. A few months afterward a minister held ion (British) in Londop, the Rev. Mr.
Deception was impossible. - No fact in special meetings; eleven of the Sunday- Wall, a Baptist ministef in Rome, stated
that~he himself had baptized 300 Roman
the history of the world is better estab- school scholars gave'evidence ' of conver- artisans, converts from Popery. Among
lished, and this proven, the Gospel of sion, and one of the.leading men of the other converts he mentioned a Romish
riest who had at one time been put unJesus Christ rests on an immovable Sunday-school said to the missionany,
ne penance for giving: the sacrament io
foundation.
«It was the Sunday-school and your the present Queen of Itgly, and who has
At an- for someyears preached the gospel in a
His instructions lo his disciples. talks that did this good work.”
On oneof these occasions he appeared to other place the minister held a meeting chapel which was built fpr bw.
‘‘ the eleven” as they sat at meat, and and organized a’ thurch, and there is now
Ningty years ago the eseBuglish misduring the interview gave them a brief regular preaching ; all of this growing
commission for their work in the world, out of the Sunday-schools established by ciongty offered himself, and now the
whole number of foreign evangelieal mis“Goye into all the world and preach this same misssionary— Selected.
gionaries is 5,000, and they are leaders of
8, Balve host of 80,000 helpers of «ll
the Gospel te the whole creation. He
nds,
that. believeth and is baptised shall be
Do ull the good yoy cam.
casting

300

that they ought to-know, how their money is expended, and that, in order to do

this, the treasurers of mission

Hattie.

my. story, Arthur?” she asked.
* Pretly well,”
responded the youthrul critic. ‘ The beginnir
Was very good, and 80 was the ead but—it ha

glimpse of the vast numbers who are en- Jsrphans, brighten domestic life, substitute
gaged in a similar work. In times of scientific medicine for ignorant quackery—
war small companies and regiments of an inferior order of intellect suffices.
soldiers are etrengthened and encouraged Sympathy and human devotion may meet
the whole demand.
But whoever breaks
by seeing great army corps, which make his lance with the intellect of a nation, in

So, too, in Christian work.

Ai

The editor of the Missionary Herald;

A thousand other things it may de or
neglect; may have elaborate organization or none, may build cathedrals or
pitch tents, may master all learning and

money;

Mason & Hamlin

HIPS.

long story from Aunt

sions not only have a right to know, but

WOMAN'S

THE DUTY OF THE CHUROH.

your

4

officer in battle happen
to bow, a casnon
phy
over his h aad ad ook off the head
ofa soldier who stooi behind him.
“You ses,”
said he, “that a man ein loses by politeness.”
he
id
ares are not always facts,” but the in.
controvertible facts concerving Kidoey-Wort are
better than moat figures.
For instance: “It is
The editor of the Missionary Review Suris eferybody; ;” writes a druggist. *‘Kidpeythe moet popular medicine we sell.” It
is rendering a noble service to the cause shouldbe by right, for no other medicioe has such
specific action on the liver, boweels and Kidneys.
of missions both by his commendations Do
not fail to try 16
and kind yet faithful ‘critieisms of the 145. ouns man ina train was making fun of a
to an elderly gentleman in the seat with
management
of
missionary
boards, poyy's ‘‘hatYes,”
said his seat-mate, * that’s my wif
T told her if she wore that bonnet some - 00.
Having been thirty years a missionary in and
would make fun of it.”
India, in the service of the Presbyterian|. Seats a healthy appetite, prevent malarial disBoard, and a close and keen observer, he | eases , by hal Browu’s Iron Bitters.
‘Arthur, four years old, bas beeu listening toa
seems. well fitted for this delicate task.

+o

through

SE

TREASURERS’ i
pen
~ ARY SOOIETIES.

cast out

serpents; ‘Shou)d be proof against poison
and should/ yal the; sick.
By these
things sho
fue} know that they were

RESURRECTION.

DAILY

name

devils, spe>

Quarierly
omd

Rlissions.

He also. promised

them that in his
‘‘gigns;”

i
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17.

Re

be

eX

HIS

| condemned” (R. ¥).
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AFTER

saved; but he that disbelicveth shall
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aggre-

gate editorial force, both in the office and

». D., the Rev.

special charge of
will also contribute

important:
regularly

to the editorial columns.

¢

. It will be our constant aim to fill our
~ columns with such articles as people are
calling for in these busy times and will
read, articles that shall be bright, generally brief, pungent, thoughtful and suggestive, but above all en the right side of
great moral questions and conéeived in
“ia the “spirit and interests of evangelical
Christianity—and so, in the highest interour readers, both. old and

ests of all

young. We shall faithfully endeavor to
make the Correspondence of the Star all
that it should be. Dr. J. L. Phillips, our
ewidely known and indefatigable missionary in India, will send monthly letters.
President Thomas Goadby, D. D., of
Chilwell College; England, will give us
frequent expressions of his keenly observant, scholarly and Christian mind. It is
thoped that-Mr. George F. Mosher, U. S.
Consul at Niece, France, will ‘continue his

favors.

Letters from New

York,

Wash-

be

This is not said in vain

The Family Cirele, for the first time, we
believe, in the history of the paper, will
be, as it surely

ought

to

be,

under

the

special charge of a lady, and ene well
qualified to give it a superior character.
She will be assisted in this department by
occasional contributions from the Rev. E.
A. Rand, author of several

excellent

and

well-known books for the young, ‘ Margaret Sidney,” a recent New England
writer whose popularity is rapidly growing, Mrs. E. S. Burlingame, Mrs. V. G.
Ramsey, Mrs. Mary A. Denison, Mr. F.
M. Colby,
Earle,”

etc.

Miss M.

‘¢ Aunt

M.

Milly,”

Bisbee,

‘ (Cecil

¢ Dora

Sutton,”

Careful attention is to be

given to

. the Book Table, and several competent
and experienced reviewers will assist the
editors in this department of the paper.
Sep ons will occasionally appear. Denofinational gatherings will be properly
reported and renewed attention given to
securing news items relating to ministers
and churches and all phases of denomina-

contributors, several new

ones will

each, al-

work together for good.

adult classes than in

where and all, we ask

you

to

subscribe

for the Morning Star and to help it by
whatever kind words you may see fit to
speak.
V/A

OF LIBERAL

and

copies,

one

Dr..Cheney, in. another

column,

other

remaining departments and features.

!

We present the following as a partial
list, in addition to those given above, of

the churches

reported in our Register comprise all that

the entire record before

the

world, and develop intercourse between

except the notes,

will

be

‘published

affairs, will regard this, for the present at

least, practicable.

The General Baptists,

Free Baptists, &c.,will hardly change their
names and methods to effect a union.
They will not be likely either to consent
to join in any one form of organization.

Some seem to think we can have no union

unless we all enter one general organization and accept one and the same denominational name.
This is attaching altogether too much importance to form and
method,

and

not

allowing

enough

as

one

people.

Moreover,

they

differ

much as they are now.

By moderate efforts, every local

body

of

them can probably be led to coiperate in
securing such a union. If more than this
is sought, it will not at present be attained. So much can be done, and no one

will question the importance of having
done without delay.

it

The onéness of doc-

trine now exists, and it remains only that

20

heretofore, and will be sold at the rate of
$5.00 per hundred copies tor the year.
The Juntor Lesson Paper is prepared
for scholars between the age of seven and
fourteen and is furnished at the same price

- Frances E.

Willard, Prof.

George

E.

0

»

somehow, sooner or later, because they are dis
vine,”
oh
:

The Primary Lesson Paper i8 a new
candidate for popular favor apd has been
prepared witha special care. It will be
printed upon beautiful colored paper,
from new type, and will be made attractive to the children by cuts and handsome
ornaments. It will contain the Scripture

The.

Christian

Register

interprets

* Let every man be fully persuaded

mind”

the old Star!

Aud to-day, how

many & boy on the hillsides and in the valleys, in town

and

country,js waiting

have his slumbéring soul

to

stirred, and

his

awakening aspiratignsguided, bytite weekly
visitations
of ‘that

dear

luminary!

To

ments into the active ministry.

My other argument will also be illustrat.ed from my own experience.
Within a
‘week, at a Quarterly Meeting, I took occafl sion to urge

Paul's

strenuously an increased

cir-

culation of the Star.
Among several reasons, I ‘suggested that our people needed
the Star in order to an intelligent view
of our work referring especially to the
present stress in India and in the great

You can imagine, dear Editor, how

my heart was gladdened, when, a little
later, a sister arose
and with. tearful eye
and eloquent speech, spoke of the fact that
these recent

touching appeals in

the

every

I have written, not for those who will not

see these words, but specially for my.breth-

ren inthe ministry and othersiwho areactive-

in his ewn

man

‘do

We shall be ready to fill orders for all

@orrespondence.
NOTES.
A thoughtful, eloquent preacher of the Gospel, a man of rare gifts and endearing personal
qualities, whose life has been full of sweet pi-

|-

a

Year

Book,

long ago. The contents and the statistics
could have been obtained by asking.
Correspondence might have done the job.

A judicious man could have surely effected it by personal visits. The cost would
have been something, but”the gain far
greater than the cost. All the statistics
together in one Year Book would soon
cure local prejudice, and cause the whole
brotherhood to, feel a common fellowship,
Each section would
to conduct its own

remain entirely
work as now,

free
and

and

theological

schools,

academies

and

a publishing house, mission societies and
other instryments of work,

which

would

be helpful to our brethren, and we

might

send them men who would be of service.

as well as to us.

do

us

good to

be

Kor our part we should

be delighted t¢rsee Dp. Cheney's call result in a Year Book/in which every Liberal Baptist church and minister shall

be

&& In addition to the usual denominational
matter, this department is open to brief and otherwise

unobjectionable

communications

parts of our field.

ety and good influences, Jaid down his earthly
armor last week, in the death of the Rev. Ja-

The special canvass for the Star upon which we
have entered is, after the conclusion of the work
of tiie general agents, to- be pushed continudlly
through the loeateanvassers until the denomina-

tion has been 'gone thoroughly over. We
been compelled by circumstances to move

a rure combination of spiritual and intellectual

slowly than we desired, and it will be

gifts. We remember with especial pleasure
and sense of obligation a course of lectures delivered by Dr. Manning before the Theological

yet before we
returns. But
One writes:
‘close out my

School and students of Bates College ten years

that KS

ago, and afterwards published with the title of

weekly

Education.”

“ Both

:

races in the South,”

he affirms, “ are opposed to social equality.”

posed” to ‘‘ social equality.” Indeed! Indeed! Strange that we have not heard of this
before!

But

we

are'/« young,”

as

very

unfavorable account

of

another

the working

of

‘Woman suffrage in Utah, as illustrated in the
recent election.

He says that many Gentile la-

dies refused to register because theydid not

wish to place themselves on an equality with
Mormon women by registering or voting at
the same place with them. The Gentile ladies’
not only Yeok little interest in voting, but de.
tested it; while the Mormon ladies voted because they thought it a church duty. He

further says, that were it not for woman
frage the Gentiles would soon outvgte

suf.
the

Mormons, apd claims that the Utah Commission, in its report to Congress, will técommend

the abolition of woman suffrage in Utah.

iy Dave secured

local canvassers

report which we give

entire gain of new

The editor of the Baptist Review requests
that we give ‘““us” no more editorials on “Caste

in

fortnight

can receive regular and full weekly
our general agents are hard at work.
* Hope to arrange for * * * and
agency within ten days ’’_ This means

suffi-

spatch, and as little expense as possible,—is the
motto of the general agent. We say again that the

Though
¢

a

have
more

cient to make, within a reasonable time, a through
canvass of the whole territory. Quickness, de.

¢ Half Trutbs and the Truth”, a work which
Joseph Cook has cordially praised.
The Old
South congregation, during the past year, have
fittingly shown in many ways their apprecia.

all

THE CANVASS.

cob M. Manning, D. D., pastor of the Old
South church in Boston. He died in Portland,
where he was visiting some friends. For a
quarter of a century he has been ome of the
leading clergyman of Boston and has wielded
a wide influence. His published works show

dead, he yet speaketh.

from

pames

does not

subscribers

are sent in by friends

who

cerned officially with the special

names are not here reported.
sent by

special

cunvassers

show

per week.
are

the

Many

not

canvass.

coo-

Such

We give only those
recently

appointed:

and those we give that the canvassers may
know
whether their orders have been received and
attended to, and that all mistakes may be the more
readily rectified.
We present this week
the fol.
lowing report which gives results up to Nov. 29:
MAINE.
Biddeford, (Sent by Mrs. A. A. Elliott)
Mrs. H. L. Emery, Edward H. Leavitt; Brooks
(Sent by Fred H. Nickerson) D. W. Mason; Lew.
iston,J. T. Small, C. H. Deering, A. W. Patten;

Madison Center, (Sent
Lawrence ; Monroe,

by Rev. J. Boyd) ‘Mrs.

(Sent by Fred

H.

S.

Nickerson)

W. C. Riley, Orchard M. Dow; Swanville, (Sent
by Fred H. Nickerson) Eugene J. Jennys, D. 8.
Robertson.

MASSACHUSETTS. Fast Somerville (Sent by Rev.
0. T. Moulton) J. M. York.
We wish to say for the mformation of canvass.
ers that no bills for the collection of dues from
delinquent subscribers will be sent out till February. This is because during January many subscribers pay up voluntarily and both considerable
work and some misunderstandings.(incident upon
collecting bills) are thereby avoided. We also
would have canvassers adhere to the rule of not
sending names

without

the

money,

even

if* they

have to hold some names for a time or advance
the money. We would emphasize the importance
of making regular, prompt and full réturns each
week. Fill out your blanks. Don’t omit the ques.
tions on the second page of your sheet for reports.
The information will be of great help and value to
us.
"

Our

Greatest Denominational

To Tk
te support

of Bro.

Need.
Brackett.

Star!

At our General Conferenceat Fairport, N,
Y. in 1877, O. B. Cheney,

D.

W.C.

Durgin,

E. W, Page, J. S. Manning, and N. C. Brackett
were appointed a committee “to correspond
with other Baptist bodies of liberal sentiments
in view of a more intimate acquaintance, a

closer union, #nd the promotfon of truth.”
In 1879, the Free Christian Baptist Conference of New Brunswick appointed Geo. E.
Foster and D. M. Prince, and the Free Baptist
Conference of Nova Scotia appointed J. I. Porter and
Watson to sit with the committee
of our Conferénce with the same object in
view.
;
The joint committee met at Weirs, N. H.,
July 23, 1880, and adopted a report in substance as follows:
etl
1. That a Convention of Liberal Baptists be
called.
:
2. That a Year Book be published contsining
the statistics of all Liberal Baptists.
3. That all Liberal Baptists unite in publishing a Quarterly.,
This report, the Conference at Weirs adopt-

ed, and retained the committee

appointed

mittee have taken similar action.

;

:

Oar next Gen, Con. is to be held in Oct. 1883;
and it was thought advisable at the meeting of
the joint committee at Weirs that a convention

of Liberal Baptists shouldbe held before that
time. Now shall a convention be held,and if so,
when and where?
The joint committee are so
widely sepdrated that it seems impracticable
for them to be called together to decide these
questions—and were they together they might
not have the information necessary for a wise
decision.

This information, then, as it seems 'to mes
can only be gained by a discussion of the whole
matter for the next six months in Liberal Bap-

tist papers; and I take the liberty to regnest
not only the members of the joint committee,
but other persons interested to take part in
such a.discussion.
I will here suggest that a convention be
called, and that it be called at Ocean Park, Old
orchard, Maine, in the month of August next,

Will the Religious Intelligencer,of St. John,
N. B., the Free

Baptist, the Baptist Review,

the Christian Standard, the Open

Door, the

Freewill Baptist, the Church Advocate, the
General Baptist Magazine of London, and all
other Liberal Baptists papers, please copy this

‘article, and send me the numbers of their pas
pers containing the article,and all articles relat.
ing to the subject directed, Lewiston, Maine.
0. B. CHENEY.
* Lewiston, Maine, Nov. 18, 1882.

Seneca and Huron Q. M., Ohio,
Said a good brother of this Q. M. in a letter
time

ago, ‘““It seems

too

I

could easily offer nine hundred and ninety,nine arguments, any one of which would be

conclusive, why the motion should prevail!
Solely from lack of time and space, I must
limit myself to one or two.
We are suffering, ax ‘a people, because we have so
few men to respond to th€
many calls for
ministerial labor, and there is now; and
has been for years, a great emergency that

Sabbath.

The people

the field requires a man of

fair preaching talent and spirituality.

Some.

thing like Bro. Smith Baker's ‘{ Dying man
preaching to dying men.” They
not hard

to please.

There are a god

Jmany noble

Christian workers here. The
FKadies’ Mission.
ary Society of this Q. M. is
oxfe of the best ip

the state. .. They

are able

And

willing

to give

a man & good support,
apd more than that,
too. I wish to say for these churches that I
never lived with

kinder: people, and

that we

shall never forget their many kindnesses to us.-

Here is a good field for any able bodied
who is willing -to work for the Master.
is there not seme one who reads this that
called of God to goto this field? It ought

man °
Now
feels
not,

It can not with.
it must not, lie uncultivated.
out injury pass this winter without a pastor.

Iam deeply in earnest about this matter, and
Letpray God to direct some one to this field@)
ters directed to W. 8. Eastman, Republic,Sene-!
ca Co., Ohio, or J. Rhoad, Bloomville, Seneca
Co., O., will be promptly replied to. Dear
brother, if you are unemployed, don’t wait for

opportunity to present itself, but seek the opDon’t stay on the farm or in busi.

|; portunity.
|

J. C. ROBINSON.
OB
aw

Letter from Pres. Obeney.
BOSTON, Nov. 34, 1882.

The case of the Trustees of Bates College
against Sarah C. Bates
to- the January term of
It will undoubtedly be
time before the full .

and others goes over
the Supreme Court.
argued here at that
bench. In answer to

many inquiries, I will state he case as it now
stands.
On the 21st day of February, “1873, Mr. Batu
signed

a paper in my presence

giving

.

the col-

lege one hundred thousand dollars on condi
tion that it should * raise one hundred thousand dollars” in five years from date.
January

He died

Now, the Trus-

14, 1878.

Ra
3

tees say that they did meet the condition &f
this paperin good faith, in other words that
they did raise within the five years $100,000 in
of which

notes, all

have

(

within the five years and $60,000 after the expiration of the five years,
At

the trial

in Cambridge one year ago, the

presiding judge
terms

of the

.

(Lord), ruling that by the

paper

which

Mr.

Bates

signed

one hundred thousand dollars in cash should
have been-pald into the college treasury during

the five years, and

that

there was no evi-

dence of a-waiver of these terms on the, part of
Mr. Bates, directed the jury to return a verdict
pro forma for the defendants.
3
The case then goes to the full court on Judge
Lord’s ruling. If the full court shall sustain
his ruling, that will end the matter.
If they
shall overrule his ruling, then a jury must decide between the parties. The claim of the
college
is—principal
and
intergst—nearly

$130,000.
The readers of the Star

the death of Mrs. Bates.

may

have

beard

of

She died in Boston

on the third of this month, and

was buried

at

Mt. Auburn on the sixth. I did not hear of
fer death until the day of her burial, nor of
her sickness until a few days before she died.
I bave not seen Bro. Perkins since my ar-

rival here.

So I am not able to say what

progress has been made in raising funds for
the Boston church.
I may not judge wisely;
but it seems to me that our success as a Christian people in New England depends largely
on our having A good church in this city.

Men and

women of New England!

into the hands of. our Home

let us put

Mission Society

ten thousand dollars for the benefit of the Boston church.
It can not be lost, for the society
will have security.
0. B,C.

A Suggestion.
No more fitting monument

ford’s memory

to Lovina Craw-

could be made

than

to richly

endow a chair at Storer College and place Miss
Etta Lovett within it to teach the freedmen
the truths which she has so richly gathered at
Storer.College and Hillsdale. .
>
:
. Jd. C. STEELE.

Ministers and Charches.
[We invite the sending from all our churches of
items for this department of mews. These items
must be accompanied by the addresses of the writers, not necessarily for publication, and should
reach this office before Saturday night in erder to

get into the next issue

of

the Star.

We,

of

course, reserve the right to condense, or to reject,
when for any reason it shall seem well
0 80,
matter thus furnished. ] ,
:
- Maine.

The church at Houlton has been holding extra meetings which have resulted in quickening
the church, reclaiming several backsliders and
seven conversions, mostly members of the
Sunday-school.

Rev. Wm.

P. Kinney has sup-

plied the pulpit since May 1st, and the interest

and attendance have steadily increased.
social meetings
church for the
and working.
the neighboring

The

ure well sustained and the
moi part is spiritually alive
There is also a good interest in
church at White Settlement.

Sunday evening, Nov. 26, eight were forward

for prayers, three of whom had started before.

They were all happily converted and took part
in the meeting Tuesday evening, when several
more arose for prayers.

bad

There is a good inter-

at H. was greatly assisted by the labors of Rev.
C. J. F. Thompson, who spent a short time

there before going to school at Pittsfield.
The Springvale church and society * thank
God and take courage. The meetings and

recently expressed the same feeling, This Q.
M. needs now two earnest ministers who are
not afraid to do work for the dear Master. It

Sunday-school are well attended, and are constantly increusing both in numbers and inter-

speak mow

amoung

est:Fhe
Tth annual’ church fair on the evenis composed of six churches, scattered through , ing of Nov. 16th was a grand success. Over
a good agricultural country. But I want to one hundred dollars were saved from the

more particularly of the four

taken, after paying

all expenses.

A

Woman’s Mission Society has been recently ored’ ds pastor {n the Register. I served them ganized. All these with other cheering feat
as pastor from April 1880 to Sept. 1882, when I ures cause the brethren and sisters to have

J.hijirches with which my name stands connect.

was compelled to resign on account of failing
health (sciatic rheumatism) and seek a field
where less travel was required. And let me

strong faith, and bright hopes for the future.
Rev. H. J. White and family, of Bath, were
recently made severely ill by something they
had eaten, as Is supposed,
but are now, we are

say here that it was one of the hard trials of
happy to say, all better, Bro. W. recently reour lives to quit the field, and we did hold on
until for more than three months I was com- | ceived four persons to, church membership,
;

A)

(

paid,—$40,000

been

est there and there seems to bea hungering
and thirsting after righteousness. The church

Bagh
an an oo

to me a short

twice on each

at

the Conference at Fairport; and it is presumed
that the ether bodies represented on-the-com-

not have one to preach to us,” and others have

Let me see, what was it? That we double

‘the circulation of the Morning

Union of Liberal Baptists.

when we, have so many ministers that we can

Epitor oy THE STAR :—I rise
the motion

G. 8. R.

Ee,

these lesson helps early in December
and bespeak for them the hearty : and
united support of the entire denomination. | Congress is in session. We hope the public
We especially invite those who have net press, through which, between the seasons of
voting, the people express themselves, will deused them to send i for sample copies mand in more unmistakable terms than ever,
which we shall be glad to furnish on ap- that something be done to wipe out the stigma
plication, and to give them a fair trial in’ of polygamy in Utah.
the practical work of the school-room.

Indeed!
This is the first time we have been
told that the colored citizens in the South were
desirous of being perpetually recognized and
therefore treated as inferiors on account of color. -We must wait till we have evidence of
this from the other *‘ race.” We have no desire to advocate an injustice or any kind of
wrong to our Southern white friends; but we
are not able to see why a clean, intelligent,
Christian black man should not be recognized
as the social peer of a clean, intelligent, Christian white man,
But the black man is * op-

in

.

by organized and persistent effort bring this
great question of moral reform so near to the
heart and conscience of the people, that we
| may see similar results all along the line.

per year.

to preach

are intelligent, and

Star

had deeply stirred her soul, emphasizing
and re-enforcing my position that the Star
wiés absolutely needed in evéry Free Baptist
family! If we could double the circulation
of the Star, I profoundly believe that these
Macedonian calls would speedily be answered.
The trouble is, so many of our
people do not hear them because they do
not see and read the Star.
;|

ly canvassing for new subscribers.
I hope
as fie yo will think with me, that, in canvassTo our mind, Paul’s expression iming for the Morning Star, you are helping

to mean, Let

minister usually lives there. Schools
very
good in this village. A minister is expedted to
attend covenant meeting every Saturday and

ows

got

the N. W. R. R. being centrally situated, the

nor

ministers

they are anxious to

LAT

our

Lord’s money, too, which

give to any one who serves them faithfully in
the ministry. These churches are all in the
country, and Bloomville, a beautiful village on

Tuy

try—from

ten or more copies at 7 152 cents each |

sociation in America,

ial

agp

we must be judged.

work and wait when the signs are so cheerIng.” * While we dare not look for old sects to
come to us, we shall do our work as best we
can, expecting our principles to triumph

as the Senior Paper.

tion of his long and faithful service.

able to call them brethren and might do
them good to feel that we are theirs, and
what we have and do, belongs to them,

»., Miss

per-

ed symbol of death, burial, and resurrection.
“The discussion is able and profitable. He conas
‘cludes that “ Free Baptists can well afford to.

it be manifested, or declared in some
tangible way. How can this be done?
The Year Book will do it. -It “does it
for the Close Baptists, and will do it for
us. A little enterprise would have secured a report of every Liberal Baptist as-

expected during the year:
F. Penney, Rev. George

Charles Howard Malcom; ».

found that half of all

théir first impulses and jnspirations—by
which they were finally led into the minis-

West.

for

union of doctrine and spiritual life. The
Close Baptists have no general organization, and yet they stand before the world

At any rate, it would

». »., Rev. Smith Baker, Rev. Samuel
W. Dike, Rev. J. M. Bailey, vb. »., Rev.

I would

pleases.”
the several bodies that agree with us in
plies something more of deliberate, thoughtful
doctrine. The signsof life in a commitand conscientious conviction than the rather to raise up men for the ministry, to retee chosen over two years ago, afford a
spond to these almost frantic calls for help
flippant phrase of the Register.
However,
little comfort. Something may come of
in saying this we are probably, in true ortho- at home and abroad, and. materially aiding
it yet.
?
Lesson, a Lesson Story in simple words, .dox style, ** perverting the meaning of the Bi- in every good denominational enterprise.
In deed:and in truth, I profoundly believe
It is well to inquire at the outset what Questions and Answers upon the lesson, ble for controversial ends.”
that at this time our greatest denominadegree of union is desirable, and what thé Golden Text and a Lesson Hymn preThe adoption of prohibition by constitutionpracticable. Of course,any branch of Lib- pared expressly for this paper. It is de- al amendment in Iowa and Kansas, andthe tional need is to be met in putting the
eral Baptists would be pleased to have signed to be the most practical and help- prominence of the temperance issue in the re- Morning Star—fifty-two times each year;
into every Free Baptist family, and thereall the others agree and act with them,
ful Lesson Paper published for primary cent elections of Ohio und Indiana, augur well
its circulation to a round
in every respect. If such a thing was de- classes. It will be sold in packages of for the nation’s future. ;Now let all the friends by increasing.
twenty thousand!
And it can be done.
of temperance in other states take courage, and
sirable, no one who knows the state of

the writers trom whom articles may be
Rev. Charles
I. Pentecost,

actually do to

There] the matter on each lesson in the Quarterly,

is profit in fellowship and power in numbers. Liberal Baptists are not utilizing
either of these elements as they ought.

It is usually supposed that

we

We have received a copy of a pamphlet on
Christian Baptism, by Rev. T. H.. Drake,
pastor of the F. Baptist church in Cleveland,
Ohio.
The chief points made are (1) immersion the only baptism of the Scriptures (2)
penitent believers the only proper subjects of
baptism, and (3) baptism the divinely institut-

d The Star Lesson Paper, containing all

ecalls

what

stitutes the basis on which

ad-

yet each would come to feel an interest,in Southern, editor reminded us not long since,
and have yét much to learn. Some day, like
the brethren of like faith, and desire en- all mature editors, we shall know everything.
tional work. The Temperance columns, couragement from a knowledge of their Meanwhile,
we must now and’ thén speak out
a recently opened department, will be existence.
The
other
denominations against * caste in education”, so long as the
filled each week with the best possible would respect us more when they know unrepublican and (to our conviction) unchristian thing exists. The governor-elect of Calioriginal and selected matter. Communi- our real strength. We should be sure to ifornia speaks of the ‘‘ infamous doctrine of the
report a hundred and fifty thousand, and fatherhood of God and the brotherhood of
' cations from our various ‘colleges and perhaps fifty thousand more.
man”!
Do our Southern friends like such a
. > schools will regularly appear’in the colFree Baptists ought to lead in such a conclusion of their own doctrine? To this it
amn devoted to Education.
More careful movement.
We are the largest body of tends, °,
attention than ever will be given 46“ the our people in the land. We have colleges
A correspondent of the Tribune gives a

.¥Farm and Home, the Sanitary, and

profess to have;

BAPTISTS.

attention to an important subject.

a report of a

mit it and neglect doing to exterminate it con-

will contain a larger amount of explanatory and illustrative matter and a better
arrangement of questions. The price will
be as at present, viz: —single

to our

pear next week.——Rev. Mr. Dudley’s article’
on Divorce puts the case unflinchingly. It
matters little how much horror of an
vil we

former yearS.”*It

cents per year; in packages to
dress 15 cents each per year.

UNION

to bring

advanced

picture

butions for the ouffit of Miss Coombs, will ap-,

The Star Quarterly will be improved ia
of

to

to the Lyndon Institute,
any

ways in advance.

needs

forced

J. C. Steele’s * Suggestion” relative 18" Storer.
College and the memory of Miss Crawford, in
another column.——A communication relatin

year; ten, or more,

several respects, and will be found better

Friends, every-

are

is neither-strange nor singular.

not be in the least surprised if it “should be

to work” that the half-gone walls of Jerusa- | double the circulation of the Star would
lem were rebuill.— Read and consider Rev, speedily résult in bringing large re-enforce-

as it now is, viz., single copies of either
copies to ene address, 25 cents

we

mind’s eye “ with rolled-up sleeves and moisttur-| ened brow.” It was by men who bad a ¢ mind

nish stories, sketches arid poems for the
next volume. The price will remain as
paper, 35 ceuts per

whom

history

.| farther, and only remark that my history

Je thanked for men who can’t “spell idleness,”
and

the

and

LTE

ever before,

adapted to the

Liberal Baptists may all unite on the
basis of general agreement in doctrine.

Hills.

than

and in every way worthy of the patronage
we ask for them. In addition to former

we do, and who is able to make all things

sion column will be conducted by the

H.

ciation be greatly blessed this winter.

clear

confidence, but as a pledge of untiring endeavor and through faith in One by whose
grace and for whose glory we do what

are not divided. Until recently the Congregationalists had no general association,
yet they were then one people quite as

M.

May the good brethren of the Ohio Asso-

I need not trace

prosperous

a

Siar

ington, Harper's Ferry and the’ West will ‘widely in doctrine and practice, and yet

itors, assisted by Mrs. M.

es.

ical School.

are

Ey

the

duly appear. The Sunday-school department will be under the continued charge
of the Rev: G. C. Waterman.
The Mised-

to made them better

We do not wish to

- g H. Bowen, p. 'D., Professor Ransom | exist in the Liberal family. We are in
>
Dunn,. Di, and Professor J. A. Howe,’ part responsible‘for this. It is not quite
D. D. Other “able and alert writers, certain that we havedone all we might
having
topics,

earnestly calls for revivals in the church-

farmers

a

abide the issue.

may, indeed, reasonably be expected that

nl

and

then

in Bates College, and later in the Theolog-

and

A

It is our determination to spare no
pains to make the mew-volume of the Star
superior to all previous volumes. It

George H. Ball,

=

judged solely by what‘it shall actually be
from week to week, and we are willing to

FIFTY-EIGHTH VOLUME.

++ the Rev.

The letter breathes an excellent spirit

and beautiful type and good clean ink. | Bro. Ricker seconds the wordof Prof. BrackThey are furnished at the lowest possible ett concerning the Star in a manner at once

E. Brockway,

is left unsaid ; we ask that

out of it, is larger now than ever before.
A similar statement may be made concerning our special contributors. The aver.age rates to contributors are higher now
than ever before,enabling us to obtain the
best work of the best available writers.
There are other facts which greatly encourage effort and seem to insure success.
The official board of editorial contributors for 1883 will be Professor John Fullonton, D. D., Professor J. J. Butler, p.p-;}

better adapted to the wants .of our own
Ward, J. schools. They are printed upon excellent

be judged by what may be said in a brief
prospectus like this, nor int view of what

THE MORNING STAR FOR 1883.

The

Drake.

Mauck,

-

liberty to announce.

—_——

accomplished.

to any before the public and

by. fostered or - awakgned, I became soon
afterward a student in that seminary,

rich,

ET

XT

1884, for $2.00
in advance, the usual
price for ene year.
Will pastors please
call the attention of their congregations
¢o this liberal offer

this will be

all our

We believe them

paper, made for our own use, with

Maine
State
Seminary,
then recently
founded at Lewiston.
As a direct outcome of that interest, and ambitions there-

the

happy and vigorous. And this thing is emphatrates and are amply all they cost.
o£ We expect to secure occasional contriof both these men: their words for
The Little Star and The Myrtle will ‘be ically true
butions from authors of various ‘degrees published as heretofore, alternately, once the Star is no mere -speech-making; their
«hands gre on the plow and their voices come
of eminence whose names we are not at in two weeks. Great pains will be, taken ringing from the field of actual endeavor. God

for the¢¢ Star.” This paper is offered to
mew subscribers from now till Jan. 1,

|

W.

contains

constitution of the Woman's Society, a statement, by a committee, of the history, doctrine
and polity of F. Baptists, and the circular letter to the churches, written by Rev. T. H.

soll

many of ‘them wealthy, and F. Baptists own a
good deal of this goed land, and some of the

TH

Annie M. Libby, Rev. C.
Olive E. Dana, ete.

1

J.

Prof. F.-L. Hayes. Rev. J. T.
W. Barker, A. M., Rgv. W. H. Hurlin,

pose
e need at least a week in which to decide
whether we can use contributions of any length.
We have a large corps of paid editorial and special
contributors and cannot pay for articles contributed bypthers unless an understandingis had to that
effect
before Riblcasion,
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was experienced ty Bev Gideon | M. E. church at’ Willet; (3) Reading. of | overs time, Price 35sonia." coughs and colds j £0
igA iis

G. 8. Rick( ) Svedistion by Rev.
i
wreck of thevebicle. Providentially and won- |
derfully, its occupants escaped with compara- i Phbhiii e ies Wes Sedissted free from | |
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outbreak and movement to the sacred altar. post aid.
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About forty, mostly children, came and bowed

from the
both C.D.
gospelourlaborers
with and
R
Rev.
own.
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M.meetings
Mechcum, Baptist, rendered us valuable assistance. Bros.
y Owen and Milliken were with us
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a
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blessed.

wonderfully

a feast of fat things

that | conference meeting was truly

are, informed
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0
Junintance and

ers of grace apon their fields of labor.”

e church

hope he may

prove a Godsend

at Ortonville.

to

v. C. B. Cutler, cor-

:
Tennessee.
responding messenger from Oxford
Q. M., was
with
us and gave good report from
his
Q. M.
Rev. W. A. Headrick began a meeting, Nov.
Rev. Mr. Warren, a visiting brother from Oakland
18, at the Cumberlund Presbyterian church in Q. M., was also present and "preached acceptably,
and it was voted to continue the correspondence
connection with the pastor, Rev. W. D. Copp.
with his Q. M. The Woman’s Mission Society
- The meeting closed,Nov. 26,with nineteen conheld its session Saturday evening and the interest
in
mission work in the Q. M. is increasing.
It is
versions, seventeen of whom united. with the
surprising what they have done since their organ4.ization and all feel to say, God bless the work.
charch.
Next session with the Millington church, com¢
Missouri.
mencing third Friday in January next.

*The Rev.
TX. Hayes writes: “ The Freewill
.. Baptists in St. Louis’had a great and happy

E. E. BTIMBON,

hope profitable. The conference recommended
that each church hold a series of meolings gifs
fall and winter.
Rev. J. C.Osgood,
the
Strafford Q. M,, was present and his aid and counsel were gladly received.
A collection for the
benefit of the 1st Corinth church was
taken,
amounting to $5.00, and one for missions amounting to $8.00.

' officers led me into the pulpit, and my heart

sung

and

I considered

the
hymn,
blood," was

the Lord’s goodness

Next
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session with the West

Topsham

CHESTER

church.

DICKEY,

us

& church

in

St.

Louis.

|’

After

the Oliver church.
A very interesting and profit
able season was enjoye<.
The hearts of the faith-

Sunday in December.”
’

ful few

Hentucky.

Rev.

President Duggin delivered a lecture on Ice-

A
fand, Nov. 20, in the Commerce church.
large audience greeted the lecturer, and heard
a fine thing from Dr. Durgin.

Q.

M.,

prayer and

Rev. J. R. Pope has taken charge of the F.
B. church of Big Spring.
A.
Minnesota.
Bro. C. L. Russell, having been pastor of the

of.

ten years, has located at Crystal Lake and
built a house in which.to live the remainder of
the poor
his life. This change arose from
health of his wife....Rev. Mr, Batson and his
parish are-about completing u new meeting
house, which they have needed for many years,
It will be paid for when finished....The Free
Baptist Parish at Elk River held a fea meeting
to aid in payment of their meeting-house.

There is an increase of religious interest. Rev.
Mooers Cole of N. H, has arrived from the
Hansas.

years, but having moved to northwestern Kan-

sas they have suffered drought and the hardships
with
have

She reports no rain

loss of crops.

their small grains

them since June, and
not

come

up.

crown

To

all, her

hus-

band’s eyesight: began to fail six months ago,
and now he can not see to work. Anything
:
sent will be gladly received.

best to continue

Little Scioto (0.)—Held with
church, Nov. I8, and
continuing
This was a good
meeting.
The

«done in harmony and

the

the California
over Sunday.
business was

the class meeting

' day morning was full of
8S. McDonald
preached

Saturday

on

be held

with

the

Bloom

C. H. FROWINE,

Clerk.

town of Monterey in 8leepy Mexico

has electric lights.
GOLDSMITH'S TESTIMONY.
Goldsmith speaks of

“ That dire disease, whose ruthless power
Withers the beauty’s transient flower.”
No truer
description could be given of the disease
ofthe kid#eys, which, uncared for{ ripens into
Bright's disease, and cuts down
ofr strongest
men-in a very short time, And if Goldsmith had
“ Hunt’s Remedy,

whose matchless worth

Makes it a boon to all the earth.”

It is surely a boon to thousands

of sufferers

who

have been able to find relief nowhere else.

London, England, has a fourteen-story
ment house, 130 feet in height.

of the greatest

trials

that

Happily

there

apart-

housekeepers

for them in the use of James

is practical

relief

Pyle’s Pearline,

ids Q. M., held with the Plainfield church, aft
er a satisfactory examination in conference,
Rev. J. H. Maynard, scting 88 chairman, Bro.
Abel Mudge,of the Casnovia church, was pubs

licly set apart tothe ministry on the Sabbath

inthe following order: Reading of the Scriptures, Rey. E. G. Cilley; Sermon, Rev. G. H.
Howard; Prayer, Rev. J. H. Maynard; Hand
of Fellowship, Rev. J. Bradford; Charge, Rev.
H. M. Freeman; Benediction by the candi

F.F. BaiLny.

date; Singing by the choir.
\
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double

num-

ber enclosed in a colored cover
with a full page
picture of a Puritan maiden paring apples. The
artistic beauty of the nu

I shows how

much

is

being done iu these day
attract the young to
reading which instructs while it entertilns. A
glance through its pages 1s sufliclent to indicate
the result of the Companion’s popularity,
has Flven it a welcome into three hundred
sand
homes.
atid

which
thou-

Dedication.

repaired,
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re-opened

and
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the worship of God on Wednesday, Nov: 15; nt
w
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Conference

~~}, (Glen's Falls, N. Y., Times.)
;
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Prayer-meeting, C. W. Purington ; 10,
Meaning of
Luke
24: 49, E. G. Page; 11, Sermon; 1.30, Prayer
meeting, J. Nickerson; 2.30, Sermon, C.”F.
Pen-

ney.
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all the other coal:producing coungries in the world.
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Chicago.
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best thought and literature of ecivilization.”— Pittsburgh Christian Advocate.
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Little Ones Gt Falls

Wheelock Q. M., come over and help us!
:
L. S. BEAN, Clerk.
French Creek (N. Y.) with the Clymer &
Harmony church,Déc. 15—17. F, A. ELLIS, Clerk.
Van Buren (Mich.)
with the Goblevill
church, commencing Friday evening, Dec. 15, «°

Glen Falls, N. Y,, Dec, 14, 1880.

R:v. Mr.L. N. 8. Onge. Dear Sir:—
Very effective.
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On the 13th of December,
Mr. Gladstone will’ have
been in public life for half'a century.

.

Washington
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‘“ Little Carl,” Danville
NH $.10—One of the

year, an increase

Horsford’s Acid Fhosphate
A Valuable Nerve Tonic.
Dr, C. C. Olmstead, Milwaukee, Wis., says: RK
have'used it in my practice ten years, and consid
er it a’valuable nerve tonic.”

Will you please state below

The Freewill Baptist church edifice in German, N. Y., haying ‘been closed and thoroughly

worth of the precious metals this

25th
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of 10 per cent, from the product of 1881.

time ago, and oblige
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Friday, Dec. 22, at
2 P. M. The opening sermon
to be preached by Bro. H,M. Henry.
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Montville

Sun-
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tory examination,Bro. McDonald
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Quarterly

the Spirit of God.
Rgv.
an interesting and
in-

A. Crabtree on the Sabbath.
Rev. I. Fullerton
was appointed messenger to the Lewis Q. M.,
Ky., and
Rev. L. Swaim to the Pine Creek Q. M,
The Providence church requested the ordinati
of Bro. S. McDonald.
Having
passed ‘a satisfac-
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“Mr&; Elizabeth Tingley, Oberlin, Decatur Co.,
Kan, is compelled to ask aid of her friends and
the readers of the Star. She and her husband
have been members of a I. B, church for thirty
attending

thought

meeting, which was kept up till the next Sunday
evening, conducted by Bro. Abbee,
Bro. Keeler
and the clerk, with the happy result of about sixty
souls on the way to heaven.
Eighteen joined the
church and fifteen more were to be baptized.
This leaves the neighborhood in good condition.
A heavenly time was enjoyed to see backsliders
coming to Father's house, and sinners crying for
mercy.
May God bless them is my prayer.
N¢/xt session with the Newberry church, Feb. 11
a
JOHN. H. SWAILES, Clerk.
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The church at the time of the Q. M. was very low
in religion, but the Spirit of God seemed to be in

The Rev. Geo. Bullock has taken the pastor“ate of the Liberty church in connection. with
He i§ now the only man
his work in Burns.
in the field in Walnut Créek Q. M. During
the past year he has held a good ‘congregation
at Burns, and we bespeak for him success at
Liberty. The brethren in Burns are feeling
somewhat discouraged in view of the prospective removal of two of the leading families in
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and the church is revived and wanderers bave
The revival lasted five weeks, bereturned.
ginning Oct. 8. In this time 22 were added.
The fourth Sunday in October, 16 were baptized.
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slave ?, So leaving all the beauties and

-

luxurjes,of His home, he got on board one
of his ships and set sail for the land 50)
fathers. He came across the Mediteyra-

nean sea, tossed by wild storms, aod
once or twiéd in great peril because of
cruel pirates that lay along the coast.

)

In the gloom as in the sun.
When the snow has clothed the sod,
Open to the starry sky,
2
Moonlight, sunlight, you shall lie, . . *

Open to your Maker’s eye,
As a soul before its God.
Pord’s Glen, Oct. 1, 1382.
POW
WN
409

A-sound as low as fall of snow

go the listening ear of God can hear

Our souls grow pure and fair,
our werds stir not the air,

Nor sign we make, unless by smile or tear.
listens to the earth like one eternal ear.
=
2
— Selected.

.

were

there,

the

What if it, were only a dream

in the door.

His was the

Day after. day he saved ‘what
for the

But Conrad's heart grew sad again as the

time came for the bird to fly away to the

North! ‘Was it going to his mother’s
cottage? Was the nest there still that he

He was the {remembered so well ? Was there any to

house, and

his the

once lived

here?”
asked
Benjamin with tears:
‘“ Jonathan, is he living still?”
ge
Jonathan,” cred the stranger, ‘* he is
living, but--" .
tid
* God be praised!” ‘said Benjamin.

“But heis waxen poor und fallen into

0-0-0

found

he could from his wretched meal

trees

“Is he living, then, who

"Phe fairy knell of evening ring..

have

joy of calling the bird to feed at his hand.

it, the olive

vineyards, and his the flocks of sheep.

Fhen summer hears the roses grow,
And hears the dews, like crystal bells,

him there.

should

ered

master,

The very stars can hear each other sing;

light the stork came at once close to him,

home among the hills. -, There it was before him, just the same.
The vine cov-

ger appeared

To nature’s ear some tale of music tells;

on him eof his home and of his mother
anththeir yearly, visitor. Scarcely knowing what he did, he whistled as he used
to do to call the bird long ago. To his de-

80 dear an old friend

at once for the old

after all!
And with a trembling voice
he inquired for Jonathan.
Then a stran-

The fairy knell of evening ring?

In a moment the scene flashed

landed, and

within.

Can summer hear the roses grow ?
Or bear the .dews, like tiny crystal bells,

delight.

as if to be fed. Conrad lifted up his heart
to God, and with tears gave thanks that

hastened

welcome it now, and any’to feed itP Then

it occurred to him, ‘ Why, this bird may
help me.to get away from this vile place.”
He managed to write on a scrap of paper
a line or two telling where he was, and

And, indeed, there would

not have

been

than, save that

he

had

Again

they

came to, and

made
again

out

how

much

it

the servants counted

oue sorrow—his

the money.
Then the house and land
brother Besjamin had gone away {0} and vineyards belonged to him again.
what they thought in those days was al‘And now,” cried Benjamin, rising
most the end of the earth. He had sailed from the table,
let me go forth und tell
him.”
for Spain, and nothing was heard of him
ail
for many years.
His tears shone with very gladness, as
Thus things went on until one year if his heart were too full of joy and ran
there came a great drought in the land of over at his eyes. He soon came to the
of Judea.
The fields were parched and poor slave, just such a one as he had
barren; the olive trees withered;
the seen in his dreams, and pale, thin, grief-

vines died ; the flocks perished ; all Jon-

swricken, with a few old
clothes tied
round
him, so that Bepjamin cond

in the fierce heat of the sun.
er month the drought lasted,
-was over he had to borrow
rich neighbor to buy corn for
that goeth borrowing, goeth

scarcely
brother.
trying to

athan’s substance melted away like snow

Month aftand when it.
money of a
seed. ¢‘ He
sorrowing,”

was what Jonathan soon found ow.
next harvest was hardly worth

The

the gath-

ering, so that Jonathan had to sell his
land

to his rich neighbor

"part of the money.

to pay

back

The old home was

bis ne longer. He could come and look
at it with a very sad heart. He heard
the laugh of strange children playing in
the pleasant courts, and the haughty
master passed him proudly. He, without home and without friends, could only

stand and look in at what had been his
father’s house. He dared not set his foot
in it, for he had waxed poor and fallen
into decay, and

‘there was none to buy it

back for him.

With a heavy heart, he

went trying
another, but

his hand at one thing after
failing in all. All he had

was gone, and at last, partly to pay his
debt, and partly that he himself might
live, he

had

to séll

himself

as a bond-

‘man, a slave to his rich neighbor.

His

master had to give him food enough to
five on, and some rough clothes, and a

shed to sleep in; but he belonged to his
master.

And

although

the law did

not

could, he

The poor bondman looked up for a moment, and sadly shook his head. Hope
was dead and buried long ago.
“I am Benjamin, your brother, and I
have redeemed you”; and the rich mer-'
chant threw his arms round the slave's
neck, and kissed him and wept.
‘Redeemed me!” cried Jonathan, bewildered.
‘You,
Benjamin—and
redeemed me!”
-_
“Yes,

my

poor

brother.

God

be

praised! you are your own again. And
your father’s house, and the land of your
inheritance, it is all yours.”

Then Jonathan lifted himself up like a
free man, and blessed
min with

all

his brother Benjs-

his heart, and

kissed

him,

and wept on his neck and blessed him
again, and kept saying it over again and
again, ‘‘ He has redeemed

me.

It’s done.

The price is paid, and I am redeemed.”
That

exuberance

spite the inroads of an

army

of

upon them;

scorpions are

intrusive

and

dangerous; a small,
red insect, called the
‘ mecuim,” is ap intolerable

annoyance;

at certain hours of the day the air is black
with flies and mosquitos, and ants

universal plague.
named foes

of

To

peace,

baffle
Mr.

are

these
Morris

a

last
was

obliged to keep his ‘entire collections on
banging shelves, the cords of which were
soaked in the oil of copaiba.

** The most

destructive ant.in Brazil,” says Mr. Mor-

very

hour

deemed man.

Jonathan

was

a

re-

He left the drudgery of a

It took a long time in those daysto send
to Africa and there to recover Copmad
from his slavery. But before the
WF
had flown’thé
bels of the village chusth

the best to be
Advocate.

that

he

only

sighed

vefy

thought of

the evil of our hearts we cat cry to the

To Him let us look with all our hearts.
And ever let us please and love him who
in his wonderful love says to,each of us,

1 have redeemed thee."— British

Work-

Br

4-0-9

JESUS THE OARPENTER.
* Isn't this Josephs son P”—ay, 1t is he;
Joseph

sadly.

Ile

knew if Benjamin were living he could
do

something

for him,

that

he

‘spend his last mite in doing it.

would

But he

© had not heard from him for many years.

Now comes a brighter bit of our story.
Far off in the Jund where he dwelt, Ben-

Jamin
ity.

ive i aif this time in great prosper

He was 8 fich merchant, with
L)

Ghty

very

it,

and

when

it

came

it

seemed as glad to see them as they were
to welcome it. Bpring and summer

chased

each

other,

until

Conrad

grown up to be a young man.

had

Then he

said he would go to sea and make money
enough to coe back and keep his motherin her old age. So he went as a sailor, and set out for a distant land. All

went well for many weeks, but one gay
‘

4

g

:

rm

had.—Northern

Christian

the

drinker

can

appreciate,

“I have three boys. One of

them is old enoiigh'to drink, and is drinking. He learued it in the saloon. My

erance society, he went to them and gave

prayer is, and my vote shall be cast, to
close the saloons before my other boys

them some of his experience as a rumseller: “IT sold liquor,” Said Mr. Stacy,
‘for eleven years—long enough for me
to see the beginning and end of its effect.
[ have seen a man take his first glass in
my plaee, and afterwards find the grave

get into them and get to drinking; and I

know scores and scores of other drinking
men who areas anxious

the salouns before
them.”

It will strip trees of of &'buicide. I have seen man after man,
their foliage in a single night,and in many wealthy and educated, come into my sa--

as I am to

the

liitle

PY

CE

:

boys

close

reach

:

£3
ee

EE

NELSON'S

injured, but every crack and cranny

will

be explored, and nota spider or
roach will survive the visitation.
are, iherefore, regarded as friends,
their advent is always welcome.
where you will in Brasil, you will
ante, You live, sleep and eat with

cock
They
and
Go
meet
them

—and eat them, $00,"
+00

The day will come—and may I do
something to help it hither—when the
youth of our country will recognize that,
taken in itself, it is a more manly, aud

er point of view still, all work set by God

I thought as Id find it—I knew it was here—
But my

sight’s getting queer.

I don’t know right
stood—

where

as

his

shed

mere

transmission,

buying and selling.”

such

as

1 is, besides, easier

to do honest work than to buy
hovestly.— George MacDonald.

and sell

must

ha’

But often, as I’ve been a-planing my wood,
I've took off my hat, just with’thinking of He.
4

Al the same work as me.

He warn’t that set up that he couldn’t stoop down
And work in the country for folks ih the town ;,
And I'll warrant he felt a bit pride, like I've done

At a good job begun.
The parson he knows that I'll not make too free.
But on Sanday I feels as pleased as can be,
:
When I wears my clean smock, ard sits in a pew,
And has thoughts a few.

I think of as how not the parson hissen,
As is teacher and father and shepherd o’ men,
Where He earned His own bread.

pression of personal taste, and the wise
employment of the resources at hand, into
a frippery of details and ornament that
absorbs time that might be better used in
other ways. Some one makes the assertion that the present rage for decoration
is impeverishing the intellectual life of
women.
Material beauty is certainly a
poor substitute for that which enriches
the mind and increases the capacity of the
soul for noble living.— Golden Rule.

And, indeed, if there be any difference
between a girl’s education and a boy's, I
should say that of the two the girl should
be earlier led,as hbr intellect ripens faster,
into deep and serious subjects; and that

Winking and thinking the whole day long,

front of the old woman, saying never a
word, but watching her face. She smiled.

Nursey to hold you, no one 16 scold you,
Crowing and erooning your sweet little song!

Suddenly the smile faded, and a cogper
of the old calico apron went up te wipe

Crooning and tuning myself to the lessons

away

a tear.

The

the eldest

child

ask.

ed: ‘ Are you sorry because you havea't

asfjchthdeen?”

“ I—I had children once,

but they are all dead,” whispered the
woman, a Bob in her throat. * I'm sorry,”
said the little girl, as her chin Paitersd,
43

pos

That

seem very strange to me, fresh from the
skies;
Leaning your langnage and learning to love you,
Watching you «ll with my blue baby eyes;
Then when I’ve grown as wise as my. beother,
These dimpled white hands as strong as his two,
Ob, then I will help you; now, thinking
and loving
Are surely enough for a baby to do!
~Nelected.
Lydd

NEW PUBLICATIONS.

** The lem-

onade was nothing,” said the rumseller,
“but I knew how it would end. The only
safety, boys, or for any man, no riatter

NEW VOLUME OF THE PEN AND PENCIL SERIES,

how strong his resolution, is butside the

door of the saloon.”
That man knew
what he was talking about, and it will be

well for the bays if they heed the warning

in health, wealth or reputation, by keeping clear ot such dens of death and dark-

FOR YOUNG MEN TO PONDER.

ality than

cider or barmless lemonade.

80 kindly given them. A man loses nothing

furnishings and use.
Adoroment is to be
condemned that degenerates from the ex-

the earpenter—same trade as me—

And when I goes home to my missus, says she,
‘ Are ye wanting your key ?”

for

He said:

shop.
Oa learning that a company of
lads had organized themselves as a temp-

Sea
»

AND

Pictures,
PENCIL.

Draws win

By JAMES

The

Russian
AND

it alone,” said one man, with a sneer, to
another who was making a strong fight
to have it kept out of town by law. ** You
needn't meddle with it. If others take it,

that is their look out.”
*“But liquor does

i

hurt thoussfids

who

“I should like your evidence,” said the
other, a little puzzled.

out this week.

Watson is

They ndver

touch liquor, but it has hurt them, I can
pick out fwenty families in this place]
where it has done its mischief, more or
less, and it is so the world

over.

low.

Every
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plans and illustrations.
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Those that let it alone have to suffer.
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would be siating it very
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* No, liquor won't hurt you, if yeu let
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TORICAL

working on his new veranda, which is to
Bo >
run around three sides of the tavern, to
Make the home beautiful, but not in- pay up another liquor bili, while
his wife
ways that will render you a slave to is and children are starving.

man.

his father’s house, and

watched

or

which was made by an lowa drinking
man just before the election in that state,

a high-toned drinking saloon in New York,
signed the pledge and closed his dram

her range of literature should be, not
allow him to be treated as slaves have own. It was all his own—vineyards and
For she knows my queer ways, and my love for the
“o>
more, but less frivolous, calculated to add
been in many places, yet he was'really a olive-yards, fields and flocks, asses and
shed.
the
qualtities
of
patience
and
seriousness
The
latest
word from Governor St.
slave. He could not please himself, but oxen; all his own, for his brother hdd’
“4 {We've been forty years wed,)
to her natural poignancy of thought and John is a privat@note in regard to his enbought him and all of it back from bon- 801 comes right away by mysen, with the book,
had to do just what his master told him.
quickwess of wit; and also to keep het in grgementsin Illinois for the win'er cam‘The law said that if he were able he dage. His brother had redeemed him.
And I turns the old pages and has a good look
a 16fty and pure element of thought. 1 paign. It breathes no sentiment of disFor the text as I've found, as he tells me as He
could redeem himself. Buthe toiled all
In a village in Norway there is the figWere the same trade as me.
enter
not now into any question of choice appointment; but the brave soldier sends
day in the hot sun for his master, and ure of a stork carved on the church, and
of
books;
only be sure that her books are a ringing note of cheer through all the
Why
don’t
Imark
it?
“Ah!
many
says
so,
!
had no strength left to do anything to over many of the houses. This is the
think I’d as lief, with your leave, let it go;
not heaped up in her lap as they fall out ranks which have so proudly acknowlmake a little money to buy-himself back. beautiful story they tell of it. In that 1Butdo I’d
not seem that nice when I fall on it sudden—
of the package of the circulating library, edged his chieftainshtp, when he says :
80 he could only go on working and sor- village once there lived 4 little lad
Unexpected, ye know!
wet with the last and lightest spray of the
:
:
~
Christian
at
Work.
I trust that the late eléction: will not in
rowing, without any hope of redeeming named Conrad and his widowed mother.
fountain of folly.—John Ruskin's ** Sesame the least discourage our friends. While
ROR
(E————
i
i
himself.
Every summer a stork came near the
we have temporarily received our Bull
and Lilies.”
:
“ There was another way in which free- house and “built its nest close
A CHILD'S HEART:
oan
by. Little
Run, we shall yet give the whisky ring
dom might come to him. If he had a Conrad and his mother were very kind to
The other day a curious old woman,
its Appomattox.
1Lnough defeated I ani;
What can you do, you dearest of babies,
‘neither - discouraged, or whipped.
rich relation, a brother, or a son, or an the stork.
They fed itand petted it so having a bundle in her hand, and walking You sweet, lazy baby, say what you can do ?
1
would rather have my defeat rh Jn opuncle, or a nephew, or a cousin, that that it got to know them and would
with painful effort, sat down on a curb- Mother and father and brother are working,
ponent's victory. Thousands of our braykinsman might come and pay down the come whenever Conrad whistled to feed stone
to rest.. A group of three little All of us working, swe: t baby, but you,—
est and truest workers muy go down in
Sitting
all
day
a
blinking
and
winking,
price .of his redemption and buy him out of his hand. Every spring they ones, the oldest about nine, stopped in
the struggle, but the piiuciple of prohi

back. ~ But as poor Jonathan

poor

That was an argument for prohibition

which even

ris, ** iy the sanba.

had rang and all the people rejoiced with
a great joy, for the widow's son was bFe- therefore, in the old, true sense, a more
deemed, and was safely at home agais in gentle thing to follow a good handicraft,
his mother’s cottage. Such is the siory if it make the hands black as coal, than to
they tell of the sterk in_that Norwegign spend the day in'keeping books and makvillage.
>
r
ma
ew
ing up accounts, though therein the hands
And thus from the bondage of, sin and remain white. Not but that, from
sn high-

Not he knows as much of the Lord in that shed,

it as his

the use of

Dr. Munroe made the following statiloon, who can not now buy bis dinaer.
ment
at a public meetiog in Exeter Hall:
one
from
worth
customers
twenty
recall
1
for
this
reason.
The
tocandeira
is
a
very
The spring came again, and with it the
thousand to five thousand dollars, and are
“Itis a great sorrow to me now to
large
ant,
the
bite
of
which
is
poisonous
stork. The old widow's eye lit up as it
think that for twenty years I have recomnow without money, place or friends.”
came, reminding her of her lost boy, and and makes a paintul sore. I was once
saentering
against
buys
warned
He
mended the drink. It makes my heart
rendered
unable
to
work
for
a
week
from
tenderly she welcomedit and fed it. As
loons on any pretext. He stated that he ache, even now, .to see the mischief I
a
bite
received
from
one
of
these
ants.
it took the food from her hand she caught
had seen a young fellow, member of a have made in years gone by—mischief
“sight of this strange letter tied at its leg, Some species travel in large bodies,
ten
perance society, come in with a friend, .pnever to be remedied by any act of mine.”
Curiously removing it, think of her joy] marching in straight line and never turn- | sud wait while he drank.
“No, no,” he |
Le
itig
to
the
right
or
left,
If
a
house
lies
in
when she found that it was from her son.
would say, *“I never. touch it. Thanks
the
track
of
one
of
these
marching
bodies,
Forth with the tidings she ran to the minall the same.” Presently, rather than
ister of the little parish to tell him of the unless they are completely exterminated,
seem
churlish, he would take a class of
they will pass through. Nothing will be
news. It quickly spresd through

slave. He flung away the rags and: put
on fair robes again. He went back to.
claimed

through

| adulterated tobacco, for they always chose

A RUMSELLER’S WARNING.
A man named Stacy, the propriator of

spiders

which sally forth from evey chink to prey

It can not be said-that these men

were killed

And that was the price he paid, alas!
For the pleasure of drinking a social glass.
>
—dnon.’

of insect

Delmonico, the noted

cancer.

disease.

= And before the morning the victim lay
With bis life blood swiftly ebbing away;

life is the principal obstacle to the enjoy»
‘ment of a sojourn in that part of the world.
Cockroaches swarm in every house, de-

King for his’help. Prayer is the white- | and done divinely, is ot equal honor; but
winged bird that can bear our message where there is a choice, I would gladly
believe that it was really his’ right up to the Father's house. And an 8ee a boy of mine choose rather to be a
“Brushing away the tears, and answer shall come. Jesus, the King's blacksmith, or a watchmaker, or a ,bookhide his feelings as well as he Son, comes to redeem wus. But lo! for binder, than a..elerk. Pryluction—makus he gives himself, a ransom for us all!
came up to him.
:
tng—is.a higher thing io the scale of re-

‘* Jonathan, do you know me?”

The besotted liquor; for.the demon kpew
The terrible work that drink would do.

Brazil, repeats the general observation of

from $40,000 to

New York caterer, who died the last year,
was also a victimof the smoking habit;
nicotine poisoning was the name of hig

Ten cents a glass! How Satan langhed
. As over the bar the youbg man quafled

Mr. Ernest Morris, the young traveler J
and naturalist, who has just returned from
explorers that the

.| smoker's

>

_ INSEOT LIFE IN BRAZIL.

through

The disease
that killed him was

that he was a slave, and then he “tied. it
places orange trees can not be grown
firmly around the birds leg.

“I HAVE REDEEMED THEE.”
decay, and he has sold himself to me.
In a little village among the hills of You will find him at work in my fields.”
Jddsa there lived a pious Jew who had
“Just as I dreamed, then !” said Ben-1#o sons. He bad trained them in the fear jamin. «I will go and.see him; but first
of the Lord, and taught them to love each let me tell you that T am his brother, and
other very tenderly, so that in his old age I come to redeem hind.”
a
they were his comfort and joy. While
And ‘he beckoned to the servant io
they were yet young men he died, and bring the chest of silver that he had
they buried him in the sepulcher of his brought with him.
the
;
fathers.
Then Benjamin, who was the
The master could not please himself village. They must send and redeem
younger son, wents.forth as a merchant ; about it. He must take it. The writing Conrad was what everybody said. The
and Jonathan, his brother, tilled the land was made out and the money paid. Jon- next Sunday morning the people brought
of his fathers. It was a pleasant home, athan was really redeemed.
Yet he their money to the church, and each gave
with the vines clustering about it, and
worked on yonder in the field, as if he what he could for the widow's son.. Then
one was sent to the king to lay the case
dark green olive trees standing around, ‘had no rich kinsij#en in all the world.
and rich cornfields in the valley below.
“Now,” said Benjamin, as goon as that before him, and to get a ship of war from
His flocks of sheep spread over the plain, was done, *Imust redeém the house, him- that the pirates would not dare to
o
:
touch.
and everything about him prospered. and inheritanceof my fathers.”

a happier man in all the land than Jona-

J

close to him, wheeling about him in great

But he did net mind all that in his eager
lové to ‘his poor brother. At length he

merry laugh of little children rang from

HIDDEN MUSIC.

some lonely place, a stork came flying

actually smoked

*{ $50,000.

al we Bh hk a

a

| past thirty years was twenty cigars of the
largest size. It is estimated that he ‘thus

rv wm WM oer ae PTC

actually

He

was believedto be the greatest smoker ip
the world. His daily allowance for . the

EE

was

caterer has recently

I

brothér

Paris

died from the effects of smoking.

PD NY

poor

A fimous

.

ENS

if his

week, nor more than six.—Signal.

a

slave,

for $25 per lectare and entertainment, to
:| deliver not less than tour lectures each

ET

a wearied, sorrowful

be compelled inthe [uture’ to make a
charge. I will aid in the work in Illinois |

may kiss us all once,
be afraid about her boy, it was so long child.. “You
You’re passing over, swixt finger and thamb,
since they heard of him. Ships had come and if little Ben isn't afraid, you may kiss |
And if that is all that you gave away,
=
and gone, and brought no tidings of hiay.: him four times, for he is just as sweet as
it wouldn't be very much to pay.
:
At last'they gave up all hope of seeing candy.” Pedestrians, who saw three
The price of a drink! Let him decide
"him again, and jyoourned for him as well-dressed children put their arms
Who has lost his courage and lost his pride,
drowned, and all the village pitied the around that strange old woman's neck
* And lies a groveling heap of clay,
;
the lonely mother in her grief: As for and kiss her, were greatly paszled. They
Not far removed from a beast to-day/
The price of a drink! Let that ong
tell
her, the only thing that seemed to interest didn’t know: the hearts of children, and
Who sleeps to-night in a murdepér’s cell,
her at all was the stork as it came each they didn't hear the Wi¥than's words as
And feels within him the fires of hell. Fear. For Courad’s sake she welcomed it ‘she roseto go: *¢ O children, I'm only a
Honor and virtue, love and truth,
and fed it, until the automn came and it poor old woman, believing I'd nothing to
All the glory and pride of youth; |
hood, the wreath of fame,
flew away to the sunny South.
2
live for; but you've gave me a lighter | * Hoperof
High endeavor and noble aim—
:
heart
than
I've’
bad
for
ten
long
years."—
Now
it
happened
that
one
day
as
poor
|
These are the treasures thrown away
Conrad toiled away at his dreary work in Pansy.
:i
° Avg the price of a drink from day te day.
i

--E
BE B-] ell BEE
TE
TEE

dor

PY

Heaven

after him

it will occupy my entire time to the ex.
‘clusion of other business interests, I shajl

BE

there Ttrace,

Slain by Autumn’s earliesf dart;
Lo! it flutters to my feel)
Greeting me with answ “meet.

though

came

And

the

DDO

there

to Benjamin?

and the merchant saw his brother again.
Now, what was all his wealth and splen-

Crimgop as a bleeding heayt”

Fen

olive

seriously -eontinued

oO

ir

Yes! from out thy-leafy sky
, Comes a message from on high;
‘Softly, tenderly it'falls,
;
Glowing on thy somber walls,

And

and

the master of the house, but it was a

stranger

Only see my own sad facc—

+»

vines

what I'll do,”

separate one from the other), but ia view
of the fact that if I enter the lecture field

tn

fe

be forgot ?

Little Brooklet, labor

its

THE PRICE OF A DRINK.
/Ten cents a glass—does any one think
That this is really the price of a drink?
Ten cents a glass, I hear you say,
Why, that’s not very much to pay.
1)
Oh, no indeed, ’tisa very small sum

Rt

a3

Through thy liquid eyes I look,
Gage as in an open book,
But no answer

with

** God bless

you, child—bless you forever,” sobbed
the old woman, and fora Binge her face
was buried in her apron. - ¢‘ But I'll tell

any.

thing for my services for the cause of pro.

| hibition (which is so closely interwoven
| with womar’s ballot, that we ca not well

wD

and

house,

trees ; then there would come one dressed

i

Better peaceful death than life.
Why not, you and 1, why not
Lay us down

ther’s

;

Temperance
——

be-

Ea

the ocean lies,

At other times he dreamed of his fa-

The widow began to

lieve 1'd like to spare one.”

don't

—_—

Heretofore I have never. charged

a TE

er.

But who heeds if here you sleep ?

Weeks went by.

but 1 haven't got but two, and

2 ates

A

wh

Fold Yous finds upon your breast?
“Mighty stepams their course must keep,

Waits you worthy of your strife?

was a palace,

“I'd give you one of my little" brothers,

eS

BY A. W. G.
Little Brook, the woods amid,
Know you that your life is hid?
Starlight, moanlight, find you not;
Sunlight even, im this spot,
Scarce can catch your merry eye,
As you Bhyly twinkle by.
‘Why not tarry here and rest,

And who knows if any prize

house

a friend of him and to borrow large sums
of bis money. But in it all Benjamin
was not happy; the beautiful gardens,
the palace, the honor of. the great men
and the friendship of the princes, could
not satisfy him. In his dreams he often
saw one thing that greatly troubled him.
It was a poor slave working in the fierce
heat, toiling in the fields that had be:J
longed to his father, and as he looked at
the shd face he saw it was his own broth-

HIDDEN.

Far away

ships. {His

the kings ang pringes were glad to make

when they were near to the coast of Africa a number of ‘cruel pirates swarmed
around in their boats and climbed up the
ship’s sides. . They took possession of the
ship, and put the sailers in chains, and
afterwards sold them as slaves.
|

—
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was

also a good

friend

to

Regina,

wholly, devoted to an exposition of Schelling’s

ism,” published in 1800. - We
synopsis of all

his

find

prominent

instead a

philosophical

works, from
his Master’s
Dissertation at
Tiibingen in 1794, to his lectures on the Philos-

ophy of Mythology and Revelation at Berlin in

1841.

As ifthis.were

not

sufficient

material

for his volume, Professor Watson occupies two
intreductory chapters

with

the

philosophy of

Kant and the earlier teachings of Fichte.

But

this course, if not indicated by the title of the
book, is justified by the relation of Schelling’s

thoughtst thoseof Kant and, Fichte,

and of

his Idealism to his other writings. Moreover, if
any one desires aknowledge of Schelling’s teachings as a whole, this one volume vill perhaps

be preferable to the fourteen volumesin German in which they are contained."
An epitome of
Schelling’s

prove his personally,
are set forth. The history of this mental development is interesting

and cheering, although we do not depend upon
its result

for

either our

ground of our faith,
which

knowledge

gives its title to the volume,

dentul Idealism is defined
ing according to

the

or

laws

act-

of its own nature.

in the

and the laws of the objects upon which it acts.
“ that

attitude

of

mind

in

which rea) existence is supposed to be consti.
tuted independently of all activity of the intelligence that contemplates it.”
He admits
the ‘presupposition of common
consciousness that there are objects outside of us which
we did not make for ourselves,” and he goes
about to explainit. He makes his philosophical starting point ** by turning away from all

-

admired

Regipa,

“ like a queen.”

the

of

Lady Stuart, was
At this early age

and

said

she

looked

Rex was a boy of sense; was

fully developed philosophy.

Professor Watson

tem #s 8

whole

is uansatisfuctory, there

portions

of the highest

beuility and

What is said on the nature

value.

of moral

freedom

work is well done; this part of German
thought is made easil¥ #ecessible to English
readers,
and its deficiencies are briefly and fairly dicussed.
By those desiring a full acquaintance with the course of this thought, Schelling
can not be pagged over; and this little volume
will,in most cases, very well serve the pur. pose of such acquaintance.
THE PROGRESS OF DOCTRINE IN THE NEW
TESTAMENT, considered in eight Lectures
delivered before the University of Oxford,

on the Bampton Foundation.

y- Thomas

Debany Bernard, M. A., of Exeter College,
and Rector of Walcot. New York: Robert
Carter and Brothers, 530 Broadway, 1883.
Cloth.
12 mo. pp. 258+ Price $1.25.
This book opens with a prefatory note to
the American edition, by the Rev. Dr. Alvah
Hovey, of Newton
Theological Institution.
He gives the work unqualified’ commendation,
declaring that these
lectures are as nearly
perfect both in substance and form as any humin production can well be made.
This
praise; coming from such high authority, is

certainly admirable testimony to the excel
lence of the work. It is peculiarly valuablecto
clergymen, to Sunday-school teachers, to theological students, to thoughtfui readers of the
New Testament.
The language is clear, the
views fresh, the arguments convincing.
Modern study has produced few works of greater
interest in this departmentof
knowledge.

-. These lectures have
that the New

the

purpose

of showing

Testament exhibits a scheme

progressive doctrine.

They show in

of

the New

Testament not its chronological sequence of
fact, but its actual sequence of thought.
In
so doing, the lectures are concerned not only
with the component parts of the New Testa-

ment, but with the order in which they are
placed. The New Testament was not given
and

received

as

one

volume,

together by recognition and

Ut

use.

grew

As the gev-

eral books gradually coulesced into unity, they
tended to assume their relative places, according to the law of internal fitness. The method

DECEMBER MAGAZINES.
Those two superb monthlies, the Magazine
of Art (Cassell, Petter, Galpin & Co., New
York), and the Art Amateur
(23 Union

Square, N- Y.), in no sense rivals, each

filling

a distinct sphere and filling it well, and each of

and

decorations,

devotes

‘its

first page to an illustrated article on Haviland
sculptured vases, and furnishes, with much
other matter, a magnificently illustrated paper
on the artist Herkomer.
The Magazine of
Art shows as a frontispiece one of its delightful

reproductions of famous
*¢ Maiden-Dreams,”

etchings,

by

Lalurze.

entitled
The

fine

opening paper on American Jart in Europe
shows that a/new school of painting, and one
full of promise,is rapidly developing. in this
country.
One full-page engraving, ‘‘Sheer

Hulks” is especially

the year.

fine.

The

Aniong

Century

the various papers which it

contains, we note * Comets,”

by. Richard

son;

“ A

Glimpse

of

Pirates

the United

in

the

¢ Atheistic
Scientists,”
by
John
Stuart
Blackie; * Faith and Unfaith,” by C. Kegan
Puul; “ George Eliot's Children,” by An-

nie Matheson; * A Glimpse of Mexico,” by F.
Francis;>‘ The Russian Bayard:
PerSonal
Reminiscences of General Scobeleff,” by W.
Kinnaird Rose ; and “ No- Fiction,” a strange

semi-supernatural

story said to

be true.

Harper's;

to the

article

plan, and

therefore

the continuity of a divine authority.

The

contains eight

book

lectures,

under

the

following titles,~The New Testament, The
Gospels, The Gospels Continued, The Acts of
the Apostles, The Acts

of the

Apostles

tinued, The Epistles, The

Epistles

The

commend

Apocalypse.

We

Continued,

most heartily to all students of the
tament.

Con-

the book
New

:

Tesvy

REX AND REGINA ; or, The Song of the River.
By Emma Marshall, suthor of ‘* Ruby and

Pearl,” ¢ Heather .and

Harebell,”

drops and Diamonds,” etc. ete.

New

* DewYork:

Robert Carter & Brothers, 680 Broadway.
1852. 12 mo. pp. 344. Price $1.00.

“Regina” was the pet name of Richenda,

a feminine oF Richard, which had been
her father’s, and her grandfather’s and her
great-grandfather's name.
Her
there never was a time when there

Richa

nurse said
was not a

ndall in the old city of, Normini ster.

Regin®’s father died when she was five years
old, She couldhot remember her mother at

all.

Her father’s cousin became her guardian,

Ages,” too,

contains

entitled * William

The illustrations

B. Humphrey.
They are engravedby Andrew.
We have thus far seéu no products of the press

reached

fitted

penditure of time and money,

to

pace

The subject of

the

attention of all who are selecting their periodicals for the new year. -Reduced clubbing
rates with other periodicals are given; and to
new subscribers, remitting now for the year
18883, the intervenihg numbers are sent gratis.
Littell & Co., Boston, are the publishers.

last hours. - She leaves a husband in very poor;
health, for other hearts and hands to care for,
who feels his loss very deeply, also a father at
the advanced age of 97 years.
She was the
second of 13 children, all of whom survive her
but one. Her home was with her youngest
brother, Dr. Newell, who had been with her

with

the "best

time.

thought

and literature

of the

The prospectus for 1883 is worthy

Jesus, which

will

rooms.

;

‘—Henry Holt & Co. havo published « fywenthe
ty-five cent edition of * Democracy,”

American novel which’ hus

attracted so much

attention in England.

Five

“1t

saved my

wife irom

God.” - Her neighbors

wife had

agent of cure will

; Hodsdon.—Died

be sent free

Particular Notice.
for the public.

Obituaries must be brief

not patronize the Star, it is expected that cash
.will accompany the copy at the rate of four cents

J erses are inadmissible.

——

Lyness.—In the town of Nekimi, Winnebazo Co., Wis., Nov. 17, Sister Ann Lyness, aged
72 years. The deceased while living selected
hymus, Scripture lesson and text to be used on
her funeral occasion.
The text was 2 Cor.
5: 1—9. Sister Lyness leaves an aged companjon and three children to mourn her loss. The
sermon was by the writer,
P. JAQUITH.
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year, if paid

strictly iu

advance; $2.20 if paid within the first thirty
days, and’ $2.50 if not.
ach subscriber will please notice the date
of payment on the label of his paper, and not
allow it to be in arrears.

The Star is not discontinued when

the time

expires for which it i® paid unless
persons: request it; and it is discontinued when it haa
been more than one Fear in arrears, after due
notice and time shall have been given.
REMITTARCES
must be made in mongy-orders or bank-checks if possible, or in a
registered letter and at our risk and expense.
In writing to this office, persons will please
designate thei STATE, as well as town, and
give both the c(d and new address when they
order a change w the direction of their paper.
The Star goes to press Tuesday morning,
and communications for insertion ought to be
tere on Saturday
previous.
Address
ev. I. D. STEWART,
DOVER. N.
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to the’ contributors announced below will show that nearly all of the most distingnished and populw

.

.
by

.

v0
.

:

York,
oni

ash
.

and

Gallery, by

ouse

As scen

from

Gre

tee

K.

Lee, “Stonewall”

the Reporters’

Jackson, John C. Calhoun, ete: by

Hon.

Alexander

hilly

»

Henry
AL Gordon,

in

|

lilustrated

.

cences of Gen. Rybert

J. T. Trowbridge.
William Black.
Harriet Beecher Stowe.
Harriet Prescott Spofford.
. Marie B. Williams.

:

Anecdotes.

of Commons.

a

by
he

Lucy.
Reminiscences of Dean Stanley and Picturesque W.
Associations
a
a
eo
Canon ff. WL Farrar.
’
of WW edtmineter Abbey, b, Yi
Family of Denmark. . Articles of personal anecdote, by the
The Royal
Hon.
Carl Bille.
Danish Minister at Washington,
reat Southern Léaders.
A series of articles containing pe revhal reminis-

J. D. Chaplin.
‘Wm. A. King.
Eugene M. Prince.

Travel and Adventure.

.
C. A. Stephens.
A Serial Story of Adventure, by
Julian Hawthorne.
Life in an Irish Fishing Vill age, by
.Capt. F. Luce,
Tales of Old Ships and Sailors, by .
LL
:
A Missourian.
Old Times on the Missouri, By
i
in a Dutch Gun.Doat, by
After the Mindanao Pirates
Lieut. P. I'. Grinnell.

| Adventures in 8 Whaling Cruise in the North Pacific, by

| pe Fiftieth Tiger.
of the London

A narrative,of * Adventure
Telegraph,

Child Life and Home

by

Se

Lifé in Japan.

dente,

the

Macomber
Special

IR,
hi §

Brett.

(Correspondent

obinson.
Curious Pictures and Domestic Inei.
.
Prof. BE. 8. Morse.

by a traveller in that country,
Among others will be “The
Thrilling stories of railroad men.
Railway Heroes.
Fireman's Story;” ‘His Life or Theirs;” *“Bkip Dustin, the Water Boy," and

«Kxpress Messenger Riley,” by

H. Stephens.

died

Walter

A.

Moore.

Special Articles.
Important articles will be given by two of the inost distinguished Neurologists in the world, describing Nervous Diseases,

showing the ordinary causes of these forms o f human suffering, and giving general suggestions as to their treatment.
These articles will not be merely technical treatisgs, but will be enlivened by curious and illustrative anecdotes.
Dr. Brown-Sequard.
A Series of Papers, by
Common Nervous Ailments.
The Short History of a Nervous Man. The Proper Use of the Mind, Hallucinations and Del usions, The Cause of Sleep
Dr. William A. Hammond.
and Sleeplessness, Somnambulism, ete., by
4

The
A Medical
Girls

LY
NR

\

V7

)
J

Education.

BURRIS J

in The

How

0 Barna Living
School, Cooper Union

to

Choose a Colleg

in Art.
;

h
.

hit
eir

James
w.

Vance

Advantages

Ana

Parton.

Bilic ott.
o

u-

of European

Dr. William A. Hammond.
By the Principal of th e Woman's Art
Susan N..Oarter.

Papers
telling how to start in different kinds’ of business and in
a)
ractical details, 40 that a boy reading these papet may acton them
trades, with prac
i
ely.

What
a

a Technical Education Coste.
the Institute of Technology, Hoboken.

2
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SPECIAL OFFER.~To any one who

By

.

the Professor of Enginéering. of
wrston,
Robert H.

Parlor

Experiments

Entertainments

ing

Prof. w. ‘C. Richards.
Advice and suggestions,

B. Bartiott.
by
EventosBn Entertainments,

Directions for Charming Evening

Floors, Doors, and

:

Simple and curious, b

for Charitable Purposes.

Tapleaux with Authors.

Concerning

Household.

in Science.

Windows.

Kate

Sanborn.

Giving the latest ideas as te
|
Janet E. Ruutz- ‘Rees,
ern
showing
that 8 hom may
be
A
series
of
pa
ensive
Art
Furniture.
o
Ine
~_
furnished in the best taste without large expenditures, giving details
useum.
Charles:
Dyalk
fete;by the Curator of the Liverpool Art
the decoration of these important

of a

home, by

The Editorials of the Companion will give clear and impartial views of current events at home and abroad.
The Children’s Page subtains its reputation for charming pictures, poems and stories adapted to the little ones.
subscribes now, and sends us $1.75, we will send the Subscription Price $1.75. Specimen

Companion free to. January 1st, 1883, and a full year’s subscription from that date.)

Al Temple Pry

»

Help Series.

The Profits of Literary Labor, by % Stole.”
Salesmen and Saleswomen in
©
nities, by
Era

with

enhancing the beauty and finish of the book.

.

Ladies.

per box.

a

=

and weaknesses, Kidney-Wort is unsurpassed,
as it will act promptly and safely.
“
Either Sex. Incontinence, retention ofurine,|¢

Widows Saullo shuld dug

bry

Her age

REFERENCE

KIDNEY DISEASES.

DYSPEPSIA.

and 50 cents

and Back Pay and Discharges INCREA BE

Parton.
Yankee Drolleries at Old-Time Fairs and Shows, by “el James
Stories of Old-Time Quack Doctors and their Remedies, by
Edgar Knowles.
:
Humorous Ancedotes of Electioneering, Stumps Bpeaking ete., by
On the Stump.
8. 8. Cox.
on .
A chatty description of the home life of the great poet,
Victor Hugo at Home.
.
Richard Lesclide,
by his ji vate Secretary.

the most exacting person. Each book has a
cover upon which is wrought the most exquisite floral designs upon a gold ground; and
each one of these designs has been chosen 0 as
The edges of the covthe spirit of the poem,
er are ornamented with heavy silk fringe, thus

W. 6G.

ing force doubled. Prompt work and homes made h

(Tllustrated.)

what was demanded of the artists. The plan,
as developed in full, can not fall to delight

to be in perfect harmony and symbolism

has

for its up-

|g

Does
a lame back or disordered urine indicate that you are a victim? THEN DO NOT
HESITATE; use Kidney-Wort at once, (drug-|
gists Facomimend jy ahd it willspeedily over-

wound or injury entitles. Millions appropriated and work-

Story of Boy Life in America, by
Story of Boy Life in Great Britain,
Story of New England Life, by
.
Story for Girls, by
.
.
Story of Southern Life, b
Nor
College Stories, by .

Reminiscences

of

was

church

|.

U. 8. A.

HAS.BEEN
PROVED
'Thé SUREST CURE for

sent by mail. Beware of imitations
aia
J. N. HEGEMAN & CO., Proprietors
Broadway, corner 8th 8t.; N. Y.

leaves six

a member of the Strifford

novel

grade

the

labors

& CO.

Baltimore, Md.,

A
trial of GASTRICINE
LOZENGES
will convince the Bufferer of their efficacy.
Sold

Old New England Peddlers’ Tales, by
Tales of the Old Dutch Farmers of New

purpose of the publishers Was to combine the
attractions of a favorite illustrated poem with
Not
the popular charms of a Christmas card.
a cheap, inartistic Christmas card, by any
highest

A. VOGELER

HEGEMAN'S GASTRICINE
PREVENT?,

Stories of Old-Time Poor-Houses, by =.

work will henceforth have many imitators. The

the

its organisation

by her abundant

ne

her

in character, and immensely captivating to the

of

SOLD BY ALL DRUGBISTS AND DEALERS IN MEDICIR®

Illustrated Serial Stories.

favor-

thoroughly refined and tasteful in design,

its claims. )ipPOTIONS IN ELEVEN LANGUAGES.

Buildings Her memory is blessed, her reward
great.
She is mourned
by a large eircle of
friends and by children, grandchildren, greatgrandchildren and grea-great grandohiiren.

. L. MOREY.

where he remained till death.

A Serial
A Serial
A Serial
A Serial
A Serial
Amusing

eye. Nothing just like it has ever hefore been
attempted by the book-publishers; and itis

one

from

of 50 CENTS, and every

one suffering with pain can have cheap and positive proofs

1

HOLIDAYS.

plece.

but the comparatively trifling outlay

authors of this country, and many of those of Great Britain, have been engaged as contributors to the CoMPAN1oN for the year 1883. The Announcement will be found in many respects, we think, an extraordinary one ; but it includes only a part of the feature s of the volume for the coming year.

{tes in what they happily term the ¢ Golden

but

Her absence from her home is deeply

died with a good hope.
27 stops, $125. Pianos
Lougee.—Enoch B. Lougee died in Straf- | BEAT'TY’S Organs,
$ 207,50.
Factory running day
ford, Nov. 18, aged 84 years, 3 m-aths, 13 | and might. Catalogues free. Address Daniel ¥.

Brilliant Articles.

not too much to say that this happy

ACHES

checkered history of the church, she has ever
proved herself a true and faithful friend and
protited

.
:

No Preparation on earth equals S1.JAcOBS OIL a8 & SAFE,
SUR, SIMPLE and CABAP External Remedy. A trial entails

Kenney.—Mrs. Elizabeth Kenney. wife of
the late Dea. James Kenney, died at Cape Sable Island, N. 8., Nov. 2, at the advanced: age
of 92 years. After about two years of patient
waiting, she has followed her worthy husband
to the better land. For almost 80 years she
has been a follower of Jesus and has now been
gathered to the company of the blessed as a.
shock of corn fully ripe and ready for the harvest.” Her life has been one of steadfast adherenes to the cause of Christ.. During the
almost

AND

LL OTHE PA

felt by her husband and all whe so tenderly
cared for her in her declining hours. May God
bless the busband whois leff in loneliness.
* Whom the Lord loveth he chasteneth.”
Wm. E. SMITH.

at White Rock, Graham,

»

- ‘Messrs. Le#i& Shepard have this season pub-

means,

by her.

4

{illli. HEADACHE,

-

nny A A A

entirely

TOOTH,EAR
¥

3 MONTHS TRIALS:

For the excess over one hun-

for those sent by persons who do

per line of eight words.

and

bit not as |

e., June 9, Mrs. Martha B. Hodsdon, aged z
Is a special departmensg
years and 11 months,
The deceased was a
atthe
New Hampton Commercial College.
The
member of the F. B. church, Gorham,
for
‘
# only place in New Eng.
about
560 years. She was
prominent in all good
land
where
Telegraphy
is
practically
and
proper.
work, and her name is held in grateful rememly taught. Young men or ladies ifm
y of hebrance by a large circle of friends.
Her funercoming Telegraph Operators need look no farther.
Bl as attended. by Rev. D. Newell, of Little
Expenses reasonable,
Send for particulars to
"alls, The sertnon wae from the text,—* It is
Telegraph Department, New Hampton, N. H.
better to go to the house of mourning than to
go to the house of feasting: for that is the end |
And.
two
of all men; and the living will lay it to his
heart.’
Ecc. 7:2,
CoM.
|
:
y
Portraits
.| of GARFIELD and LINCOLN, each 11x14 for 25 cts.
Mills.—Bro. Jeremiah Mills died in Straf- | *“ The Contributor’s 8: 8. Notes are unsurpassed.”
—Salem Post. * It is one of the most ably edited
ford, N. H., Sept. 26, aged 77 years.
He was
religious
journals.”
— Republican.
Department
baptized by Elder Nathaniel Berry in 1842 and
CONpnited with the Strafford & Barnstead church i for evervbody. Brilliant writers. THE

Obituaries.
dred words, and

helpfdl tu Uthors,

a8 73 years and 5 months.

by DRS. STARKEY & PALEN, 1109 Girard 8¢., Philadelphia.

and

Khe was

her loss;

life, and entered into that fest prepared for the

friends clusters

Bilden, two having gone on bgfore.

been a

fearful sufferer trom Neuralgia. She had used
Compound Uxygen for a few weeks. All information about this new

and

mourn

AND

faithful of the Lord.
Her Christian character
was manifested by faith and good works rather than by a multiplicity of words. Her severe
illness was endured with patience, and with
a firm trust in the Saviour she waited patiently
for the summons tw eall her home.
Thy will
be dene, wus in her heart and often expressed

in her

a sister mourn

fl rrosteD FEET

Veney.—Mrs. Ena M., wife of the Rev. J.
D. Veney, pastor of the Pond St. F. B. church,
died at the home of her parents in Southbridge »Mass., Nov. 18, aged 20 years.
The
subject of this notice has completed her short

about her casket, spoke in tenderness of her
labors of love, ‘‘ which do follow her.”
:
Simpson.—Mary
Simpson was born and converted in Raymond, Me., and possibly baptized
by Elder Hubbard Chandler over forty years
ago. Between thirty and forty years ago she
4 Yoved
into Gray, Me., where she died,
May 21.
'wo
iy
p
two or three years in Portland.
before death she had a paralytic shock
seemed to realize the end was near.
She
”y sa hristian and * an excellent, good wom-

the grave or an asy-

whose

Pleasant church

departure.
Four sons were present at the fue
neral, the other was detained in Mass.
Three
have *‘ passed over the river.” Text,‘ There
remaineth, therefore, a rest to the people o

%

Jum,” writes a gentleman

children and

or THE

CHEST,

they who-HiVe no hope. The funeral service
was conducted by the writer, assisted by Rev.
E. H. Baldwin.
W. PARKER.

Morrell.—Jane W. Morrell died in-Windham, Me., Nov. 7, aged 75 years and 4 months.
She was a consistent, wise and judicious Christian for over forty years, living an exemplary
life amid her trials and ever ‘ looking to Je=

sus.”

- SORENESS

Pa.,

taken home. Now she has gone howe, leaving
an aged husband, with whom she has lived fifty-six years,just a little behind her; who} with
several sons, an only daughter, and the Lake

A. M. TOTMAN.

be remem-

bered longest-as an author, though his most
valuable work bas been as a medical teacher,
His influence upon the medieal profession of,
this generation is fully appreciated only by
those who bave heard him in the
lecture

manifested

GOUT,

Erie

Co.,

§

BACKACHE, = -

rE
J. WOODMAN.

seemed 'to be failing, and she often asked -to be

Morning Star, and was a constant reader of
its pages for over 30 years. I'umeral services
conducted by the writer,—Text, Acts 5: 1.

—Father Ryan, the poet-priest of the South,
who wrote the patriotic poems of the Confederacy, is a man of medium hight, broad-chested, with unkempt, tawny locks streaked with
gray falling over his shoulders,
His small blue
eyes gleam brightly out beneath / a\high forehead.
His oval fuce is of a ruddy complexion,
with prominent clearly-cut fe:
and a
generally grave, subdued expression.

Holmes

clearly

is lonely, but

Sabbath-school

years, doing &what she could. The immediate
cause of her death was a fall while alone in her
room ; but she has for a long time been a great
sufferer, and for the last year her memory

from an infant. All of whom feel her loss
deeply, especially at her home. She loved the

NOTES

_=—Oliver Wendell

was

and

Ruth M., wife of David Yaple, aged 77 yenrs.
pSister Yubic was born in 1805. Her maiden
ame was Fuller. She wag married in 1826
and in 1831 ghe gave her heart to God and her
hand 'to. the M. E. éhurch. After fourteen |
years, she joined the Free Baptist church
where she hi been a member thirty-eight

to serve as

keep

husband

in ‘Green,

intéresting

a very

style which is

65

ton, of which she was a member at her death,
Sister C. was always an active, consistent
Christian.
She had a sure hope and faith in

paper,
A scientific
stage of development.
«Storing Electricity,” by Professor Henry
Morton, treats very clearly a subject which is
The edivorial
just now of especial interest.
The whole
‘departments are well sustained.
number is exceedingly rich in illustrations and
literary attractions.
FOR THE

aged

had been poor for several years. The immedi-ate cause of death was consumption of the
B8he had previously suffered yery
delicate holiday souvenirs, and are more sure | lungs.
much from cancer. Her long sickness..was
to elicit exclamations of delight than these.
borne with remarkable patience.
She was all
Price $1.75 apiece. Boston: Lee and Shepard.
ready when the Master called for her, and bigrrp
Ap MA A
0
ding. farewell to her family, passed quietly
over the river. Sister Habor leaves to mourn
‘We wish to speak a good word for Littell's
her loss a husband and seven children, brothLiving Age. This standard weekly magazine,
ers and sisters, all followers of the dear Saviour
now nearly forty years old, continues to afford
who so wonderfully supported her in her great
the 1aost convenient means of keeping informaftfiction. The family, the church, the com-.
munity all feel that one of the best of earth bas
ed in the best literature of the day, and abreast
left us, Weeks before her death, she requested
with the work of the most eminent writers.
the writer {o preach her funeral sermon.
The
1t gives an amount of reading unequaled by
theme at the funeral was Citizenship in Heaven. A large procession followed to her resting
any other periodical, and is the only satisfactoplace.
’
W. MITCHELL.
rily complete compilation of a current literature which embraces more and more every
Clark.—Betsey H., wife of David Clark,
died at College Corners, Nebraska, Sept. 22,
year the productions of the ablest writers and
aged 66 years, 3 mouths and 26 days.
Born in
thinkers in all departments of literary and sci=
Barnstead, N. H., Sister Clark was converted
entific work. Hence its importance and value
when 16 years old and was baptized and united
to American readers. Ii fills the place of many
with the 1st F. B. church in Barnstead soon
after her marriage, and remained ‘a member of
quarterly, monthly and weekly publications,
that church for about 30 years;—afterwards a
and the reader is thus enabled, at asmall exmember of the Gonic ehurch, and at Farmingthat, in their line, are more

philosophical treatment of the Puritan idea
In fiction, Miss Wooland its development.
gon’s new novel takes naturally the first place
in the reader's interest, and seems likely to
hold it to the end of her story. Black’s ‘¢ Shan-

has

day.

Habor,

faith and good works. To her, religion was a
life. She was a devoted wife and mother.
‘She lived emphatically for others. Her health

thing more than this, since it is an admirable

Bells”

Philip

Yaple.—Died

church, organized miore than 30 years ago.
Her Christian character was manifested by her

Carolina,” the other, by Professor John Fiske,
entitled * New England in the Colonial Period.” Both articles are valuable for the pic
tures which they give of social life in the Colonial Period, but Professor Fiske’s is some-

don

of

Her

As a church

we deeply mourn our loss.
:
:

oie

Wis., in 1847, was married to Philip Hubor,
May 4, 1848. Sister Habor and her husband
were early members of the Winnebago F. B.

a

Rev. P. D. Hay, entitled ** Cameos of Colonial

#
A

of

Black at Home”—full of delightful gossip about
this popular novelist, in which, indeed, the
with
latter seems to take part—illustrated
pictures of Black’s London lodgings, of Paston
House, his Brighton residence, and of his |
Thomas W. Knox gives a charming
yacht.
description of Havre, Mr. Bishop concludes
his illustrated articles on Southern California.
Two poems by Herrick are given, each with a
Colonial his“full-page illustration by Abbey.
tory receives especial attention in two interesting contributions—one; illustrated, by the

Floral” style,—a

a divine

E.

R. Pelton, 25 Bond Street, New York. Terms,
$5.00 per year; single copy, 45 cents; Trial
subscription for three months, $1.00.
Joseph Hatton contributes a very interesting

ive scheme. This plan shows that the fact of
the progress of doctrine proves that the said
of

* The Rock

wife

triumphant.

submissive.

this notice was born in Alleghany, Pepn., Dec.
5, 1816, came to Vinland,
Winnebago Co.,

the author, whose life so touchingly calls for
pity.

States,”

lished eight of their popular household

unity

i

years, 11 months and one

Besides the peem, the™* Home, Sweet Home”
contains an Interesting biographieal sketch of

Mediterranean’

marking the characteristics and functions of
those stages themselves us parts of a
progress-

fact involves the

A.

Prector; “ An Editor's Valedictory,” by John
Morley; *“ Songs without Words,” a curious
study in natural history, by Dr. Andrew Wil-

in which the proegreéis of doctrine in the New
Testament {s treated in these lectures is that of

Prartridge,

in these charming books are the products of
the fine feeling and exquisite taste of Miss L.

« Moslem

and the progressive development of human
history is most excellent. The expositor’s

better land,»

to Thee.”

brief sketch of the author.

cember issue of the Eclectic is one of the best or

are

God,

keen in the study,of birds and butterflies; had

for the month opens with an able and fully illustrated article on the Supreme Court of the
objects of knowledge as such, and casting the U.8.,by E. V. Smalley. A fine portrait of
light of consciousness upon consciousness it- Chief-Justice Marshall serves as frontispiece.
self.” It seems impossible that a philosophical
Washington Gladden continues his * Christian
system reared on such a foundation shouldbe League of Connecticut)? There is a welcome
otherwise than defective and unsatisfactory, paper on *‘ Rab’s Friend,” and one on the
as Schelling’s is conceded to be. Trapscen‘“ Problem
of
Spelling Reform.’——The
dentalism rightly enters into a thorough dis" Atlantic contains the first installment of the
cussion of the a priori priuciples of knowl- "outline of an English romance found among
edge, those ideas which are independent of exthe manuscripts of Nathaniel Hawthorne. It
periehce, but which underlie and regulate exis entitled * The Ancestral Footstep,” and
-perience.— Empiricism also rightly turns its though incomplete, it is exceedingly characattention to the external objects and phenomteristic of Hawthorne, and can not fail to be
ena, in contact with which the mind first read with, very deep interest. The story is
awakes to self-consciousness and afterwards
prefaced with an introduction by Mr. Hawearries on its operations and secures its devel- thorne’s son-in-law, Mr. George P. Lathrop.
opment.
But neither is sufficient as a sole The announcement that Dr. Holmes has rebasis for a complete science of knowledge and nounced his professorship in Harvard Univerbeing. We can thus see that the value of sity comes simultaneously with the announceSehelling's
work as a whole is not so much in ment that he will, during 1883, write frequently
itself
as in its relation to a more correct and and exclusively for the Atlantic.——Tbe Deconsiders that its highest use is to enable the
student of speculative philosophy to bridge the
chasm from Kantto Hegel.
Through the sys-

my

and

three children, two by his first wife and one
by his second wife, had preceded him to the

pressed the lofty and melancholy spirit of the
martyred President,—~many who will be glad

a compassion for all things; and possessed
health and a noble nature. So, the story goes
on, chapter by chapter, growing in interest to
the end.
There’is: much pleasant description
of. English scenery and life; the characters are
dawn with naturalness; the lessons inculcated
are good ; and the story can not fail to interest
young readers.
The book is admirable in
mechanical éxecution, and has halfy a dozen
full-page engravings.
.
bs

for embroidery

The trath is, intelligence acts:
the laws of its own nature

Schelling ussails

at

makes his appearance also at the age

eleven.
His step-mother,
cousin to Regina’s mother.

‘Rex

Regina,

| benevolent enterprises.
Her sickness was
long and painful, but her death was peaceiul

lived 23 years,

A former wife and

given with the ** Nearer,

Thus.

dent of fine art, never seemed so brilliant and
meritorious as at present.
The Art Amateur
contains eight large plates of elegant designs

Transcen-

as iatelligence

In this definition is disclosed the defect
ontire system.
according
to

the

sisters.

Rex

beautiful.

great interest and value to the lover .and “=:

Taking up ‘the ‘work

brothers and

to possess it in this beautiful book. An addi-|
Habor.—Departed this life in hope of a bettional‘Vérse, by many thought to be the best, is ter, in Vinland, Wis., Nov. 6, Sister Sarah

and

works is given in the order of their

production, and the changes through which he
advanced from a denial of the existence of a
personal Supreme Being to un attempt to

second wife with whom he had

also

age of eleven yearsy appears upon the scene.

stately

great work, ‘ System of Transcendental Ideal

and sad in the mournful swing of its rhythm,
this poem is one that impresses many as it im-

on

gardener,

@erman philosophical clasgics for English | and gave her choice Rowers. Saturday afterreaders and students, prepared under the ed- noons Regina, accompanied by her nurse,
itorial supervision of Geo. 8 Morris, Ph. D., walked by the riveras far “as Barrow Bridge,
of the University of Michigan.
From the title,
where the old ruined monastery cast its shad_we should expect to find it mainly, if not ows on the river, and where the eathedral rose

RHEDMATESH,

f NEURALGIA,
SCIATICA,
LUMBAGO,

Time

This is the second volume of the series of

upon Bt. Michaél’s church, and from the back
windows upon an old castle. She had a good
friend in her dog Puck.
Old Rowley, the

REMEDY

Same

It had » garden, and greenhouse, and stables.
Fjom her nursery window Regina looks out

nu

IDEALISM.

A Critical Exposition, by John
Watson,
LL. D., F. R. 8. C., Professor of Mental and
- Moral Philosophy, Queen's College, Kingston,
«anada.
Chicago: 8. C. Griggs & Co., 1882,
Pp. X¥.y 201.
20.
Li
;

a

GREAT GERMAN

at the

in the heart of the city, with a square to itself,
and having in it pictures and other valuables.

namesof these brillignt gems are
Ring out,
Allbright.—Died of cancer in the stomach” Barnstead church 46 years, was baptized by
Wild Bells,” by Tennyson; ‘‘ He giveth his . at Sheboygan Falls, Wis., June 25. Bro. Jacob’ Elder N. Berry. He leaves to mourn two chiled -nearl
years.
He emigratdren, thrée brothers, three sisters,
grandchilved Bleep,” by Mrs. Browning; ‘ Abide ' Allbright,
from N.J.to Wik
in 1846. Soon after he dren, and
numerous other velatives and
with Me,” by Henry Francis Lyte; ‘“Roek of ed
settled in the town of Greenbush. He made a friends,—~while we trust he is rejoicing over
Ages,”by Toplady ; “Home, Sweet Home,” by
profession of religion when about 80 years of his last battle fought-and victory won.
:
age and united with the F. Baptist church of
John Howard Payne; *‘ The Breaking Waves
D. L. EDGERLY.
‘Greenbush.
About the time of his conversion,
dashed High,” by Mrs, Hemans; * Nearer, my
- Clement.—Mrs. Martha I., wife of Bro.
he commenced taking the Morning Star and
God, to Thee,” by Sarah Flower Adams; and ‘had
ben
a constant reader of it up to the time William Clement, died in: Danville, Vit., Feb. 18,
aged
46 years,
Sister Clement was a devoted.
% Oh, Why Should the Spirit of Mortal be of his death. He gave liberally for missions
and other causes. The deceased was
a very | Cnisao and a member of our church in SutProud?’ by Wm. Knox, the favorite poem of
She was a worker in our Sabbathgreat sufferer for a long time, but he rests in ton, Vt.
Abraham Lincoln. Grave and tender in theme,
hind to mourn bis loss a'| Fobool snd was strongly attached to all of our
ope. He leaves

Acts

i 3eHRLLING'S TRANSCENDENTAL

and the trustee of her fortune. The home of
| her childhood was a spacious old “town house,

ar

Book Table.

391

i
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training
College,

a

under the direction of Dr. D. A. Sargent,
of Harvard College.
The gymnasium has
been fitted

up.

with

apparatus

in be-

portunities

which

may

within

bring

God

The more you do

and

your
for

efforts

TUESDAY, NOV. 2——More outrages in the
city of Dublin.— Turkey refuses tg recognize
the cession of Massowah or any territory on
the Red Sea to any power.—-In Aberdeenshire, Scotland, a train fell through a bridge
yesterday.
Fourteen persons were killed and
many injured.
:
alii

Work!

yourself,

the

more

you will be able to do.
If you can not be
the best, be the hest you can.
Teachers
often excuse their failure to attend more
closely to the matter of professional cult‘ure by pleading meagerness of salaries.
If
. they will remember

that

one of

the

best

‘WEDNESDAY, Nov.

methods of securing a better salary is to
make one’s self worth it, the plea will be
less frequently urged.4-Educational Month1.

ders off Portreath,

Scientific.

Prof.

Brooks of the

in New York asks for

observatory

prayers for

yc Unite in this suggestion.

A

southern

hemisphere

picked

up

are missing.
SATURDAY,

Boss to Santiago, Chili; Lieut. Very to

the captain and eight men are drowned.
MONUA®; Doo: 4— —Alabi Pacha at alr
yesterday pleaded guilty to rebellion, and was
sentenced to death by the court-martial before
whom he appeared. This sentencé bas been
commuted to exile for fife by the Khedive.

Cron»,

Patagonia;

Smith, of the Coast and

to New Zealand.
Davidson

In

and

Assistant

Geodetic

the U.

Survey;

8.,

Assistant

will be at Fort Thorn,

New

Mex-

ico; and the Naval Observatory professors
(Hall,Harkness, and Eastman) will observe respectively at San Antonio (Texas),

Washington,

and Cedar

Keys

(Florida).

The different observatories throughout the
country

will

co-operate

as

far

as

their

means will allow. Photography will be employed as well as the usual observations of
contact, etc.
The U. S. parties were the
only ones who met with good success in
photographing
in the transit of 1874.
Should the day be unfavorable there is the
partial

consolation

that

it looks

now

if more accurate determinations of
lar parallax

means

are

to

be

obtained

is by

as

the so-

by

One

observations

mined by eclipses of Jupiter's moons,

and

if its velocity can be pretty accurately

de-

termined, the sun's distance is as nearly
determined.
It is the sun’s distance in
miles that is wanted; for taking the sun as

distance, the relative distances of

the planets and of some of the fixed stars
can be accurately expressed in units and
fractions of a unit.
It has been supposed for some time that
there is a relation between sun spots, auroral displays, auroral storms, and other electrieal phenomena;
but the observations

have not extended over a sufficiently long
interval of time, or been carefully enough

observed, to draw the conclusion of cause
and

- effect.

The

wide-spread

electrical

disturbances, which culminated in

intensi-

ty November17, came at the time of one
of
er
of
of

the largest spots on the sun, and anothlinkis added to the chain of probability
intimate relation between disturbances
the sun and auroral phenomena.
Prof.

Whitney

is gradually

maintains that the

drying up—a

process

earth

which

commenced in cretaceous times.
The increasing dryness, within the historical period, of Persia, Arabia,
the countries
around
’ the Aral

rica

and Caspian,

and Greece,

is proved

North

by

Af-

abundant

facts.
.

Art

Notes.

A very
valuable painting,
called the
‘Madonna of the Candelabra, which is said
to be the first genuine painting of Raphael

ever brought to this country, arrived lately, and will be exhibited at the Metropolitan Museum.
a
David Neal, the “ Lowell boy,” who married a

German

lady

and

life in Munich, where he

among

has

settled

holds

artists, still looks and

high

speaks

for

rank

the

pr
Jd Englander, and keeps the love of
‘his native land warm in his heart.
He is

now

busy on

a painting

of ‘ Cromwell's

First Visit to Milton,” in which the future
revolutionist and protector is portrayed as
Carlyle describes him, a
farmer, with

heavy tread.

when Cromwell

The scene is at the moment

ton’s study, and

with

his dog

finding

enters

Mil-

the poet. at the

organ, stops, unperceived, to

listen.

The

pictureis being painted for an American
who will,so the 'stbry goes, present it
with others, to the

city

of Cleveland,

the nucleus for a public art gallery.
§

as’

-

SS

S.

sung

by acollision

in the

Bristol

in Egypt

,600,000.

will

cost

the

British

government

M. de Lesseps is confident that
canal will be finished by 1888.

the

The German Reichstag
use of French in official
Lorraine.

Measures are to be taken to prevent
maiory speeches in Ireland,

The floods
siding.
At
490 houses
ness prevails

Spread between

active Christian

men

tea

= ~~“leaf apy

Armory

symptoms,

ever

er

gathers

the

two enps of
cups of ious
of tartar, ind
ready for the
over the tops.
4

its éwn

There is no bitters in the market which will do
80 many people good witheut the risk of doing
anybody harm as Wheat Bitters,
Truthfulness is a corner-stone in character.

Lo]
N.

Ohio

& Andiana

500

straights......
00 ...52

i Hinois and St. Louis straights........5
\7inter wheat seconds. c.icivivinierasd
de
RYE FLOUR, MEAL, &C.
Rye Floor, ¥ bbl...ccsvirsisninnnensn
37
Corn Meal¥ Dbl..cveviewaricnrernsnnesd
Oat Meal, com. to good West..........s
Jat Meal, fancy brands. ..ccicesveveessB756
Creamery,

BUTTER.

WESTERN.

Vi

fine fresh made:siiovvveee....35

@

Do,
good
to choice...
2X
Do
common
to fair.
seveeens23
Dairy, CholCB:.
ss verssnrnnsressnrceess, 2
, fair to

good......... creuss eessenel8

choice fresh.................19

do,
do,
do,

Sold

en Wellesley, Mass., a publid

library

there

TROCHES.

relieved

A

by

BROWNS

simple and

BRONCHIAL

rior to all other
- articles tor the same
Sold only in boxes. Price 25 cts.
.
The best

conductor

known is
parafline.

silver;

of

the

electricity

worst

supe-

See

4
that all Iron Bitters are made by

purpose.

at

present

conductor

is solid

John Morrissey, the renewned ex-pugilist, sporting mau, and lately Member of Congress, died at
Hot Springs, Ark.
The prime cause of his deah

has been ascribed to chronic heart

disease.

Dr.

Graves’ Heart Regulator is.the only
certain cure
for this malady ever discovered,
hen used as
direeted it has never been known to fail in effect-

ing a cure,

debt

sey.

[a

BEWARE

OF

It would,if taken,

Atdruggists.

have saved Moris-

:

Another story about Mme. Nileson and the auto-

34
27
25

@

24

PURE COD LIVER
OIL AND LIME.
3

paaiak great objection

pen she wrote on

this:

“Last

Rouzeaund.”

the

and

inside of the

least,

J

cover,

In

bat the fact that i. is regularly preseribed b He
meilical fac ty is sufficient. “Fo¥ sale by
A.
WILBOR,

Chemist,

Boston, and by

PER

all druggists

CENT.

- NET.

Security three to six times the loan,
without the baildings.
Interest semi-an-

3
N.

nua'. TWiNTY-EIGHTH year of residence,
and
EIGHTH in the business.
Nothin
ever been lost.
Best of References.
Send

for particulars if Jou have money to loan.

B. Costs advanced, interest kept up, and

prin.

cipaliguaranted in case of foreclosure, Address
D. 8. B. JOHNSON & SON., St. Paul; Minn.
Negotiators of Mortgage Loans.
Mention ths paper.
1y33

r the
in
with each Doll,
ut the
Attach
ey
doll is nerally sold at
ment. 1tis
beauritul present that can be
.
and will afford
more amusement than any other toy in the market, THE TRADE SUPPLIED.
Address the MASSA:
ORGAN COMPANY, 57 Washington i treet, Boaton,

tion, despite sharp
* home remedy,”
words of

koown is it.

us,

»0

well

and

favorably

It is the standard remedy for coughs,

LADIES.
of the

15 @ 17; Fair to gnod 12 @ 14¢; Chickens, ‘choice
15 @ 16; Fair to good 13 @ 4c; -Scalded Poultry 10

good 15 @ 17;

Grafton Co., N. H.

Western— Turkeys,choice

Northern—Turkeys, choice 18 @ 20; Fair to
Chickens

18 @ 20;

Fair to good 14

@

14; Live owl 10 @ 12; Woodcock, each 50 .@ 60:
Wild Pigeons, # dozen 200 @ 2 25; Partridges, ¥

¥ dozen $2 @ $2 50.

:

to $1.50.

By mail

2

census

Designed

espdcially

to aid,

not

prepared to loan

to

supplant,

them

particulars, address
5

ir

(RovaL ras

will

Piermont,

nA
Ta

civ POR

13t39

iNustrate
the

gospel

sermon,

at reasonable

YOUNG

Guns,

truths,
We

rates,

are
Fo r

MEN

wish

Steam

Rifles,

SKATES

BALLARD'S

W. H. & J. H. YEOMAN,
Portsmouth, N. H.

to

learn

Engineering,

Pistols,

AND AIR-GUNS.

RIFLES

only

$10.

¥2.Send Stamp for Caralogue,

JOHN

P. LOVELL & SONS,

147 Washington Street, Boston,

8

AN HONEST OFFER.

January 26,

of the peoples of India

T0

fend your name with 10¢. in stamps to F. KEPPY,
Engineer, Briageport, Conn.
3t ond

BEREAN PAINTINGS,

It is stated on authority that the analysis of the
recent

who

rich shades and delicate
and merino. ; lain 10 to
with oil
ainting 50 cts.
] 2u9

licited recommendation of it speaks volumes in its
Press,

new Emer
is a hoaar.

very best Emery

Miss A. C. CLAY,

popular book, The

We call your attention to the

colds and all throat troubles, with great numbers
of our people, and their continued use and unso.
Vt., Free

The
bag

wanted
for the immensely

Lives of all the Presidents A
U.S. Complete
in one large elegant Hlustrated volume. The fastest selling
book
in America.
Immense profits toagernts,
Every intelligent per
son wantsit.
Anyone can become a successful agent,
Liberal
NY
« WALLRTT Book Co.. Portland. Maine.

To the Pastors of New England.

pair 65 @ 90; Venison, saddles, ¥ b 12 @ 14; Quail

Elixir,
estima-

and active competition. Itisa
and in this locality needs no

praise from

SPECIAL T

1 ornament an 1 made
thorou ny prepaired. In
tints of silk, satin, velvet
50 cts. Embroidered, or

@ 12¢.

GREAT WESTERN Sg

AGENTS

Poor, $10 & #13; Swale
Hay
$9; Rye
Suaw
choice $15 @ $16; Rye Straw common to good $14
Oat Straw $9; Western Timothy, new $17 @ $185.

addresson
dered

w
Write for
Illustrated Catalogue.
z
__ Rifles, Bhot Guns, Revolvers, sent 0 0. 4 for examinmioos. =

and

That’ old established remedy,
Downs’
- 8till more than holds its own in the public

Mass.

show

that within the limits of the Ladian Ewpire no few er than 132
spoken.

separate

Whoever

and

wants a furm

distinct
.
where

languages

farming

is

are

The fact is that many farmers m the Eastern and
Central States are receiving but a poor return for
their labor owing to the increasing scarcity of
timber and deterioration in the quality of their
lands. They
are beginning to realize that tuey
must seek new fields. Lands of the richest quality,
and in the best lamber districts of Michigan, are

ofJ, M.

a.

made to the
1,303 bound

now

Barnes,

offered

them

Lansing,

on

Mich.,

terms of

in this

payment

}

issve,

BO easy

Book, fring prices and full partioulars,
free,

EL

Michigan.

obtained

{+

Pamphlet with full information can

upon

application

tos Mr.

Barnes

be

D

of

Why

does a duck

go into the water?

For divers

Why does it come out?
For sundry
Why does it go back? To ligpidate its
does it cotié out again?
To make a
back.
.

(Cleveland Leader.).
Mr. Orlando Weatherbee, says an

exchange

of

ours, Droprictor of * The Spencer Pharmacy,”
Spencer,
Mass, reports:
My customers speak
very highly of the Great German

cobs Oil, iv has given

of them,

Mr. Henry

excellent

Remedy,

satisfaciion.

Belcher, hus bedn

greatly

St.

Jas

One

ben.

etied by its use ina case of severe rheumatism,
and he reters to it in t. rms of highest praise.

Absolutely Pure.
This powder never varies. A marvel of purity, strength
and wholesomeness. More economical than the ordinhe
ary kinds, and‘cannot be sold in competition with: the /
, multitude of low test, short Weight.altiran or phosphate
owders.
Sold only incans,
Roval BAKING
OWDER
Eon 100 Wall 8t..
7 York,
A
This powder never varies. A marvel of punty,
strength and wholesomeness.
More economical

than the ordinary kinds, and can not be sold in
competition with the mutfiiude of low test, short
weight, shaw or phosphate powders,
Sold only in
| Sr
MANGO

Wonk
of

£204

108

Wall

ECORATIONS,

texts,
300ta; blue,

Lansing.

reasons,
1efisons.
bill. Why
run on the

CTRIC

PAD My

Address at once

UNDAY-SCHOOLS \CHRISTS!

as

to bring the investment within the. reach of all.
Every possible requisite of climates80il; cheapness
and facility of communication ‘are. embraced in

‘Alcott is reported to have

evsts you nothing to

matism, Liver and Kidney Disease:
tarrh, Lame Book, Agne, Ae soma] y
being daily made i

likely

to be most remunerative will notoverlook the card

family aiid cad therdfore recommend it,”

bus

and success of * Witbor's Cod- Liver Oil and Lime.”

|

Nilsson

|:

town

Donham, writes us the following; “1 consider
Dr. Buli’'s Cough Syrup one of the very best
things made. I use it altogether in my own

18 use;

Northern and Eastern—Early Rose,

¥ bu., 78 @80; Prolifics, 78 @ 806: Peerless, 70. g
| 75¢; Brooks, 70 @ 75; Sweet Potatoes, 2 (0 @ 2 50.
HAY
AND
STRAW.
Northern and
Eastern—
Choice new, $18; Good $16 @ $17; Fine $15 @ $16;

facing

Christine

a

. A droggist in New Richmond, O.. Mr. E. J.

to

form the trouble is obviated. A host of certificates
might
be given here to ‘testi 10 the excellence

$1 20

.

CIFT.

Wilbor’s Compound of Pure Cod-Liver
Oil and Lime. She advantage of this compound
over the plata Oil Is, that the nauseating taste of
the Oil is entirely removed, and the whale render.
ed
palatable The offensive fagte uf the Ol
slong

Canada, choice, %bu $1202 125; Cana-

POULTRY AND GAME.

Sana

(abo

20

book she saw on the last page the inscription:
“Last but not least.
Adelina Patti.”
Seizing a

building

been imanimously elected Assistant Bishop of
the (P. E£.) Diocese of Mississippi.

OF

@ 17
@
18
@ 420

Narthern

y
in num-

Most acce
le to Pastor, Parent, Teacher, Child,
Friend; for Holiday, Birthday, Wedding, or any other occasion,
It is the best practical English Dictionary
extant.— London Quarteviy Review, |
: AS
Itis an ever-present and reliable schoo
master to the whole family. 5. 8, Herald.
6. & C. MERRIAM & CO.. Pub'r«. Springfield, Mass.

°
Dgy
Common,..... ‘
Western, choiCe.....euve..
Do, fair to good......

POTATOES.

it contains gives brief facts con-

cerning 9700
noted
Allstration

BES

CHEESE.

PEAS.

IN ITSELF.”

the latest edition with 118,000
Words, (3000 more ‘than any
other English Dictionary.)
jographical Dietionary which

THE"

IMITATIONS.

WILBOR'S COMPOUND

22

graph hunters.
A few days ago she yielded to an
mmportunate
applicant.
Glaneing through the

of New

said to a friend, just before bis recent, prostration: “I determined early*in life nut to be a
slave to things; not to putmy life as pledge for
fine furniture,
for luxuries, for the material
surroundings.
We lived a simple life, Mrs,
Alcott and I, and have never regretted it.”
* The Rev. Dr. Hugh Miller Thompson has

IBRARY

Brown Chenlical Co., Baltimore, and
have crossed red lines and trade« mark on wrapper,

N. Y., €holCe,
¥ Bueicvscrianises
Vermont, choice. coviriririrnanas
Northern Fair to good...........

da, common 90 @ 109; Green Peas,
4 $130; Western, 140
@ 150.

Bindings,

Baltimore, a.

Do,

effectual remedy,

Turkey

by all Druggists. ‘a

BEANS.
Pea, choice small H. P., # bu., $2804
Theyare the only ones that are sold by first=e
E @ 290; Pea, choice large H.
P., common to good
dealers the world over. ‘Send 3 oonty ann
200
@
250;
Medium
choice
hand
picked
heartburn, etc,
J.
PAILLARD
& CO, 680 B
365 @2 70; Medinm, choice screened
230 @ 250;
nothing is so beneficial as Brown’s Iron Bicters,
way, New York City,
rug.
Medium,common to good 2 00@ 2 25; Yellow Eyes,
He is wise, or will soon be so, who keeps wise ’ juproved 315 @ 3820; Yellow Eyes, choice
flats,
company.
310@315; Yellow Eyes, common,
3G
@ 310;
Red Kidneys, 2 75 @ 3,00
.
oe
Coughs, Colds, Hoarseness, Sore Thoat,

Mrs, Harrlet Beecher Stowe will spend this
Winger on her orange farm at Mandarin, FloriWendell Phillips has recently
Boston Public Library a gift of
volumes and 4,682 pamphlets,

In Sheep, Russia

Brown Chemical Co.

30

@
@
@
@

fair
to good..... seeeed8
COMMONeessenreseee.Jb
choice June..... veeeesld

HEALTH.

‘WEBSTER'’S
UNABRIDGED.

The

Preparation

short.
of
pe
In fevers, malaria, biliousness,

&c., quickly

TO

\

NORTHERN.

fine Oct. made, ¥ %...........35 @
Do,
good to choice. esesss
He
Do, - summer made...... sarsasns 28
Duiry, Franklin Co. Vt October... .......82 @
Lo N.Y. &Vt fall lots
......... cessed
@
Do
Do, wintér made............., 2B @
Do . do,
straight............
23 8
Do
do,” domgaonto fair........ 18
@
Creamery,

h

SAFETY

Willcox & Gibbs S. M. Co., 658 Broadway, N. Y.
or 33 a ds Bote tas

Belching,
Stomach,

etc.

Irdn

WITH

Can you AFFORD®o be without it!

that will not blacken the
teeth or give headache.

425
625
750

A004 Ingiabn esr ress enrsnss + 20 85
ARE MiGh. i cisiinssssiness
530

icscssso

book markers

HOLIDAY

ue

'

and all, for $s and upwards.
AY E& CO., Inventors
ors and Manufacturers,

The only Sewing

USED

as tast-

Eaas.
Eastern,#doz.31 @ 32¢; N. Y. and Ver.
#5 The most brilliant shades possible, on 411 |
mont, 30 @ 31¢; Aroostook County 30 @ 81c; Northfabrics are made by the Diamond Dyes. Unequalern 30 @ 31; P. E. Island and Nova Scotia 30 @ 3le.
ed for brilliancy and durability. 10'cents.
Westers 29 @ 30c: Held stock, 26 @ 20¢; Limed, 25
@
26¢.
Faint rot; the miles to heaven are few and

has already giv-

costing $75,000, is now erecting
hall worth about $100,000.

such

Heartburn,

Personal.

Mr. Hollis Hunnewell, wDp

J. FLynn,

& CO., Commission

covviinnnsa.

Nichgal stralEhtn. -

Do
Do
Do

fruits of

he

tin; outfits,
LW. BAVGHA
AUG

Boston.

‘atents, ChOICe. «oe

|}

a
ee

Produce Report.

Aatents, common
to good.
Roller
Floar—
oui 'ing and TNO...«« svevveeres. 37

outfit,

Order early.

IRON BIT-

ing the food,
Heat
in the

only

Press and

30 Maverick St., E. Boston,

BROWN'’S

He said: * My

Common extras. ...evieees
7
Minnesota, bakers...
co Viiv
0... 670 8
Minnesota and Wisconsin, patents. .... 6508
WINTER WHEATS.

'

THIS AND THAT.

is woyld.

TERS acts like a charm
on the digestive organs,
removing all dyspeptic

Mavkets,

by HILTON BROS

Ladle packed,

Uprightness
rearing.

of a bright boy more than any thing

X $5 and upwards,

troubles are atanend. Caneatany
time without any disagreeable results.
1 am practically another
Mrs. W

Present,
as a

|Ink, Furniture,
all ready
right to work, will g

burning sensation in the stomach,

person.

iday

+ machine, complete

which was unbearable.
Since taking Brown's Iron BiTTERs, all my

FLOUR,
SPRING WHEATS,
| Westertl Superfine. ...coocveeeiiieiees..325 @ 3 75

of

2 beaten eggs.

«During Rev. Joseph Cook's over two years’
absence he lectured 257 times, 185 times in
Great Britain, 42 in India, 12 in Japan, and 58
in Australia, Tasmania and New Zealand.

Mr. A. Bronson

two-thirds cupfil

each layer.

Biyor.~Burtinglon,
-

»

BOSTON, Saturday Morning, Dec. 1, 1882.

pea

of butter half the size of the bowl of spoon; work
these together, adda little salt and nutmeg, 1 cup
sour milk, 1 even teaspoon soda, flour and lastly

and

ngland.
80 many have indicated their purpose to attend, that the coming meeting can
bardly fail to be most helptul.© The call says,
*‘ Brethren, let us come together in the fuiness
of the blessing of the Guspel of Christ, praying
for the conscious presence of the Holy Spirit,
that through him we may have continued success in winning souls for the Master.”

butters]

gid

been benefitted by

Brown's IroN_ BrrTers, I tried a
bottle, with most Surprising results.
Previous to taking
Brown's Iron
BrTTERs, everything I ate distressed
me, and I suffered
greatly from a

TT

As a result, I've suffered considera-

‘Boston

For the little it costs, nothing makes

on the advice of a

friend, who had

Armory

the merits of implements of death.

Quincy Market,

mo.

DOUGHNUTS.—One and 1-4 cups sugar and pléce

The New Engladd Conference of Christian
workers is to meet at 81. Johnshury, Vt., Dec,
7-10. 1882. The railroad~ centering there and
the citizens of 8t. Juhusbury offer the usual
courtesies.
These conferences have usually
been attended by a large numberof the most

| successful and

into

HELEN CAKE.—Ohe cup of butter,
sugar, one cup of sweet milk, three
tour eggs, two teaspoonfuls of cream
one teaspoonful of soda. When
oven, sprinkle half a cup of sugar
Flavor with vanilla.

inflam-

national

S.

business keeps me closely confined to the

Make a batter

tins. For sauce, take one-hal
A
4
teaspoonful of corn starch; mix swoviis weg
7 i
of the milk, one egg and two tablespoonfyic “I i
sugary our all Well together.
Pour thus mixpis
into the milk and heat it until a good custard s
formed, watching and stirring it carefully. R:.
move from the fire, and flavor with wvanill,

in the Rhine provinces are subBonn and Coblentz no less that
were submerged,
and much sickin the inundated districts,

There was a reduction in the
last/inonth of $5,534,142.

Pour

spoonful of soda, two even

Panama

Cairo

ed) until, acting

no matter

Your reporter found Inspector Clark; at his office on the Armory grounds busily examining
“ receivers’ for the regulation army rifles. However, he was as willing to say a word for the mer.
its of health and strength restoratives as to prove

pint

When it begins 80 hubbie all

minutes.

tartar sifted in the flour, one eg

to have per-

at

U.

Dyspepsia,

erchants and dealers in butter, cheese sr?
eggs, beans, dried apples, &c. Cella» No 3°

milk, one and one-half cupiuls of flour, gue i;

has forbidden the
debates in Alsace-

The European police forces
Alexdndria are to be reduced.

refreshing,

Recommends.

The

the spoon.

one tablespoonful of butter,

An American was murdered on the west
eonst of Madagascar.
His compunion was seriously wounded.
The murdered man’s name
wus Emerson,
and that of the wounded one
Hulett.
J

Fourteen persons were believed
ished in the flood at Dusseldorf.

Inspector

and indoors.

and mark off into small squares.
+
MRS. SMART'S CREAM PIE.~One cupfulof sugar,

Channel;

the late war

been agreatsufferer from

and could get ho relief (havipg tried
everything which was recommend-

by Floreston

Mass.— What Mr. David

There

Rey

OAKe#i=One

teaspoonful of soda.

lasses; 1 cup butter.

and

that

one

over, boil 19

The Archbishop of Canterbury died at London Sunday, Dec. 3.
Disastrous floods have occurred in Germany;
the Rhine at Mayence is higher than it has been
for a hundred years, measures have been taken for the relief of the sufferers.

Mr. Gladstone estimates

.

pede?

nin

M188 PIKE'S TAFFY.—2 cups sugar, $ cups

The H. A. Pitts’ Sons Manufacturing Company,at Chicago, Ill., bas failed, with liabilities of $230.000.
M.Newbour & ‘Sons, wholesale clothiers in. Milwaukee, and the Kendall
Brothers, paper dealers in New York, have
ule0 assigued, with liabilities of $200,000 each.
The French steamer Cambronne has been

fourteen persons were drowned.

Clark,

to farm in as to emigrate from. .

buttety

schoon-

Lake Ontario

Springfield,

England as good a

Mus. FrEEmAN's RYE DitoP

Miscellaneons.

made

on Mars; another hy getting the velocity
of light by means of mirrors and a rapidly
revolving wheel.
Light is 498 seconds
passing from the sun to the.garth,as deter-

a unit ef

|.

other

than by transit observations.

of these methods

er H. Folger is wrecked on

is imparted

The Government made its Best Arms at

can

RELEOTED RECIPES.

filibustering

four in the U.S.
Prof. Newcomb’s party
goes to the Cape of Good Hope; Prof.

Santa

agriculture and make New

Cedar

is watched closely by England.——The

to

do it, after which a tight “follow,” made of | bly from indigestion and biliousness, but. I find
plank, is put over it, and heavy weights, either
that Dr. Kennedy’s FAVORITE REMEDY is a
of rocks or something else, are put on to give it | most excellent medicine for these complaints. I
a constdiit-and even pressure, so that it will be most cordially recommend it, for I am acquainted
as closely packed together as possible. After with.its worth. Dr. Kennedy’s FAVORITE REMEDY is used a great deal by the machinists in the
cold weather commences this fodder, or rather
U, 8. Armory here.”
ensilage, is fed to cattle, hogs and sheep,
While FAVORITE REMEDY is a specific in
which, it is asserted, relishitmuch.
Sixty Ibs.
Kidney and Bladder diseases, itis equally valuaare considered enough for a cow a day. The ble in cases of Bilious Disorders and Constipation of the Bowels: Tryit. Your druggist has it,
cost of building a silo is variously estimated
and its cost is one dollar a bottle. The lucky man
is he who puts this advice in practice. Don’t forfrom $200to $1000. Now, whether this new
t the name and address,
Dr. David Kennedy,
innovation will be a permanent improvement
ndout, N. Y.
The Doctor would have it underwhile he is engaged in the introduction
or not, time alone will tell. It may be like stood that,
of his ‘medicine, FAVORITE REMEDY, he still
some of the other ‘‘ agricultural fevers” that continues
the practice of his profession, but con.
fines himself exclusively to office practice.
He
have passed over the country and will be recktreats all diseases, and performs all the minor and
oned in a few years amongst past follies. On
capital operations of surgery.
:
the other hand it may be a blessing to our

off Canso,N. S., on

DEC. 3.—=French

heir

** First catch, your »—
;

always

used.

_*
Boston, November 26, 1881,
BréwN Cuenmrcar Co.
Gentlemen:— Forgyears 1 have

adopted

as

During the Late War

of September, the fodder, if corn is used, is cut,
drawn to the silo and cut into inch pieces by a
cutter propelled by horse or steam power. It

Thursday morning, by the schooner Parole.
Pwenty-six are known to be saved, and five

and

Odor

V.,

ro

so that it will be water-tight nnd covering it
with a roof. The last of August, or the first

boat-load

steamer

Henry

property.
:

Ard itis

how freely

dairy products.
The principle upon ‘which
this system is based is the same as that of canning fruits and vegetables, that is, keeping the
fodder air tight so that it will not ferment.
This is done by building
a square or oblong
pit of masonry similar to a cellar, cementing it

steamer foun-

missing

wrecked

Cologne.

in the production of beef,

is then trodiato the silo as solidly as men

and

A Delictous

with

known to have been saved.

Grove were

The U. S. government sends out eight par-

to compete

stiff €nough to bear up

the

bis crown
crown.

pre.

of sotit milk, one egg, one tablespoonful melted

from

by the Comte de Chambord,

pork (for hogs devour it greedily), mutton, and

Cornwall, England, and

FriDAY, DEC. 1.—~The

The French and German governments arg
also liberal for the promotion of science:

asthe

Grose, from London for Halifax and St. dolin,
strikes the ledges off Cape Canso, N| S.,
and sinks in an hour,
Thirteen persons are

of people

priate $75,000 each for observing the transit.”

in ensilage,

for them

those of the We:t

THURSDAY, Nov. 30.—The steattier Cedar

clear day will add to our knowledge and
leave data for future generations: The
British and the U. S. governments appro-

ties, four in the

it possible

§ter Abbey.

clear

weather on the 6th of December, to enable
the astronomers to view the transit of

~-Manis,

make

committee, unhesitatingly consents to allow a land
bust of Longtelloy to be placed in Westmin, 1 :

2

Phelps

29.——A

believers

The son of the Comte de Paris is to be

of

served fodder is called; and if the statements
which be has made are correct, it will be a
great benefit to New England farmers and will

eleven of the crew are drowned.——The Dein
of Westminster, in reply to the request of a
deputation from the
Longfellow
memorial

Ean

Bailey

Billerica, Mass., who is to-day one of the most

ABROAD-

your

by Dr.

enthusiastic

the op-

reach.

made

“ FRIDAY, DEC. 1.—Rear-Admiral Wyman,

MoNDAY,
DEC. 4. —— Congress
meets.
The
death
of Mr.
Updegraff
will
be
announced and the Honse will adjourn.—
The Garfield board of audit has coneluded its
labors, and has awarded in the aggregate $38,860.93.
The
doctors received $27,500.
Dr.
Bliss is dissatisfied with the audit and will refuse the amount allowed.——The new Sunday
law in New York went into effect yesterday,
and some two or three hundred persons were
arrested for violating the code.

wailing your unfortunate lot.
There are
greater misfortunes than being an earnest,
thorough, wide-awake
country
teacher;
the fate of an inefficient drone in the city

application of this method

was

U. 8. N., is stricken with paralysis, and. but
faint hepes are entertained of his recovery.——
Ex-Senator Dorsey, in a card to the public,

Il.

shining blade without a handle, but a good
tool held .in the firm grip of character.—
Dr. Bellows.
:

Improve

in New England

SATURDAY, DEC. 2.——Rear-Admiral R. H.
Wyman
dies at Washington.—— Destructive
fires are. reported from
Colchester, Conn. ,
Massassauga Point, Penn., and Bunker Hill,

business, not for professions, not for opportunities, mainly, but should
educate
them to be men,—that is to say, should develop every power and faculty,—intellectual, moral, and physical,—that they may,
thus prepared, be able to turn their hand to
anything, and find their education, not a

is ten-fold more serious.

The first successful

has had nothing whatever to do with them.

pre-

not for

Country teachers, wasté®ne time

Charleston,

a dollar out ef starroute contricts, and that since June, 1879, he

scribed and directed according to the needs
of each individual.
‘We should educate men as men:

in

i

to avers that he nevemmade

similar

that in use at Harvard, and will be conducted on a strictly Scientific basis, the
amount and manner of exercise being

is unveiled

»

A thorough system of physical
"has been introducéd in Wellesley

dead

.

H i YEARS ils

chairof Fifte Arts at Oxford.

Confederate

S.C.

markably all over this country, because invalids
find it gives them. new lile and vigor when, other

medicines fail entirely.—Ohio Farmer,

of green crops.

i

in

the

all kinds

= g53

late

filling

preserviiig

E 0.
i

of

used in

IRON BIT-

Fnies abs5 Hh 3J Th th ii i

talk

applied to the preserva-

| tion of thetops of sugar, beets, but now it is

monument to the

BROWN’S

TERS never failsto cure
all these diseases.

iif id
A

much

we think, it was first

sia, Indigestion, want of
Appetite;lossof Strength
lack of Energy, Malaria,
Intermittent Fevers, &ec.

be-

baht

been

Mount Pleasant, Ohio.——A

J.
in

aware,

"a
Deservedly Populhr.
Unless it had great merit Parker’s Ginger Toni
could not be so popular. - Its sale has spread re-

pits or silos asthey aré called. In that country,

THURSDAY, Nov. 380.——Congressman
Updegraff of Ohio dies at his home

America were

Avenue, N. y.

longer from Dyspep-

EF

There has

~ England of Mr. Ruskin’s. again

T.

peoplein

eve-

fore the late celebiation at: Philadelphia,
that
Pennsylvania was not named-for Williim Penn,
but for his father, the admiral?

use a method has been introduced into

this country from France of preserving it in

:

many

no

Baltimore Street,

No. 112 Fifth

A PRIMA DONNA

..+.- Forty-six students have been expelled
from the University or St. Petersburg.

;

valuable medicines which act beneficially on
ry diseased organ. See other column.
How

Baltimore.

from Lis real estate.
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in the Court of Claims.

a handsome revenue
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t

croft Davis is to be nominated for Athe vacancy

winter

Ton, TOL Yaa

4

be one

also

:

PIANOFORTES.

applica-

A yearly salary of $15,000 will be received by
Gen, Sherman, even in his retirement,
abd he has

| much attention to the culture of forage plants,
such as millet, corn fodder, etc., aud in order
to preserve this fodder in a green state for

C. Ban-
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en students?

frequently

| three years and to explain their meaning fully
it might be well to say that within the past few
years the farmers of New England have ‘given
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>

So

the

we

illusirated. catalogue on
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Kuoox’s reports are made public.

of the best correctives.
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that
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the police arrest all disorderly and

terms

send a full

Soa
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are

will

tion.
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These

one train and several passen— Rear-Admiral James H.
dies at Columbia, S. C.—
is re¢lected United States sena-

tor from Alabama.
WEDNESDAY, Nov.

\yhen the degree

Such a course would
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